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PREFACE

.0

The Eighth Annual Conference.of the North East Association for 4:

Institutional Aesearch Was held November 5 - November 7, 1981, at the

Henry Chauncey Conference Center, Princeton, New Jersey. The tonference

theme, "Planning for Quality" drew a record number of 154 participants.

The professional development workshop on Criti) cal Issues in Question-

ma-ire Design was attended by 60 interested institutional researchers.

Demonitrations on word processing and microcomputers also preceded,the

formal conference address, delivered by Thomas Green of Syracuse Univer-

sity,'who tackled the difficult issue of Concepts of Educational Quality.

The various concurrent sessions on Friday and Saturday morning covered

a d rsity of topics, includjng enrollment projections, computer modelling,-

student tcomes, retention, transfer articulation, and the merger of plan-

ning and budg ting. An excellent symposiumHentitled Moving -Beyond Plan:

ning Baged on Extrapolation in an Era of Radical Change, filled the West

Wing Meeting Room, with standing room only.

The Associatioeis grateful to Nancy Neville, (Rochester Institute

of Technology) for chaining the Conference Program Committee. She was

ably assisted by Bob Lay (Boston College) who coordinated the pre-conference.

workshop, led by Sid Micek (Syracuse University). The success of the con-

, ference was also due to the indefatigable efforts of Carl Feigenbaum

(Monmouth College) and Ed Delaney (Kean College of New Jersey) who co-

chaired the'Local Arrangementl Committee.
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ANALYZING THE INQUIRY POOL TO DEVELOP
POSITIONING STRATEGIES: AIPPLICATION 'TO TWO UNIVERSITIES

Robert S. Lay
Program Director

Enrollment Management Research
Boston College,

_David W. Bradley
AssociateVrector for Research

Admissions and Financial Assistance
Boston University.

INTRODUCTION

The application of current Marketing approaches to college admiWons:

planning his gained wider acceptance over, the last seVeral years,
4

Academic marketing cah be'defined as the matchi.ng of Prospective studentS!

needs and,preferenees with inStitutional strengths. The early stages of

the student chronology -- the transition froM college prospect to

matriculant -- correspond roughly with the steps:of the consumer decisiOn

proCess. In the marketing literature this process is described, in its

simplest form, as proceeding from aWareness to interest, from interest to

decision, and from decision to ation,fsee Figure 1). The correspondence

is rough due to the arbitrary nature of the way institutions might define

those stages and because of differing decision processes' among students

themselves.

Consumer Decision Process

Awareness-----.4 t rest Decision

--e.College
Prospect

Figure 1.

Inquiry Applicant

Action

Tuition
Deposit

Student Chronology (partial)

1

Matriculant



While many institutions have made significant progress by concen-
,

trating on the transition from applicant to matriculant, relatively few

-have successfully studied the dynamics of their inquiry pOols.1

Because prospects in the inquiry pool may be more open to an improved

match with . an institution, several substantive issues might be

addressed: 1. lack of awareneis, 2. misperteption, and: 3. unrealistic

objettivee (either too broad or too confining). For the academic

marketer, this: is an area of study that can: have significant.implications

for institutional policies and prodedures.. Boston College and Boston

University make interesting comparative cates due to their obvious

similarities but more 'importantly because of subtle differences both in

their perceived institutional identities and in their developed marketing

strategies. After experiencing financial difficulties in the,late 1960's

and the early 197.0Le, each institution acknowledged the need to

revitalize undergraduate admissions. While Boston College chose to focus

on strengthening primary geographical markets, Bostt University has put

greater emphasis on developing d broader geographical base. Both schools

have enjoyed successes in pursuing their respective strategies.

At Boston 411ege, out of approxiMately 50,000 freshman admissione

inquiries about 25% apply for a position in an entering class of less

than 2,000. At Boston University, the inquiry pool approaches 130,000,

of which 13% apply for an entering class of about 3,600. Because over

35,000 inquiries at Boston College and over 100,000 inquiries at Boston

University choosert to apply, both, schools, have now converged in their

interest to assess their present images and competitive positions among

their inquiry markets and to further evaluate their ongoing promotion and

recruitment efforts. We propose in this paper to present a.methodology

9



for measuring differences in image (among geographic markets) and in the

factors which influence competitive position.

METHODOLOGY

Data Sources

Boston College data are from a questionnaire mailed in early summer

1981 t6'a six percenesample of nonapplicants (out..of 1,963 mailed, 583

were returned for fesponse rate of 307z) and to. a 50 percent sample of

acceOted applicants (out of 2,133 'mailed,. .1,583 were returned for a

response rate of 74%). _Responses of nonapplicants ...and 'accepted

applicants were weighted to reflect their correct proportions in the

inquiry pool. Small response biases by gender and by geography were

deemed within acceptable ranges.

A number of paraliel items were included from the Boston University

questionnaire -- the result of collaborating'in the design of these

studies of inquiries. Becaute the BOston College study was administered

after admissions decisions had been made,,it was possible to focus on the'

contrast between accepted applicants (excluding applicants who did not

meet Boston College's admissions standards) and nonapplicants (who were

able to report the colleges that accepted them and to identify the

college they therefore planned to attend). The disadvantage, however, is

that respondents may tend to rationalize their college decisions to some

extent.

Boston University conducted a similar study ih February/March, 1981,

to obtain information before the respondent had received notification of

acceptance but after most applications had been filed. It was surmised

that evaluations at this point in time would contain less bias'and be

\ it)



more indicative of the awareness/interest stage of the cOnsumer process.

A randomf/omple representative, of the entire freshman inquirY

population was constructed in a systematic fashion. The 4,887 original

N%
sample members yielded 2,047 usdble questionnaires; a response rate of

42%. As was )expected, the final sample was overrepresenting Boston

University applicants, and the ensuing 'analyses have been weighted to

reflect the true application rate when projecting to the complete inquiry

pool.

The studies were similar enough in design and measurement techniques

that useful comparisons of image and position could be drawn. Both

surveys included a question on the general image the respondent held of

the School and both used a bipolar adjective scale to measure the

eyal tion of attributes for colleges of interest. It should be noted,

howeve *that the differences in timing and sample popdlations,of the two

studies troduce ele nts of bias,

Analytical Methods

The measurement of r\rage was achieved by means of an exploratorY

open-ended question designed to elicit the first wrd or phrase that came

to mind when hearing the namerkofA school. Identical coding categories

were established 'to facilitate4comparisons between schools. The data

were analyzedby two and three-wA contingency tables.

1
An analysis of the faCtors whtch influence competitive position was

A

accomplished by factor analyzing ratings of attributes of the colleges of

attendance. Factor scores were computed for each respondent and added

back to the survey data bases so that mean standardized factor scores for

the top competing colleges and universities could be computed for

non-applyinq inquiries. A graphical display of relative competi ve

11



position on selected factor dimensions was constructed by plotting the

"mean factor scores on standardized axes. A cutoff of one or more

eigenvalues was used in constructing factor solutions.Ihe reader should

be advised that these perceptual maps relate competitors within specific

inquiry populations and are not generalizable beyond the markets of

.-

BostonSollege and Boston University.

INTERPRETATION OF IMAGE ANALYSES

SeParatelyzJor the Boston College and Boston University samples,

Table 1 displayls.5,the top eight categories

question (see table-note 1). By adding the

column it can be seen that 83 percent'of all

of Tesponse to the "image"

percentages in the right hand

Boston Collegesresponses and

90 percent of.all Boston University responses may be accounted for by the
.

eight categories. Respondents most often (27%/30%) gave a word or phrase

that denoted.- "prestige", (such as "excellent reputation" or ggreat

school"). Prestige clearly is a desirable-element of the image -the

universities want to project. The geographical variations in tfte

prestige categories again reflect the differing marketing strategies 0

the two universities. While Boston College's local image has a 'distinct

athletic component, its overall image is primarily one of Prestige,k

Boston/Urban and Jesuit/Catholic.

.Boston University's image is predominantly similar to Boston

College's, wit0 the singular identfty of Jesuit/Catholic being replaced

by a Aire general image àf a larger, more urban school. Also evident for

Boston University-is its broader geographical diversity. 6ata for both

schools reflect the appeal that New England has for_students d.utside of

the Northeast.

14
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Table 1

Image and Geography:

Catego6, Percentages by geographical aree-41

Geography

Table 2

Accepted Applitant Ytelds and Geographyl

Geograp4

School:
Word Category

.Metro
Boston New

Other
England

Other
Northeast!

Other
U.S. All

School: '

Word Category

Metro
Boston

'Other

New England
Other

Northeast
Other 4..

y.s. ,) All

Boston College:

1. Prestige

2. Boston/Urban

3. Jeiuit/Catholic

Academics

Athletics

6. Social

T. New England

8. .6niversity/Large

Alf ,

9. 21

a

13

iq

20

5

)

25

32

17

16

6

a

6

21

31

14

13

9

3

6.

2

3

36

24

19

9

9

4

4

11

1

18

27

14

13.

10

9

3

2

Boston College:

1. Rrestige

2. toston/Urban

3. Jesuft/Catholic

4. Academics

5. Athletics

6: Social

7.* New England

8. University/Large

All

22

10-

12

21

13

17

2

12

15

13

11

22

17

14

25

13

6 .

8

13

8

11

8

.2

7

8

3

10

3

5

11

11

16

12

13

4

4

10

Boston University:

I. Prestige

2. Boston/Urban

3. Large University,

4. New England

5. Expensive
. ,

6. Academics

7. Specific Cqll/Prog

8. Athletics.

All

28

20

.21

1

9

2

4

6

9

,

avi

21

31

23'

1.

6

3

3

2

14

32

27

12

3

4

6

4

2

31

31

25

7

9

5

5

6

1

46

30

26

12

ill 5

5

5

5

2

Boston Univer;ity:

1. Prestige

2. Bostop/Urban

3. Large University

4. New England

5. Expensive

6. Academics

7. Specific Coll/Prog

8. Athletics

All

22

32

11

6

34

57

9

21

23

10'

6

41

o

6

44

19

12

19

13

11

2

4

29

23

6

15

6

2 ,

.2

8

5

15

5

13

10

7

4

3

16

18

10

11

1

Responses to the questions: When you hear the name Boston College, w t

word or phrase first comes to mind? Or when you hear the name Boston

University. what single word or phrase comes to mind?

4.,

1

Accepted Applicant Yield (O accepted applicants/(non-applicants accepted

applicants)) x 100. The Boston University sample includes rejected applicants

in the denominator. Due to the timing of the Boston University survey,

respondents were asked to identify schools to which %hey °thought" they would

be accepted. 14



By examining the accepted applicant yields in Table 2, one can

estimate the effect each image may have on the likelihood of qualifted

students applying. In spite of the differencelrbetween each university's

marketing strategies, yields generally decline with distance Obm

Boston. Keeping in mind that Prestige was identified as a key dimension

bf image, note the interesting patterns in yields for each schbol.

Prestige has an equally beneficial effect in Metro Boston, Yet makes a

- greater contribution to Boston University's accepted applicant yield

outside of the local area. Note that the image of prestige .does not

appear to,be differentially beneficial outside the Northeast.

The two universities also exPerience different reactions to their

Boston locations. Boston University's urban setting and Boston tollege's

stiburban setting cause the pattern of yields to vary, markedly within

the Metrd' Boston market. Because of clear dffferences in yield by image

category among geographical markets, each university may wish-to consider

taporing its marketing planning activities by addressing these,

variations.

INTERPRETATION OF FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE.

COMPETITIVE POSITION

By examining the individual attributes which load On each of the

factors displayed in Table 3, one can draw conclusions about the way

prospective students evaluate their college choices at this stage of the

decision process. Despite ,the fact that ech university employed

slightly different sets of attributes, -the first four, factors in each

solution measure roughly the same dimensions. This is evidence for both

the comparability and the validity of each analysis.

1,)
7



Table 3

Attributes that Load Highly on.Rotated Factors (in Rank Order)

Boston College

Factors

1

"Academic Reputation"

2

"Courses/Programs"

3

"Religious"/Social"

4

"Campus/location" ' "Net Cost"

+ Teaching Reputation

+ College Faculty

+ Quality of Students

+ General Reputation

+ Employment Opportuni-
ties After Graduation

+ Variety of Courses

+ Specific Academic
Programs

+ Religious Opportunities

+ Diversity of Student Body

+ Athletic Facilities

+ Social Activities

+ Attractiveness of Campus

+ location of Campus

+ Expected Cost After
Financial Aid

+ Tuition, Room, and
Board

+ Reputation of
Financial Aid
Program

Boston University

Factors

"Academic'Reputation" "Courses/Programs"

3

"Collegiality/Social"

4

"Environmental" "Student Support Services"

+ Academic Reputation

+ Quality of Faculty

+ Strength of Department

+ Availability of Faculty

(-) Cost.

("4. Majors Offered

+ Academic Diversity

+ Strength of Department

+ Availability of Faculty

+ Cultural Opportunity

+ Attitude of Students

+ General Atmosphere

+ Social life

+ Availability of Faculty

+ Environment

Geographtc location

Appearance of_Campus

+ General Atmosphere

Size

+ Placement (Career)

+ Availability of caculty

+ Cultural Opportunities

+ Availability of Financial

Aid

+ Strength of Department

Mote: Results of two separate principle factor solutionszafter varimax rotations. Analyses were performed on ratings of attributes for schools of

attendance within Boston College's and Boston University's total inquiry pools. Boston College's sample excludes rejected applicants. The

lists of attributes being rated were not identical for the two schools. Factor labels and rotated factor matrix coefficient cutoffs for

inclusion in this tible were arbitrarily chosen by the authors.

I 6
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Figures 2a through 4b illustrate how the ab ve factor dimensions can

/3 k

be selected two at a time'to plot the,posi ions of top competitors for

nonapplidants. For reference, the positions ofBoston'College.and Boston

University are also plotted (uSing ratings by inquirers who Attended).

By exaMining these graphs, the advantage among competitors that were:able

to enroll each school's nonapplicants may be appreciated.

An assumption that will guide our interpretation of these maps is

that schools positioned closely to one another are likely to experiene

greaten competition for nonapplicants. Another assumption is that'these

perceptual maps are -merely illustrative 'of one way of assessing

competitive position, and.that a fuller assessment would extend this,

analysis to other competitors and to other phases of the student

chronology..

In Figures 2a through 4i, Boston College usters respectively with

the liniversity of Vermont, Fairfield. University and Tufts University,

reflecting the interplay of the five factor dimensions. Further study on

9

each competitor can yield very important information about why Boston

'College is losing nonapplicants to these schools, with the hope that

there is potential for Boston College's improvement. For example, the

University of Vermont"holds a significant advantage over Boston College

on Only one'of the five dimensions: Net Cost. Because the University of

Vermont is a state institution, we May speculate that relative perceived

tuition levels might be discouraging some prospective applicants who

would have been eligible for significant amounts of financial aid. An

integrated admissions/financial aid prograth could be organized to address

this concern, if the above speculation is found to apply to state

institutions in general.
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In Figures 2b through 4b, Boston University is\positioned closely to

somewhat different groups of'competitors at the di-ensions are changed.

In terms of, academic reputation Boston Universi is more closely

iassociated with the University of Penngylvania, North estern University,
--.7

Georgetown University, Syracuse University and Northe stern University:

The relative positions of the six schools change signi icantly when the

Courses/Programs dimension is replaced by Student Support Services. When

the dimensions of Environment and Collegiality/Social ar used to plot

positions the 'cluster dissolves somewhat, and a gre ter area of

perceptual space is covered. This repreSents the possibili y of greater

opportunity to develop a'Unique positioning strategy in rela ion to these

competitorS.

A final illustration of hoW perceptual maps may be used i to draw a

comparison between Figures 2a and 2b. The relative position of Boston

College and Boston University on the tWo Maps indicate the e fects dif-'

fering inquiry populations and competitive structures will ha On..this
-

type of analysis. Based on Figure 2a,it would appear that' Bost'n Univer-.

sity outdraws Boston College along the dimensiow of Courses Programs,

whereas Figure 2b would indicate that Academic Reputation is te dimen-

sion that better explaihs the differences in position. To i pute why

Boston Collegi outdraws Boston University, one would examine F gures 3a

and 3b to note Boston College s alyantage on the Campus/Loca ion and

Environmental dimensions respectively. The comparison betwee Boston'

College and Boston University should serve to illustrate the diff culties

in comparing perceptual maps and to point out the wisdom, of rep icating

and empirically grounding any findings by means of a more compre ensive

treatment of student chronology and the consumer decision process.

23
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IMPLICATIONS

The results.of this,type of analysis allow the academic marketer to .

-address Seyeral opportunities tO more effectively stimulate awareness. of

and interest in what their respective institutions can offer. By

recognizing these opportunities, one may better plan promotional and

recruitment efforts for the early stages of student chronolog16. These

early efforts might consist of:

1. redefinition of existing markets,
2. further development of existing markets,
3. selective development of newmarkets,'
4. clarification of institutionkl strengths

and weaknesses to optimally eanage image,
5. greater emphasis on the benefits relevant

to specific markets,
6. and in the ,extreme case, redefinition

of the institution's mission.

Although the findings we have discussed are not generalizable, the

methods and procedures can be useful in enrollment management strategies

at other institptiorff. Our discussi* of consumer behavior barely

scratches the surface of the literature, and there remains significant

potential to incorporate existing behavioral models into college and

university'marketing planning. Tfie application of these theories and

techniques requireS a rigorous analytical approach, but more importantly,

requires creative evaluation and implementation programs.

Reference Note

Baker, Michael and Ami Meganathan. Why They Didn't Apply.
Unpublished paper of the Planning Department of Carnegie-Mellon
University, 1979.
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AN APPROACH TO STUDYING STUDENT'pREFERENCE

1 OF COLLEGE & 'FUTURE ENROLDiENTS:

.

Glenwood L. Rowse
Associate in Higher Education

New York Siate Education Department

There are many approaches to and 1Nvels of analyzing an institution's

market for students It As .certainly useful to-know the probability

that a given type of applicant will be influenced by certaintinstitutional

attributes and marketing strategies qt is also useful to know the mix

of students at one s institution (Probability of X given Y), but At is

quite a difffreni and equally useful thing to know the proportion of a

,given type of student that is interested in your type of institWon

(probability of Y given X), and the kinds of high schools that are the'

best recruitment.targets.

Substantial increases or decreases projected for one's typical

student pool can easily overshadow marginal competitive concerns and

?esquire substantial adaptations by an institution. At a central

agency level, the distribution ,of attendance patterns for,a given

14
type of studeAt indicates either the level of access and choice avaiTable

tosor the programs interests of that type of student (See Figure l for

a distribution of students classified only by geography). Policy'

questions in all of these areas are dependent on the presence of useful

student preference or choice knowledge and adequate demographic pro-

jections.

1527
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-The ffanner im:which reSearchers'approach a student preference study

..:greatly:influences'the breadth,and utility ofjheretUlts. 14h0e,vthis'
.

.: 4

paper.dOes not draw,firm conclusions -abOut apprepriatemethods,it'does

djscuss wOrk in progress that may soon yield conclusions,...The typical

approach has been to examine a relatively small set: of continuous variables
AP

for students with respect to one institutign or a very small-set of insti7

tutional variables. This top down approach is encourage4pby both limited'

data sets and limited analytical techniques. As a result, for example,,

researchers seldom examine more than three.general ability levels or two-

way interaction,variables (e.g., income-ability). It is not known whether

.
complex interaction effects do in fact exist, but general instituiiAal

descriptions bay well precTude finding any that do exist. Computing capa-

bilities'are now sufficiently great that a bottom up rather than a top

down approach can be pursUed. Institutional researchers have Much to gain

'by Collaborating and promoting the development of the large databates

needed to pursue such a stWTgy.

In Many ways the problem is one of classification for both students

and institulións. Figure 2 illusLrdtes C:e classification opLions, The

broad base of eadh triangle represents very detailed student and insti-
t

tutional types. In the extreme, each type along the base wourd be an

individual student or institution. Classification may occur at any lesser

level of detail up to the peak of the triangle. At the peak, all students

°or institutions are grouped together in a single undifferentiated group.

Research and theory suggest that explanatiOn and prediction are most
-

successful at interim levels of.grouping,for both the dependent and inde-

pendent varlOTes. Group means tend to be statistically more.prediCtable

Intil furthgr.grouping'results-in the groups becoming internally diverse on
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important variables.

An analogy may be drawn from the physiCal sciences where One-must

adapt to the uncertainty principle for subatomic particles, laws of

atomic motion, and probabilities of machine life: A different level of

student classification will probably be best for each level of or even each

specifid institutional classification. Most studies to date have relieth

on fairly undifferentiated classification levelS. These generally have

produced reasonable results although they usually cannot be applied easily

in specific situations as on a particular campus. In enrollmetit studies

I expect that the most enduring level Of explanation will occur for-some-

.

what more detailed classification of both institutions and students than is

typically used today. Finding the optimal explanatory framework would b

Yery useful in both, improving enrollment projections and planning for .

specific types of institutions.:Working from the bottom up rather than the

top down stiould also make it possible to find unique interaction conditions

which are not at theAenerally optimal level of grouping and Which should

be specifically monitored.

College participation or preference rates are direct measures analogous

o the squared multiple correlation coefficient and level of explanation

'eyed in regression studies. Looking at preference rates for specific

types of students easily permits examination,of the specific influence for

each of a large number of specific variable sets. Regression approaches

help to describe the degree to which each variable contributes to a specific

outcome. Similar conclusions seem to be possible from an analysis of

preference rates by examining the pattern of rates among student types and

across grouping levels. Good methods for conducting such an analysis need

to be deyeloped as do approaches to assessing statistical significance
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when the number of observations for a specific student type becomes small .

It might seem desirable to cluster or factor the student and insti-

tutional clasWiacatiOn variables to produce independent variables for

inclusion in the analysis. This has the great advantage of reducing the

number of variables involved, but may also result in certain very Specific

interaction effects being masked. It is not known whether this is,really

a problem. It also seems likely that specific levels of specific types of

ability would be more explanatory than a few general levels of general

ability especially in association with certain other student characteristics

Thus, I am drawn toward beginning with very specific\classification schemes.

Figure 3 summarizes student and institutional variables frequently

considered in student choice studies. It is very eas" generate at least

twenty4variables averaging four categories each. Calculating all possible

combination s produces almost 70 billion possible classifications. If we

aee to consider geographical locations or specific interests such as the

30 two-digit HEGIS program areas then the number of possible combinations

is much larger yet. It is immediately desirable to limit where possible the

number of variables and levels included for analysis, recognizing, of '

course, that the number of combinations cannot be larger than the number of

respondents. Collapsing of classifications might be keyed to obtaining a,

sufficient number of respondents of each type to provide reliable results.

Naturally, the larger sample sizes will permit more specific classifications

tO be analyzed than will smaller samples. A relatively large number of de-

pendent variable typei (in our case institutional types) also brings pressure

for enlarging the sample size. Research needs to be undertaken to establish

lower limits on sample size, but there is no reason that government agencies

or consortia of colleges could not reasonably obtain data for 5,000-30,000
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prospective students to support these analyses.

There are several options to analyzing the kind of data which has

been described. If 'one is.W1ling to focus on only one dependent variable

(iMtitutional) type and one decision level (express interest, apply,

attend) then the Automatic Interaction Detector (AID) approach is an option

(Lay, Maguire & Litten, 1981). AID examines the most "profitable" splits

when a variable has more than two levels and works through a step-wise

procedure to find the set of descriptors that provide the greate5t associ-

ation with the outcome (institutional type) of interest. It provides the .

proportion of students associated with the outcome at each level of classi-

fication. While tHe approach is helpful in identifying important inter-

actions, it provides only a partial portrait and may miss important inter-

actions. Its results are very straightforward and easy to understand by

nonstatisticlans.

A second option is the use of a structural analysis approach employing

qualitative factor analysis (Pruzek & Lehrer, 1980, Rowse & Wing, forthcom-

ing). Student characteristics, institutions, and institutional characte;.-

istics are defined in qualitative terms -nd entered together into the

factor adalysis using whatever similarity or correlation measure is

appropriate at the time. The patterns evident from loadinqs,in the factor

matrix suggest student and institutional classificatiOns, indicate linkages

between them and identify both linear and nonlinear interaction effects.

The capability of performing essentially multiple tasks in one pass and .

of including multiple dependent variables in a single analysis are very

attractive. However, therapproach does have limitations associated with

cumbersome computation for very large data seiskand'.with interpretation

concerns common to factor analysis. It is not quite as easily understood
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for the nontechnical person as are other techniques.

A third option involves a fairly straightforward computation of

preferences rates for prespecified categories of students, high schools,

institutions and academic programs. By initially preparing a matrix of

preference rates for highly specific classifiCation criteria, it is

feasible to later collapse this baseline matrix in a variety of ways to

search for an optimal classification level. Regardles of the classification

scheme used, the baseline matrix will be no larqer in length than the

number of respondents or data points available. Collapsing of the matrix

can be based in part on obtaining a reasonable sample size'for the student

types of interest. The width of the matrix is determineCi by the dependent

variable classification selected. It will likely be necessary to limit

these categories before starting to obtain a feasible task. The Wection

of initial classification schemes is critical as they define limits on th'e

interactions that can possibly be.ide-ni'Trted.

This third approach is just beginning to be developed. While it is

appealing in its simplicity,comprehensiveness and directness, it is mit

clear whether or, not collapsing of the b7cline matrix will be a straight-

forward task. One basis for collapsing and perhaps a rgutine first step

would involve insuring that reasonable sample sizes exist for all types of

students submitted to analysis. Further collapsing should continue until

the preference rates no longer get larger and even begin to diminish in, size.

Distribution of the size of preference rates might be calculated for each

combination of levels of student and institutional classification. Distil:,

butionsskewed toward largetrates would be preferred and very large rates

representing influential interactions should be sought and saved from each-

stage of the analysis. However, to select the course of data reduction,

s
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more information is neeed. The matrix might be visually scanned or three

dimensional maps generated (see Figpre 4). The axes of the map would be

institutional types, student types and outcome (e.g., preference rates).

Somewhat similar classifications having similar rates would be targets for

collapse. Plateaus on the three dimensional map would be easily visible

and would suggest a route to reducing the classifications. .It is not

clear whether the ordering of types in the matrix-would be crucial or not.

If so multiple sorting and review of the results might be- negessary: These

concepts need'to be tried, developed and tested to see whether the general,

approath is worthy of continued attention.

A Studm of Preference

The latter two analytical approaches Will be applied to a survem_of

18,000 high school seniors collected in the spring of 1981. Ninety-three

high schools representative of New York State on variables of size, wealth,

nrace, urbaness, and region were included in the survey. An effort was made

to surVey all seniors in each sampled school. School and.college character7

istic files will be merged with the many student descriptors collected in

the survey to allow some very detailed analyses appropriate to specific

institutions lotated both in and out of the State. It is expected that a

report describing student preference information will be prepared in .1982.

Comparison of the results with demographic forecasts of population character-

istics should be helpful to planners in specific types of institutions.
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COMP AS A MEASURE'OF EDUCATIONAL IMPACT

Kendy MacColl Rudy
. Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Upsala College

Th'is papier is a preliminary report of an on-going research project

using two-forms of the College Outcomes Measurement Project (COMP), to

determine the impact of general education and college program on students at

Upsala College, a 'small, liberal-arts college in New Jersey.

In recent years, colleges have become more interested in exaluating

programs and oUtcomes associated with general education. Measurements of

abilities of majors in specific fields have existed for a long time, for

example the various Graduate Record examinations, the LSAT, and MCAT.

Instruments for measuring general education are more reeent.

Upsala College began planning a'study of the impact of its programs in

1978, as part of a Title III project. .A committee of faculty and admini-

stration reviewed the instruments available and chose the COMP test,

developed by the American College Testing Servicel, as appropriate for the

research. The COMP test measures six outcomes areas: Functioning in

Social Institutions (FSI); Using Science and Technology (US); Using the

Arts (UA); Communicating (C); Solving Problems (SP); and Clarifying Values

(EV). Two of these areas, Communicating and Solving Problems, are ability

measures. The other four areas each involve identifying activities,

understinding the impact of the area on individuals and groups, and analy-
,

zing data within the area. The skills involved and the categories of areas

reflect the aims of a liberal-arts education.
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Research Design
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The first objective of the research was to.use the COMP instrument to4r.
%-

measure the impact of an Upsala education on the sttlents. However, the

ab
COMP instrument ts available in two parallel forms; the,Composite Exampa-

tic0n and the Objective Test. A second.objective of the i-esearch was to

decide which form of COMP was most useful in this kind of evaluation.

The Composite Examination is a series of filfteen stimulation activities

based on materials available to adults through various media. The activi-
c.

ties require application of general knowledge and skills; students respond

with a variety ,of writing styles and an oral sample. The CoMposite exami-

nation yields specific information on writing competency, oral 'skills, and

detailed analysis of responses, but requires four hours to administer an'd'

time-consuming local scoring. The comTittee designing the research at

Ups,ala was interested in balancing the depth of tnformation from the

ComPsite Examipation, the additional time required to score it, and the

needs of the research.

The second form of COMP, the Objective Teset is a proxy measure for

the Composite Examination. Again, fifteen stimulation activities based on

realistic materials requires response from the students, blAt the responses

are tn a multiple-choice format. The test takes two hours to administer

and is machine scored.

The Upsala research project was designed to take place ovet"two years.

Die major reason for testing and re-testing was to gain a profile of

entering freshmen and exiting Seniors over time; a second reason was to

determine the appropriate form of COMP for future research. The research

design iS shown in Table I.

The first set of paired tests is completed and the data under analysis.

o



The second set of,paired tests was completed in October 1981 and the data

are not yet available.

ea'

Table 1

.Research Design

:Date tOMP.form, Student sample

Spring 1980 Objective Seniors whO had entered as
freshmen 36

Fall 1980 Objective Freshmen matched to seniors 36

Spring 1981 Composite Seniors who had entered as
freshmen 36

Fall 1981 Composite Freshmen matched to seniors 36

The 1980 Sample.

4
Ideally, a study of general,education should test first-time, full-

.

1.
time. freshmerrduring their first semester and re-test these same stOdentt ,

in four^years This design is impractical whenresultS 'are wanted quickly.

A design using matched samples of entering freshmen and exiti'n seniors
. .

yields useful information more quickly.'

- Since the research is concerned with measurements of effects of Upsala

education, the focus of the research was on those studtnts who had spent

most of their academic career at one campus. 'For the seniors, the poO1

from which the COMP sample was drawn was made up of those students who had

spent fodr years at,Upsala,W,with no more than two courses at another insti-

tutton, andewho were expectednto,graduate. The graduating class in 1980
,

had 255 seniors, 143 of whom had started as Oeshmerk four years previously.

Half of the eligible seniors 'were asked to.take part in the research;

thirty-six actually did so. The general descriptive stitistics of these

tOirty7six students were checked aOinst the general description of the

4
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senior pool and the senior cl'it-s;titeSaMPle was judged representative in

terms of SAT backgrounds, infereSt areas, sex,',iond program of entry,into
(.

Altof Opportunity Fund entry or 'regular,admittance).

In the Fall of 1980 a.sample of incomi40 full-time, . first-time

students was dratoinjmn,the 300 meMbef eshman clos, matcned by SATs to

fhe senior sample.- Fifty students were'cho en; thirty-seven took part.

twe.samples are somewhat different,-t rieshman sample being somewhat

er in entering achievement than the senior sample. However, -the

difference is Sthall and not-unexpected. 'Resehrch has'shown that between

40 and 45%oof an entering Upsala-freshman'elass will'graduate from the

school-in four years; it is the st6dents with the better backgrounds that

graduate, A sample of graduating seniorS will represent only students who
4 ,

were retained. A sample of frighmen 1011 include'botn those who will

graduate and those who will drop out. The two samples wertexaMined and

'judged sufficiently similar so that comparisons drawn between the two

gi-'0upt woulebe valid.

Results

1. Comparisons' f the Scores Of Freshmen and Seniors. .

Tables 2 and 3 show the pattern of results on-the COMP variables for

. the freshman and .senior samples of 1980. Significant gains'were recorded
4

both in the Total COMP scores and the sUbscores. The range' of-the scores

contains a degree of Overlap, associated with the widely differing back-

grounds and abilities of the stOdents:

Tkie range of raw scores in both the freshman.and senior samples is
- .

almost asi.great as the test permits. Ccimgarison ofAhe Mean scores for
,

the two groups yields more information. 'Sinci.the 1:se Wumberlor compar-
:,

ison shifts with each subscOre, .the mean score's' for each 064- are most

usefully discussed,in propOrtiOnal,terms.

4.-f
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COMP
. Total
Possible

Maximum
-'Scored

Minimum
Scored Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

Total 3140 208
\

142 170 16.9 2,7

FSI 80 69 42 57 6.9 1.1

US 80 75 44 59 7.1 1.1

/
UA -80, 67 44 54 5.8 0.9

C 72 60 34 47 6.4 1.0

SP 96 t 88 52 70 7.8 1.2

, 72 64 40 53 6.3 1.0

Table 3

COMP Results, Seniors

COMP
Total

Possible
Maximum
Scored

Minimum
Scored Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error

r

Total 340 217 148 188 16.6 2.7

FSI 80 75 48 64 6.3 1.0

US 80 77 48 64 7.5 1.3

UA 60 73 46 59 5.8 0.9

C 72 70 39 53 7.0 1..2

SP 96 -88 42 76 76 1..

CV 72 89, 46 58 5.0 . 0.8

Chart I shows the scores of the freshman sample ,idotted line) and the

tftnior sample (solid line) for 1980. The chart, deieloped by ACT, shows
+RI

the array of senior norms for the 1,886 seniors at 30 institutions who

took part in the research. The Upsala entering freshmen scored around Oie
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25th percentile of the senior national sample. The percentile ranks are

of course different from the percentile ranks the same scores-wquld.have

achieved against a national freshman norm. For comparative purposes,

however, it is useful to plot the two sets of scores against the same

percentile dittribution.

Chart l

/ Mean COMP Scores of the Freshman and Senior: Samples
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Compared against the nationait sample, the areas of greatest ttrength

ir(the entering frethmen were in ("Ong Science and'Using the Arts, although

the,differences between these two areas and the oper areas is only margin-

'ally significant. . For the seniors, the greatest strength identified wat in
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Clarifying Values; the smallest amount of skill was shown in Solving

Problems. Again, the differences between the areas is only marginally

significant. .

Assuming that the treshman sampTe is matched to the senior sample,

the Chart shows.significant increaseS in COMP scores for all variables.

The Total COMP figure shows a rise of 31 percentile points. AT1 six sub-

scores show significant increases, but two areas, Solving Problems and

Using Science, were identified as areas.of the least growth. Table 4 shows

the percentile changes for the COMP subscore5.:

Table 4

Changes in Mean COMP Scores

COMP Subscore Percentile Change

0

.COMP Total

Clarifying Values

Using the Arts

Communicating

Funct. in Soc. Inst.

Solving Problems

Usfng Science

.31

36

35

32

27.

-19

18

2. Using the COMP Scores to study Educational Requirement's
41

.1

A general method for relating COMP results to educational programs was

deyeloped. The CoTlege requirements were compared with the COMP categories

and decisions were made about which requirement was reflected in one or

more COMP categories. The difference in scores for entering freshmen and
4

exiting seniors were correlated with the college requirements. The- effect-

iveness of the array of requirements could then be determined.4

Ob.
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As part of the preparation lor the research a group of faculty members

revjewed the distribution requirements-of Upsala College and determined how

they related to the six areas measured by COMP. Upsala requires 32 fot.ir-

credit courses for graduation; the general requirements cover 13 of these

courses. These requirements are distributed through "Area requirements" on

the chinese menu principle; the area must be filled, but the choice of

courses among these listed is up to the student and the advisor. Upsala's

requirements under which the 1980"seniors graduated were:

a. Quantitative 1 Course

b. the Arts 1 course

C. Natural Science 3 courses

d. Western Cimilization 3 courses

e. Language/Cultural Studies 3 courses

f. Values in Contemporary Society l'course

g. Freshman Seminar (a writing course) . .... 1 course

These requirements fit into the six COMP cateiories as follows:

4-
General Requi rementi,

C 0

FSI X

US X

UA X X

SP X

,CV X X

It is clear from the previout section that the lowest growth on COMP

takes place in the Solving Problems and Using Science categories; these

4
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categories reflect two of the Distribution requirements areas: These two

required areas were targeted for attention in the next round of COMP test-
,.

ing; which was *scheduled to use the Composite Examination form; this form

yields information in greater detail and will allow the apparent weakness

to be examined over time.

3. Additional Use of the COMP Results

At the end of the second semester, grade point averages were collected

for 36 of the 37 freshmen in the sample. The association between GPA and

the COMP Total Score was .50 (p = 0.001); of the subcategories, the great-

est correlation was with the Functioning in Social Institutions.subset

(.55). This information is being used in a parallel study of retention and

the aspects -crf- student profiles that can be used to predict success in

.colleger.

Conclugions

The reseanch is two/thirds of the way through the design, and tentatiVe

conclusions may be drawn. 1) The COMP test yields valid and useful infor-
,

mation for the analysis of general-educationl 2) the instrument of choice

within COMP wilLdepend on the depth of information needed to answer the

objective of the research; 3) data from the COMP profiles can be used in

studiet of student characteristjcs unrelated-Jo studies of general education.

The project will continue through 1982, and further analyses are planned.

Footnotes
.

1

Information on the make-up and validity of the COMP trts is drawn

from the Annual Report, 1977, of the College Outcomes Measurement Project.

The American,ColIege Testing Program, Iowa City.

4`i



THE EFFECTS OF SKILLS MEASURES
ON STUDENT RETENTION:'
A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS

Frank L. Rusciano
Associate for Institutional Research

Upsala College

During the past decade, circumstances have made student retention a

critical topic for analysis amongst colleges and universities. Financial

considerations have forced institutions to be concerned with predicting--

and, if possible, increasing-- the proportion of students who successfully

complete their degree programs. Several empirical studies have resulted

from this concern; such analysts as Bean (1980), Terenzini andlPascarella

(1980), Newlon and GAither (1980), and Churchill and Iwai (1981) have

built predictive models out of the social, psychological, and structural

factors which affect retention. But these models do not emphasilze a

specific cluster of factors, involving the'-Students'. abilities, as

measured by standardized test scores and high school class ranks. The

following study will investigate two aspects of the relation between skills

measures and retention; 1) how strongly the measures affect retention,

and 2) the means by which the measures affect retention.

Methodology and Study Design

This analysis uses a complete sample of all full-time students who

entered a bachelor's degree program in the Fall semesters of 1977 through

1980, at Upsala College, in\East Orange, New Jersey. Data was collected on

these students through the Siring semester of 1981. As a result, these

students will haVe Completed 2, 4, 6, or 8 semesterS (dependtng on the year

they started) if the college retained.them in the program; the sample

36



thereby includes students who should have finished their freshman, sophomore,

junior, or senior years-. 1493 studentS fit these requirements, and were

included in the study.

Ibis project split the sample into four parts, according to the, years

in which the students first registered; thus, retention will be studied

separately for freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors in the sani0e.

It is useful to consider retention rates as a percentage of a fully-retained

\.

,student's career, though; this dependent variable measures the percentage of

semesters a student was_ retained, out of the tbtal +esters he could have

been retained, by Spring 1981.

To begin this analysis, the dependent variable was correlated With the

basic skills score, SAT scores, and high school class ranks of the ibiir

,

classes of students in the sample. The results had several striking

featbres. First, none of,the Measures predicted attrition amongst freshmen;

with the exception of the Total English raw,score; -all of the factors had

insignificant correlations with the retention measure. The factors' useful-

ness for predicting retention increased for sophomores, junjors, and

seniors; with the exception of SAT scores for juniors, all of the abilities

measures had significant correlations with retention: These correlations

were highest for.sophomores, n,lxt highest for juniors and seniors, and

lowest for freshmen.

Why should this pattern of predictabifity exist? A possible answer

lies'in the students' grade point averages. One would expect that skills

affect retention by affecting the student's academic success tn college--

i.e. by affecting their GPA's; if this expectation were correct, though,

then GPA should have the strongest relationship-with retention during the

,;ophomore and junior years, a weaker relationship during the senior year,
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and the weakest relationship during the freshman year. When the correlations

between GPA and retention were computed, these expectations were confirmed.

The pattern Of relationships between-GPA and retention thus appears to

follow the pattern of Wationships between the abilities measures and re-

tention. Two questions arise from these results: 1) do the skills measures

affect retention by affecting GPA's? and 2) what are the means by which

these effects occur?
4

GPA as an Intervening Variable

In order to discover whether GPA intervenes between skills scorg and

retention, these scores were first correlated with GPA, to check for the

presence of relationships. All of the abilities measures-- i.e. class rank,

SAT scores, and basic skills scores-- correlated with the students' grade

point averages; moreover, these relationships tended to be strong (around

.3), with good significance levels (less than .000). This data leads one

to suspect that GPA is indeed the intervening variable between the skills

scores and student retention; to confirm this suspicion, the correlations

,

between the skills scotes and retention were run, with partials controlling

' for the students' GPA's. If GPA does intervene between the abilities

measures and retention, then the relation between these latter two factors

should be reduced when grades are partialled,out. These relations were

reduced; in fact, any relationships which existed disappeared, and relation-

ships which did not exist before appeared as negativer These results proved

that the skills measures affect retention through their effect on students'

grades; this relationship is presented graphically below.

a.
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Having stated a relation between skills, GPA, and retention,..one must
-

, got 0 t
return to the question which began this- investigagmbn-- 0011

changes in the students' skills measures affect the student body's reten,tion

rates. Obviously, jf those changes necessarily lower the students' GPA's,

one can expect the retention rate to go down; but how 'much of the effect

wnich GPA has on retention can be explained by these skills scords? To

state that all Of the abilltles' measures effects on retention occur due to

GPA is not to state that this relation explains why GPA affects retention--

for the latter_statement to be true, GPA and the skills scores would have

to be equivalent measures. To judge the degree to which the skills scores

affected the relation between GPA and retention, correlations between the

latter two factors were rim, with controls for the skills measures: The

results proved that the skills measures do not adequately describe the
El

relations between GPA and retention; these relations are hardly reduced

when one controls for the abilities measures. The evidence suggests, Oen,

thai"the skills score's aciirGPA are not equivalent measures; 'although the

scores expended all of their.effettsthrough GPA, there are other aspects

of GPA that relate to retention-- i.e. perhaps interest, motivation, etc.--

which are not described by the skills measures.

Because GPA and skills Measures are not equivalent, the question of

how skills affect retention arises onceagata. Perhaps the stills_Stores

do not describe the relation'betwdb:i'GPA ahdretention,adequately because_

the skills measures are only effective as a: means for separating students

ti44p,
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who will be dismissed for academiedifficultfes."from students who will, not..

All the other variance in the7itlatidn between GPA and retention would
-

thereby not be explained by the skIlls measures. To explore this possibil-

ity, students were coded into groups according to whether they were above

or below the dismissal GPA for their class; controlling for this cutoff

varfable is thus equivalent to removing the effects of students in academic

Arouble from the sample.

Correlations were run next between this new variable and the students'

retention rates; the results indicated that there is indeed a correlation',

-between this cutoff-variable and retention for freshMen, sophomores, and

junidrs. If the cutoff variable is an im ortant intervening factor between

skills and retention, though, -two relati Ships must exist: first, this .

variable must correlate with the abilities measures, and Second, this

variable must reduce the relation between the abilities measures and reten-

tidn, when one uses:it as. a control_factor for that relation. When the

first relationshiP tlas investigated, the- Correlatidn did exist; the skills

measures correlated:witn whether or not a student was in danger of dismissal,

for all measures and for all classes of students.

In order to investigate the second relationship, the skills scores

were correlated with retention, with a control for whether or not the

student was in academic difficulty. .The results indicated that.controlling

for the cutoff variable did redute the relations between skills and reten-

tion, in all cases where the cutoff variable correlated with retention--

i.e. for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors.. One must note, though, that

thiscOntrol did not have as strong an effect as the control for GPA; in

fact, some relationships did remain after the effects of having the flunk-

ing students in the sample were removed. In all _cases, however, this cutoff

variable explained-at least half, and often more, of the effects which
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skills have on retention.

These results still leave nany of the same questions which were raised

when the relationship between GpA, skills, and netention was invest4ateth

First, one must discomer whether the cutoff martable and the skills measures

are equivalent measures; the method of making this determination is the same

as the method used,above With GPA-- that is, the cutoff variable and reten-

tion'were torrelated-,-with a control for the basic skills scores. The

results indicated that the relationship is not substantially reduced when

the effects of the skills scores were removed.* Thus, even though the scores,(

expended Much'of their explanatory power by determining who is in danger of

being dismissed, theSe scOres explained very little of the relation between

the cutoff variable and retention.

The relationships which have been discussed so far are described dia-

gramatically below; as the illustration indicates, GPA and the cutoff vari-

able are both intervening factors between skills scores and retention.

,
This investigation using the cutoff variable was.begun,in'orlder to.

describe the exact relationship between GPA, retentio A the skills

measures. Thls investigation is not complete, then, without sone descrip(0.!i

tion of the relatioWilps between the cutoff variable and GPA, particularly

with reference to GPA's relations with other factors in the model. Three

questions, arise concerning these relationships: 1) how the cutoff variable

0
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ions between basic skills and GPA, 2) how the cutoff vari-

relations between GPA and retention, and 3) how the cutoff

the overa)1 model of skills scores, GPA, aridiretention.

Amon st Discriminatin Factor's

udy the first question, .correlations between skills

computed, with partials controlling fo'r the cutoff

relations between the skills scores and the cutoff vari-

with partials controlling for GPA. The results indica-

ns between the cutoff variable and skills measures

controlled for GPA. Conversely, the relations between

PA did not disappear when one controlled for the cutoff

variable, but these elations were, for the most part, substantially reduced.
.

,

, There thus apoears tO be a weak equivaleney between these two factors, with

regard to basic skills scores; that is GPA explains all of the relationship .

between the cutoff variable and skills, while the cutoff variable explains

part of the relationship between GPA and skills. Such a result is no sur-

prise, since one would not expect that all of the relations between skills

and grades could be sumMarized by describin(2 which students are likely'eo

flunk out. The resulting relations are diagrammed below'.

The secOnd question, concerning the relations between GPA, retention,

and the cutoff variable, was handled in a Manner similar to the first; that

44,
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the correlations betfeen GPA and retention were computed, with partials
A

controlling,for the cut fffvariable, and correlations between the cutoff

variable.and retention were coMputed, with partials controlling for 'GPA.

There appearecrto be a strong equivalency. between GPA and 'the cutoff vari-

able with respett to their effects'on retention (with the exCeption of

seniors in the sample, for whom.the cutoff variable has no effect on reten-

tion). Jhe control for GPA removed all relationships betweep the cutoff

variable and retention,"while the control for the cutoff variable sjgnifi-

cantly reduCed the relationships 'betWeen GPA And retentionf.- In fact;;one

should note thaCfor freshmen', the tvio measur4s,,appeared completely equiva-
v

lent; as both tontrols eliminated all effects which the other factor had on

retention.' This reSult for the freshman class,indicates that the fear of.

,

flunking out might expl-ain all of the relation between freshm0 grades and

retention. These relationships are summarized, diagramatically below.

The final question concerns the way in which all the factors and rela-

tionships studied thus far fit together in a model which affects retention.

To answer this question, the correlations betweerrthe skills factors and

retention were computed, and first-order partials were run, controlling for

GPA and the c(toff variable, separately; next, second-order partials.were

run, controlling for GPA and the cutoff variable at the sathe time. If the

second-order partials do not reduce the skills/retention relationShivmore

than both of the first-order partials, then one may-,conclude that the twO
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.controls define measures which are tomewhat equivalent in the model, given

the above relationships. Correlating skills and retention with a control

for GPA and:the cutoff wiable did not generate coefficients which were

slgnificantly 1oWer than the coefficientt which resulted from the control

for GPA.alone. One may thus conclude that GPA and the cutoff variable are'

Similar measures in the model, as summarized diagramatically below, with

.the reservation that GPA is the more powerful dxplanatory variable.

44

Ccmclusion

Thit essay began by posing questions about the Strength and eXact

nature of the relationship between skills measures and retention'. -The
,

analysis discovered that skills-measures'tdnded' o explain between 3% and'

, 5% Of the variance,in retention, with the- variables' explanatory power

c being highest-fortophOmores and jdniort, lower for seniors, and lowett for

,freshmen. These results suggest that the skills scores are not a'dequate
,

measures for predicttng student attrition, since thete.scores leave much of

:.the variance in student retention uneOlained.. One should not atsume from

these results that changes-in students' skills scoreswill hot affect re-

tention, thoUgh; a problem with correlating skilli measures znd attrition

at any particular sChool it that, the range and distribution of such scores

tend to be limited within theTinstitution. Thus, one ts often faced with

explaining a wide-variance of retention rates, using a small variante of

56



skills scores; if the cifstr4bution of spres changes, though, partici; rly

witk the addition of-stUdents:4t.the lOwer enci:.of the curve (-dueto f Ling

,
scores amongst enter-ing.Students) astronger relationshf0 between- the

.
.

,

., ,-* ,

scores and retention'Might emet!4e.: These luestions of change leact oee to
,

study the exact nature of the skills/retention relationship.

It was discovered that skills scores affect retention by affeCting the

students' GPA's. The analysis also discovered that part of this effect

occurred because the skills measures affect whether or not students will be

in danger of being dismissed; this cutoff/factor does not explajn all of

the effect, though, for GPA had.a relatiOnship with retention even when one,
. s

removed the effects of having stugents in academic trouble'in the\sample.

Finally, the skills scores are not equivalent measures-with either GPA or

the cutoff variable; most of,the effects which these latter two variables

have on retention cannot be explained by the students' bilities measures.

Would a change in skiljs scares lead to a change in retention rates

amongst 5tudents, then? Irthese skills changes affectecrthe-distribution

4
of GPA's, then one shoutd expect Some correspiVing effect on retention

Tates; if these changes affected neither the distribution of GPA's nov the

proportion of students in danger of academic dismissal, thou0, one should

not expect changes in the retention Tate. They results emphasize the

central role of GPA in predicting reiention, but they also sq9qest why GPA
V ,

has its explanatory power. GPA does not affect retention because it re-

flects students' abilities, at least as those abilities, aqe measured by the

skills scores; the fact that GPA and the cupffovariable both affect reten-
,

tion when one controls for skills proves this point. Perhaps, then, other

factors which a higher GPA reflects-- factors such as motivation, interest,

and student involvement in,the institution-- might explain the relationship
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which GPA has with retention. :This conclusion does not deny that skill4 :

affect retention. 'More importantly, though, this,conclusion does pot deny

that sklills scores affect GPA; indeedtthese measures have profound effects

on itudents! cumulative grades, Instead, these results ihdicate that skills

measures do not affect that portion of GPA which Impacts on retention; this

fact should be considered in the design of intervention strategies for --

proving retention by raising students' grades.

, .

More effective inte'rvention strategies must-therefore await a more

complete analysis of*the relations between GPA and retention. Such an

analysis might include measures of motivation and.interest, along with the

abilities measures. For this study suggests that skills scores do not tell

enough about students to describe their chances for completing aAegree

.program.-- thus; ih academia, as in other fields of endeavor., ability is re-
,

lated to achieveMent of one's goal, but is seldom an adequate explanation

for it
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. AN EXPERIMERT IN USING ACT-COMP

Lois E. Torrence
Director of Institutional Research

The University of Connecticut

Early,in 1979, the University of Connecticut accepted an invitation to

. participate in a field test,of an experimental testing rogram,designed and
1-4

developed by American College Testing staff, under a grant from FIPSE. The

College Outcomes Measures Proj4Cf(C0MP), begrikby ACT in 19746 and not
-=

t,
marketed until 1979-80, intereUed ut-because its objective was to find ways

"to measure and evaluate certain jcinds of knowledge and skills that under-
. I.,

graduates are expected to acquire as a result of general education -- the

knowledge and skills that are believed necessary for successful funCtioning

in adult society." (COMP Prospectus, 1979)

The 1978 COMP Prospectus stated that

a) student performance on the Measurement Battery "appears
to be related to the educational programs of the ...
institutions and unrelated to simple maturation";

b) that the Battery "appears to measul4e abilities not
Measured by college grades"; and

c) that the Battery "does 'seem to measure abilities relevant
to functioning in adult roles:1

The intriguing combination of a variety of'stimulus materials and of

various mddes for student response appeared to offer a useful framework for

looking at six outcomes areas (communicatingsolving problems, clarifying

values, functioning within social institutions, using science and technology,
f ,

and using the arts) and two skjlls areas (spe;king and writing). A. subse-

quent version of one of the COMP'instruments (the Composite) included

assessment of computing and reading skills, but these have been dropped from

the listing in the most recent (1981-82) prospectus I have seen.

47,-
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The Measurement Battery outcome and skills areas are described in

Attachment A. The scoring method required integration of the writing an.d

speaking skills with the content of the-student responses in the three areas

of social institutions, science and technolOgy,ond tipe arts.

While all the ACT/COMP forms are stimulus-materials, they differ in

terms of student time requi<ed, in the mode of student response, and in the

method of scoring. Briefly, the full Measurement Battery required six hours

of each student's time and substantial faculty time to score each student's

performance -- both for content and for the skills of writing and speaking.

The Composite Form requires four hours to complete-and just short of anlibur

of faculty time to score each test. The Objective Form, intended to be a

proxy for the longer Composite Form, requires two hours of each student's

time and can be machine scored.

The ACT staff have been developing norms for students at the senior and

freshman levels and for various types of institutions. They have also been

developing norms which equate the results of the Measurement Battery, the

Composite Form, and the Objective Form of the COMP.

The University of Connecticut elected to use the full Measurement

Battery Form of COMP. Apparently we were one of only a few institutions to

do so. Indeed, ACT has discontinued use of the Measurement Battery and has

concentrated its development and marketing efforts on the Composite Form and

the Objective Form.

At a prevfous NtAIR meeting, Dr. Charles McLaughlin and I described the

University's:exberience in the administration of the Measurement Battery.

-Dr. McLaRghlin's group -- the Center for Educational Innovation -- handled the

administration of the Battery to 69 seniors at the University of Connecticut
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in SO'ring 1979 and-to 45 freshmen in Fall 1979.. There were Significipit.

-

logistical problemsfin arranging.for six hours of testing, including setting

up a variety of 'audio-visual material required for the testing, and the

taping of individuil'student reSponses to some questions and situationS'

present in the Battery.

The University administration was very supportive in making faculty

time available for the scoring of the responses. Four faculty members --

representing the areas of social science, the arts, the Sciences, and

writing and speaking -- were inV'olved. Each faculty member received released ,

. time from one course in Spring 1979 to participate in the training fOr the

scoring and for the,actual-scoring of the senior and freshman responses.

After the initial decision to limit the participants to -students who

had completed all of their work at. the University, the senior participants

were randomly selected frOm liberal arts and sciences majors in, three broad

areas: 1) social sciences; 2) natural sciences anebiology; and 3) humani7

ties. In addition, a saMple from seniors (again excluding transfers) in

the Schodi of4ngineering was selected. The freshman participants were

volunteers from sections of English composition, without a planned distribu-

tion among schools or fields. The seniors were paid $30 for participating.

The freshmen were not paid but some of the instructors in the English Compo-

sition sections from which the students were selected did permit students to

substitute participation in the test for some minor part of the course

requirements.

The University of Connecticut senior and freshman particfOants had the

following profiles:
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7-3

Seniors Freshmen

Fcield: Social Sciences
Humanities/Arts

21

22
.30

19

11

4

26
9

Physical & Biological Sciences 13 32 - '6 14

Engineering 13 19 5 12

Other: Business 11 26

Pharmacy, Nursing, tducation, Agriculture 4 . 9

Undecided ....* 2 4

SAT Scores: Verbal & Quantitative Combined1 0 %

Less than 800 1 1 -- --

800 - 890 . 6 9 2 5'

900 - 1000 7 10 8 18

1010 and above 55 80 .'33 77

Grade Point Average Seniors (4.0 = A) High School Rank Freshman (in Ziles)

1.50 - 1.99 Not Available1. 1.4 1 2.3

2.00 - 2.49 19 27.5 Below 60th 2 4,6

2.50 - 2.99 22 31.9 60 - 69th 5 11.6

3.00 - 3.49 20 29.0 70 - 79th 7 16.3

3.50 and above- 7 10.2 80 - 89th 10 23.3

90 - 99th 18 41.9

1These SAT score groupings were employed in the ACT report of test results.

The University was interested both in the.actual levels of performance

of our students and in comparisons with the performance of students at

similar institutions, Since there were only a few institutions in the

Measurement Battery reference group for seniors and six-institutipns in the

freshmen reference group, the University has not made any use of the norms

developed by ACT. And while the equating of these normseth the norms from

the other forms was undoubtedly carefully and correctly carried out, I have

.reservations about equating the performance on the Measurement Battery --

which required entirely'student-generated responses, both written and oral --

/
with the forms which either substantially or completely presented multiple-

choice options to the students.

The University's principal Anferest in the experimental test results,

therefore; became the area of comparison of the performance of our own
0

freshmen and seniors on the full Battery. We recognized that the method of
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selecting the two groups of participants did not provide the basis for a

"controlled experiment" but we felt that the differences in performance

between seniors and freshmen' might provide some insight into the potential

usefulness of the Measurement Battery for evaluating general education out-

comes.

ACT provided the UniVersity with a Preliminary Report in July 1979 on

the senior testing and a Final Report in April 1980 on both the senior and

fre'shman testing. The Final Report consisted of a five-page symmary of the

project, tables indicating the correction factors applied to the total and

eight area mean scores for UConn's freshmen and seniors, tables plotting

mean performance of the two UConn groups on various reference group percen-

tile tables', a printout listing individual students' scores for each item. in

the Battery, a card deck, and a layout describing the location of the,4tems

in.UConn's data file°.

Because we were participating in test development, the report of the

'COMP results lacked normative data from large national or university.samples.

Although the ACT-prepared table of senior norms for the !1979 Reference

Group" lists'12 institutions (with.558 seniors) as participants, another

table prepared by ACT to ecivate the MeaSurement Batteryand the Composite

Form indicates that only AndrewsUniversity, Iowa Wesleyan, Rodfester Insti-

tute of Technology, the LLS. Witary Academy and the University of Connecti-

cut used the Measurement Battery. The other institutions were identified,as

having used the Composite form.

The freshman norms apparently were based on 140 freshmen at six institu-

pons participating in the first field test in 1977 - Brigham Young, Colgate,

Florida A & M, Mars Hill, Michigan State and Our Lady of the Lake..
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Again, because of the developmental nature of, the Battery, thejkCT

report to the University did not contain de6iled information on reliability,

internal consistency, and other item analyses expected in fullideveloped

tests. For example, ACT reported that "sizable adjustments in mean scores

for seniors were made dUe to systematic differences in level of rating 'by

UConn faculty." A subsequent portion of the report which refers to the

equating table fdr the Measurement Battery and the Composite Form includes

this statement -- without further explanation: "Note,that entering levels

of achievement for UConn samples were higher-than the reference group. Thus

the UConn profiles are probably 10-15 percentile points higher than samples

with comparabe entering levels of achieVement.". I fipd it impossible to

interpret this statement. At any rate, the UConn seniors' mean scores in

seven areas were decreased by a ,correction factor of from -.55 to -6,46, and

the total mean score was adjusted downward by -13.10. No explanation accom-

panied ACT's upward adjustment of our freshman mean scores in four areas by

a correction factor of +.5-to +2.4 or of the freshman total score upward by

+2.4. ACT provided no further details on the process of determining the

correction factor for UConn or on the process or amounts of correction

r--
applied to the scores of other institutions in the COMP project. No adjusted

scores were provided for individuals in either our senior or freshman group.

'Thus, we felt uncomfortable attemptipg to interpret the adjusted mean scores.

'These adjusted mean scores are used only in the attached Table 1, and not in

any of the,institutionally constructed tables.

ACT, reported UConn's performance on COMP -- in mean scores on eight

factors and total mean scores -- in what is attached as Table 1. In that

Table both the University's freshman and senior adjusted mean scores were
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plotted on the norm percentile table for the UCodh 'freshman group. We have
,

superimposed on this table the "obtained", that is, the unadflusted mean

scores, for both the freshmen and the segjors, the senfre;rs' mel-cOres
;,/

were higher than the freshmen on all factOs. The greatest differences were

on Using Science and on Clarifying Values. The thallest d4feee

Using-the Arts and.on Speakin.j..

We were interested in seeing whether, for the 69 seniors, the general .

field of the student's major seemed to have SO in?luehce oftthe,spores in

the various outcome areas. The comments mhich,follow are detcrintliie, not

a statistical analysis.
7

Table-2A gives the area, sub-area ahd total unadjusted scores for senior

majors in: (a) the social sciences, (b) natural sciences, (c) humanities,

and (d) engineering. From the table, one can tee that the'performanceof

majors in the three liberal arts and sciences areas was similar, while t

engineering majors performed at a noticeably lower level in the skii are

(writing and speaking) and in most of the areas involving the arts.

Tables 3A and 4A give the performance of the,teniors in relttion to

total SAT scores (verbal and mtth combined) and in relation to cumulative

grade point average. .The number of seniors,in the SAT score groupings of

1000 or lower was very small, only 14 out of 69, with the bulk of the scores

in one category, 1010 to 1600. If you wonder why these particular score 4-

gebupings were used, my response is simple -- they were used by ACT in its

reports to us; apparently as a result of-their effort to equate ACT and SAT

scores. The result is not part.i-cularly useful for the University of,Cpnne5,/

ticut. We probably should have reconstructed the data with different score

groupings and we may yet do so. In the meantime, about all that can be said0

'*

ei 4
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about the relationship of COMP performance and SAT scores is that, with the

exception of the one senior in the 700-790 SAT range, the mean COMP scores

increased with each htgher category of SAT scores.

,The senior cumulative grade point averages were fairly evenly distri-

buted in three of the ranges (2.00-2.49, 2.50-2.99 and 3.00-3.49). There

,Iva-s'one senior with less than a 2.00 average and he/she had a higher total-

-r

COMP score than the average- score in the 3.00-3.49 GPA group. The seven

seniors with cumulative GPA's of 3.50 and above had the highest mean total ,

score but the area and skill mean scores were not always the highest. The

students in the 2.00-2.49 GPA range clearly did have lower mean scores than

did the.students in the three higher GPA groups.

The upadjusted mean scores of the 45 freshman participants are given

Tables 28 to 4B.

In Table 28, the mean scores are reported by the area in which the

student expected to major. None of' these groups is large enough to do any-
.

thing more than observe that the natural science and humanities potential,

majors had total mean scores con4iderably lower.than the sociaj science
;

majors. Students in Business and'Engineering had total mean scores lower

than the social sciences but higher than the,other liberal arts and sciences

areas. A mixed group from other professional schools had the highest mean

score.

The SAT score grouping (Table 38) shows progressively higher mean

scores as the total SAT scores increased. As noted earlier; these specific

cut=offs on SAT scores are not very usefuljor the University,

Since there was no Vniversity grade,point average for the freshmen, the

final table (Table 40 grouped the freshmen by high sthool rank in tlass, in

66
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percentiles. The freshmen who had ranked below the 60th percentile had a

clearly lower-total level 'of performance while those who ranked at or above

the 90th percentile had the highest,total mean COMP scores. The freshmen

whO had ranked in the percentiles between the 60th and the 90th percentiles

in their high school classes had total mean scores that were quite similar.

What wat the student response to the Measurement Battery? Dr.

McLaughlin prevailed upon Over half of the senior participants to complete

a locally designed questionnaire which solicited student vievis of "general

education" as well as reactions to COMP. -Figure 1 gives the responses to

three questions on COMP. About 44% of the 43 seniors considered COMP an
f;

"inadequate" 31gasure of their ability but almost as many (42%) considered

COMP "adequate" in this regard. While 26% considered COMP "boring" and 23%

felt it was "no more interesting than any other test", nearly 40% felt COMP

was "interesting." We had been concerned about the time required for the

Measurement Battery but the seniors were less bothered by this than we had

anticipated. About 11% considered COMP "much too long", 41% felt it was

"too long" but 48% considered the time "adequate."

The seniors in open-ended comments were quite supportive of the concept

of use of various media ("good idea", "oral testing waN fun", "in most

cases.., interesting and even stimulating", "slides and films kept our inter-

est, but I hated the taping") but-felt that some of the audio material

(specifically one of the tapes) was poorlyAone and difficult to hear. The

separate taping of the student responses was done in the University's Lan-

guage Laboratory, and several students felt inhibited,by the expertencg

("I write intelligibly and speak gracefully in natural settings, but I All

apart when handed a microphone", "eveeything was excellent except the

7
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headset/microphone, which was distractingly detached frail reality"). Other

students considered the taping "interesting, fun", "very effectiv and

"extellent - few exams test this skill."

Commenfs'on the .Problerii Solving component ranged from "too simplistic"

to "ap excellent way to evaluate creative and original thought"- While the

Clarifying Values exercise (which involved written responses) was considered

"challenging, interesting, unusual" by one senior but another "felt like I

was writing fiction. It wasn't real to me." The reactions to the stimulus

materials for Functioning Within Social Institutions, Using Science and,

Technology,=and Using the Arts also were mixed,"although probably leaning

most heavily toward the negative for the,section on the arts ("I simply

couldn't relate to this one" and "I didn't think this part hit the mark.")

On balance, I believe the seniors felt the experiment had indeed been

interesting, that the use of various media was a good idea, but,the stimulus

materials were not universally considered good bases for assessing "outcomes"

and abilities.

.
What about the reactions of the faculty who "scored" the responses?

Because we were participating in a field test which we understood would

contribute to the creation of national norms, it was quite understandable

that ACT provided highly-detailed 4nstructionson,how the faculty were tole,

score the responses. I think it would be safe.to say that the faculty felt

the rigid instrUiiions tended to favor simptfstic response's (quantity in a

listing, for example, rather than a weighting for the quality of the items

in such a list). Although the ACT-specified level of acceptable response

was disappointing to the faculty, they were enthusiastic about the idea of

measuring general skills, analytical ability and problem solving capability,



Or.'44cLadghlin, feelstkat the aCceptable standard of performancejor "func7

'tioning in adult roles" as defined by this AZT instrument arid the kOring

rules mean either that the-adult model is not sufficient or that the level,

of acCePtabIe performance needs to be redefined. ,

According to Dr. McLaughlin; the faculty who participated,would like to

.see some assessment similar to the concept underlying the Measuremeht Bat-
.

tery used for a,:Sampleof eaCh.senibr class in the College of Liberal Arts

. and Sciences, Since the Measurement Battery is no longeravajlable and

,

since the Objective TeSt dOes...nbt cover writing .andtspeaking skills, the

options ayailable Would be the ACT. Composite Form, an dsSetsment instrument

from another test developer, or a locally designed instrdment. The Univer-
.

, . 1

sity has-nof fully discussed these options and'Under preSent financial don-

straints is unlikely tO make a decision in the, near future. One small-scale

. .

possibility for follow-up would be,the re-testiog of the freshman partici.-

pants who are registered as seniors in.,the Spring 1983 semester.

The University of Connecticut experiMent with using the ACT/COMP

Measurement Battery with a'Small group of freshMen and seniors has been

4

interesting and worthwhile. We have-learned wire abdut the probleMs of

,
assessing outcomes and skills than:we have abbut either the -actual skill

levels and abilities' of our students or-about the impact Of general,educa-
.

tion on the deVelOpment of such skill's and abilities. We will continue to

search for ansWers tb these .0estiOns.
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Attachment A

From: COMP Annual
Report, 1973

TABLE 1
SUbscores Derived from the CDMP/ACT Measurement Battery

1. FUNCTIONING
WITHIN BOCIAL
INSTITUTION; ,

2. L.SING SCIENCE 3. USING THE ARTS
A.ND TECHNOLOGY

.4. COMMUNI-
CATING

7. Speaking: Iyto estaolish a rv.r7-1.1in relatton,:hip with an
audience, and colcern ;Mout delivery lonimaticn. Poisei
as well as discour ae. forr:anizatbn cf 'Peas, exarnalJs, ce!ail)..ThiA
Score is baced on nine minutes ci taped resoonses to cur:stions

wit l? social institutions, ssiense and tesnnology, and art.'
for which adranced preparation is allowed.

$. Writing: ability to send information to a particular audience with a
focus on persuasion in wrisch ogZs a,e developed in a clear 2ritT

. Controlled way and correct ang/ly use of lancuape
demonstrateo Tnis score is Cased cr s:xty minutes of writsng
to produce three letters

9. Communicatini
about Social
Institutions:

ability to send ard
receive informattci
fincludind nurncr,c
and sraohic :"natetialt
related to activities
and inStiluItons wnicn
constitute Me soc:al
aspects c: a CUI;Ore.

12. Communicating
about Science
and Technology:

ability to send 'and
receive information
(including .r..i.:Mertd,
and orapnic material)
re:atec to tne
scieriblit, technological
aspects of a culture.

15. Cornmunicating
. abcut :he Arts:
ability to send ano
reseiVe information
.(Inciutingnurheric
and crapnic material)
retated to the ar..:tic
aspects of a culture.

SOLVING
'PROBLEMS

10. Sztvino Soc:al
Prioblems:

ability to,oefine
problems of
functioning witnin
social institutions and
select aPpreacnes to
solve problems,
generate solutions.
Collect information,
Check logical
COnsistency, select
a goad solution, and
evaluate the process
by which a problem
was solved.

1? Solving Stlentific
and Technological
Problems:

ability to cetine
problems relctediV
scieniific procucts and
the use of tocnnotogy
sn a cultuie select
approacnes to soive
problems, generate
soiutions, collect
information, check
Iccca consistency,
setect a nood,solLtaon,
and evaluate,:he,
process by which a
problem was.solved.

16. Scsvi.-.a Artistic
Problems:

ability to oefne
problems related to
art and its exprs,sion
and ,use in a cUit...tr-t
select approaches to
solve Prob:emS.
generate solutions,
collect information,
check Icascal
consIstency, select a
good solution, and
evaivate the process
by which a problem
was solved.

4. CLARIFYING
VALUES

r

11. Clarifying Social
Values:

ability to identity
One's Own social
values and those
major values and
Issues laced by
others rn daily
dult hte in
ones own and
Other cultUres.
Understand how
values devood,
nd arulyze th-t
Implications it
decis.ans made on
the basts ot those
values.

14. Clarifying
Scientific and
Technological
Values:

ability to identity
ones own scientific/
.technological values
and those major values
and issues faced by -
others in daily adult
bro,in'ono's own and
othef cultures.
understand how
values develop, and
analyzes the
mpticatIgns of
Oecissons.mado oh the
bests ot these valuei.

17. Clarifying Artititic
Values:

ability to Identify
one's twn artsstic
values and Mosa
maior values and
Issues faced by
others in daily
adult lifo in
one's own and
'oMer cuitures.
understand how
values develop,
and analyze tno
implications ol
Jecisions mado on
the basis of thos
velues.
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TABLE 2A and B

P rt A

The-Universi6 of Connecticut

Offtcd of Institutional Research

Mean ScOres .x61C1LCOMP drouROd by Fields' f Major. Part B

:

s'

Mean Scores of 69 Senior)
-Mean Scores of 45 Freshmen

ota , ocial . \Natural Human- Engi-

Group ( Science Science ides, neering

1023 110.8 ' 86.2 96.0 .104.8
...

.
.

,33.1ts 36.0 25.7 28.5 31.20.

r

13.6 35.7 30.8 31,5 . 35.8

36.0 39.1 28.7 36.0 :37.Q

33.3 14:5 11.7 31.3 33.11 .

7. '.

39.2 43.1.: 31,8 , 35,0 , 39.4 ',

30.2 . 32.5 21.2 29.8 31.6 '

...-

6.9 7.0 . 6.3 '7-5 6:31.

5'.6 &a 4.13 .
i.6 = 5:13

' A

,

10.1 10.1 :' 9.8 , 10.3, 9.8

14.8 14,1 8.2 ; 8.6- 9.8

11,2: 11.8 7.1 '': 9.0 11.6

.

i

11.5 ' 11.8 11.3 10.6 12.4

.

.

12.4 13:5 'r 11.8 ' 11.0: 13.2 '

10.1 11.4 , .; 7.7 . -12.5 10.2

.

11.4 12.5 10.5 10.5 , 11.6

14.8 16.4 118 15.5 16.4

9.6 10.2 6.3 10.0 9.8

45. (11 6 . 4

Business

100.3

-31.5

32.7

36.1

33.1

37,6

29.5

7.3

5.1'

,10,0

111.1

,
10.4

11.6

11.9

9.2

11.5

13.7

10.0

,

11
,

Otherl-

122.5

_ 45.0:

36.3

41.3

35.3

49.0

18.3

:,,

6.4,
6.1.-.

P'5/-

17.5

15.0

10.5

14.0

11.8

(.-.

120

17.5

11.5

4

fiaximum7

5cdre

240

f:\

80 i

80

80

72,':

96-,:-.

72

12,:l',,

..

.

i

24

32

24

24

32

24

24

32

24

Total Social

Group Science

Rat.0707---Mman-
Sciele ities

176.3 .. 128.2

'

46.9 44.3

45.8 42.2.

43.6 41.7

41.6" 39.9

52,3 48.9

42:5 39.4

7
P

.5 7.3.

8.0 8.0

13.3 13.1

18.4 % 17.5

15.2 13.7,

14.6 13.3

10.5 15.2

14.7 13.7

,

13.6 13.5

17.4 16.2

12.6 12.0

22 13

i

,

'

-',

-,

'

crwr-----

meering,'

121%5

42.5 -,

42.3

36.8

38.8

,.45.2,...

37,5

6.8

5.5,

,

12.4'

16.5,

14.6'

14,3 .

15.2

12.4fis

12.1

- 14.6

10.1

13

Total Score '

Outoore Areas

131.2 133.8

45.5 46.7

41.7 43.4

42,0 43.7

40.6 41.1 ,

.49 9 51.0
. ,

40.7 41.6

'
,

7.5 8.0

7.6 A 8.1

.

., .

13.2 13.9'

17.3' 17.3 '

14.9 15.5

I/
13.9 13.3

,

15.8 15.9

14.0 14.1

13.4 13.9

16.8 17.8

11.8 12.0
-

69' 21

Functioning within ,

Social Institution).
..

Using Science and
Iecinology

Using the Arts

Ccrr..nicatiiig.

Solving Problem)
, 0

Clarifying. Values .

Skill 'Areas

Siediing

Writing

Sub:cr.res

Conr.nicating about
Social Institutions

Soly ire; Social

Frublens

Clarifying Social
, Value:

Cerr.nlcating about
Sclerce and Tech-
nologya

Solving Scientific
tri fechn:Jogical
Proelorls

--U.:rifling Scienti.,

.
fir drd lechnolo-
gical Woes

Corrinicatino about
.

the Arts

',SdlvIna Artistic' ,,

Problels

Clarifying Artistic
Values

n

OIR/LET/rj
1981

INursidg, Pharmacy, tclucation. Agr:iculture:

*Includes for0 with undecifti major.



TABLE 3A and B,

Part A

The University of Connecticut

Office of Institutional Research

Mean Scores on*ACT-COMP Grouped by SAT Scores Part
Mean Scores of 69 SOors

Groupings
'

Total

Grou

Mean Scores
SAT

of 45 Freshmen

Score Group ngs
1040-1600

Maximum
Score

Total
Group

SAT Score
loo;790 8001810----100-1000 1011T1600 800-80r---06:1000

Total. Score

Outcome Areas

131.2

:45.5

43.7:::

42.0

40.6
,

49.9
.,

7.5

7.6

13.3

17.3

14.9

13.9

15.8,

s'i4.0

11.4

16.8

11.8

69

125.0

45.0

43.0

37.0

' 34'.,0

51.0

40.0

6.0.

7.0

14.0
.,

17.0

14.0
,

.

9.0

17.0

17.0

4
11.0

17.0

9.6

1

.'

108 1

16.2

17:0

15,7

32.2

41.7

35.0

7.0

6.3

9.0

14.3

12.8

11.3

. 12.8

12.8

11.8

14.5

9.3

6

N

123.4

42.9

40.1

40,4

37.4

46.4

39.6

7.9

7.3

13.1

15.0

14.7

11.4

15.1

13.6

12.9

16.3

.11.3

7

134.0

'.

46.9

49.9

43.0

442.0

51.3

41.5

7.5

7.7

13.7

, 18.0

15.1

14.6

16.2

14.1

13.7

17.1

12.2
.

55

102.7

33.1

33.6

36.0

33.3

39AK

30.2

6,9

5.6

10.1

11:8

11,2

11.5

12.4

10,1

11.4

14.8

9.6

45*

77.0

21.5

I 27.5

28.0

25.5

30.5

21.0

5.0

4.0

7.0

8.0

6.5

7.5

N

11,0

9.0

11.0

11.5

5.5

2

88.3

25.0

30.4

32.9

29.4

31.6

27.3

6.3

4.9

8.5

8.1

8.4

10.0

10.5

11.0

10.9

12.9

9.1

8

.."-.

,

.

107.5

.

.

35.4

34.9
,

37.2

34.511,

41.5

31.4

..'s,.,

7.1-

5.8

10.8

12.7

12.1

12.2

13%0

10.1

11.5

is.s
9.8

33

.240.

80

80

00

72 --

96

72

12

12'

24

32

24

24

32

24

24

:12.

24

Functioning witiiin Social

Instiwtions

Using Science 'and Technology

Using the Arts

Corrimicating

So lving Problems

Parleying Values' .

Sicill'Areas

Seeakilig

Writing

SuL-Scor/s '

Con-inicdting about Social
Institutions

Solving Social Problems

Clarifying Social Values

Corminicating about Science
,and Technology

,

Solving Scientific and Tecjino-
'logical Problems

Clarifying Scientific and
Technological Values
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Clarifying Artistic Values
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TABLE 4A and B

Part A

The University of Connecticut

Office of institutional Research

Mean Scores on ACT-COMP Part B
.

,

Mean Scores of 69 Seniors
Grouped by Grade Point Index

_
141

Total

Group

Mean Scores of 45 Freshmen
Grouped by High School Rank in Class

Below 60-69th 70-79th 00-89th

60th Rile %Ile %Ile %Ile

90-99th
ille

Maximum
ScoreTotal

Group

Cumulative gradTTETTIt InVex
2.50:------5.0=----1-3T1
2.99 3.49 above

1.50-
1.99

/7.00-

2.49

Total Score 131.2 134.0 118.1 135.8 132.5 148.4 102.7 73.5 94.8 98.9 98.5 111.0 240

Outcore Areas -, ,

Functioning within
Social Institutions 45:5 52.0 40.8 46.5 45.9 52.7 33,1 10.5. 31.2 31.7, 30.8 35.8 80

Using Science and
Technology 43.7 43.0 39.6 45.8 e 43.4 50.0 33.6 25.5 33.6 . 32.0 34.3 35.3 80

Using the Arts 42.0 39.0 37.7 43.5 43.3 45.9 36.0 29.5 , 30.0 35.1 33.4 39.9 80

Corranicating 40.6 45.0 36.1 41.6 42.0 45.1 33.3 28.5 29.6 31.4 32,2 35.6 72

Solving Problems .49.9 47.0 44.9 51.8 50.4 57.1 39.2 26.0 36.4 30.0 , '38.1 42.,2 96

Clarifying Values A0.7 42.0 37.2 42.5 40.2 46.1 30.2 19.0 28.8 29.4 28,2 3,3.3 72

Skill Ars,
, -

Speakthg 7.6 11.0 6.4 7,5 7.8 8.9 6,9 7.5 r 4,4 6.r 6,3 7.6 12

Writinl
,

7.6 7.0 6.7 7:6 8.0 0.7 5.6 4.0
,

5.0 5.6 4.9 6.3 - 12

Sub.Srpres

.

Carmicating about
Sccial Instilutions 13.3 16.0 11.6 13.5 13.8 15.1 10.1 8.5 9:2 10.6 9,7 10.8 24

Soliing ',Odd)
, '

PrGLIPrs 17,3. 19.0 15.5 17.6 17.5 21.0 11.8 5,5 11,6 10,7 11.5 12.3 32

Clarifying Sc,cial
Val,,ei

' CorrJnIcating about

14.9 17.0 13.8 15.4 14.3 16.6, 11.2 ' 4.6 10.4 10.4 9,6 12.6
i

24 .

Scierce and Tech-
r,iltif 13.9 14.0 12.5 14.5 14.3 15.0 11.5 8.0 11.8 - 9.1 11.8 12.4 / 24

Solvirl Scientific
dri Technological

.

-

PrcIihns 15,8 14.0 14.2 16.2 16.1 18.6 ' ,12.4 9.5 11.8 12.7 12.7 13.1 32

Clarifying Scfentific
srl lecnnologIcal

-

Wats ,
14%0 1-5.0 12.9 15.0 13.0 16.3 10.1 13.0 5.0 10.1 9.8 10.4- ,24

Conr/nicating with
tre Arts 13.4 15.0 12.0 13.5 - 14.0 15.0 11.4 12.0 8.6 , 11.7 10.7 12.3 24

Soliing Artistic .

Protle:s 16.8 14.0 15.2 10.0 16.0 17.6 14.8 11,0 1) 3.0

\,

14.6 12,9 16.8 32

Clarifying ArtfitIc
Values

11.8 10.0 10.5 12.0 12.5 13.3 9.6 6,5 8.4 8.9 8.8 10.8 24

- n 69 1 19 22 20 7 , 45" 2 5 7 10 18

OIR/LET/ri
1981

"includes 3 without class,rank.
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FIGURE 1.

REACTIONS OF SENIORS TO ACT-COMP, SPRING 1979
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MOVING REYOND PLANNING RA:fl:I) ON kXTkAPOLATION
IN A nRIOD 01 RA!)ICAL CHANCE

Donald G. Hester
Paul Winq

INTRODUCTION

'There is a saying among sailors that.every seventh wave is

larger than.the others. The Bristol Channel on the western side

of England is famous for the Seven Bore, a surging wave that grows

in,size as it proceeds up the river, pushed by the rising tide.

Occasionally there are giant waves created by eruptions or. earthquakes

which travel over thousands of miles- of ocean.

There is a growing recognition among planners that waves are

important in social organization and systems as well as in physical

systems. J.W. Forrester waS one of the first ta explore this approach

to planning. In 1971 he applied the wave idea to the study of pop-

ulation. His concept of systems dynamics has'teen adopted and adapted

by many others as in recent work of Mass and Senge (1981) which

deals with long and short waves in the economy. This theme wa's

anticipated py Jonas Salk (1973) in his Epoch B theory of the future.

A more popular expression of wave effects in society can be found in

Alvin Tofflershird4lave (1980). He has suggested three major "waves"

in human society over the past few hundred years: the agricultural,

industrial, and Information revolutions.

Th ie central theme of this paper is that wave patterns abound n

education, and that instead oflinear exvrapolation of isolated var-
y'

iables, a different model is needed for planning. A multiple stranded

helix with interactive nodes, like the D.N.A. structure wobld be more

0
appropriate. It is, obvious enough that on any parabolic curve, over

short periods there are places where data suggest linear trends and

relationship. Planners, however must recognize that if such a curve
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is not ident4fied, and when interacting variables are not well

understood, the chances for error are high if the curve changes

its direction "unexpectedly."

We believe the 1980's will be a critical decade for education

because of the convergence of many importutt factors. The computer

has made possible the processing of large'amounts of data, and

graphics is now making possible the easy display of, masses of infor-

mation. .This capacity offers both institutional and system planners

')
an unparalleled capacity to process information. Feradoxically, it

is also creating the need for people who can synthesize and work com-

fortably with large systems as opposed to small segmen'ts of systems

as in the past, generalists rather than specialists.

The Ind-Grant Institutions - A Wave Effect -

The Morrill Act of 1862 was generous in its provisiOn: some

17.5 million acres of land were ceded by the federal gove'rnment

to fund the ge.ants that were in time to lead to the Land-Grant

Insti.tutions of today. Eldon L. Johnson (1981) has noted that the

Land-Grant colleges "supply eight out of the ten largest undergraduate

campuses in the United States and enroll more than one:seventh of

the university students" at the present time. The first thirty years

Johnson portrays as ones of struggle. It was the arrivel of tested

principles and verifiable knowledge that came from resee.ch" which

Johnson suggested made the difference. Put another way, other

variables were necessary to enable the Land-Grant institutions to

take off. Their growth was not linear but'parabolie'and as Forrester

would put it, with the rate of change of size being connected to other

factors.



The Decade Ahead

waves can drop as well as rise when conditions are righW:Thi?

66. .

is obvious, but operationalizing it into a forecasting model or a

plannimg strategy in a partizular situation can be diffiCult.

is cqtain,ly the case with education: the decade we are now l,

, promises many changes. Growth has characterized American eduettion

through much of its history, particularly in the period Tince

World War II. The sixties saw spectaCOar growth, with a'Slowing

up in the seventies. The present situation may be characterize'd

as one of steady state (5ee for example Rowse, 1981), at the peak

of a wave.

In the.halcyon days of growth not mu'ch thought was given to

demograRhic decline. Whether we needed all the plant that was built

is questionable but now academic; the reality of maintaining it and

usipg it, however, is very real. Fortunately, in tbis time of change,

':"
ga,

forecasts have been made on fairly sound foundations and received

a lot of attention. jt is well kmown that the traditional student

will be in short supplY Over the next fifteen years, with perhaps,

as many,as 40 to 50 percent fewer of them in certain sections of the

Northeast. Financial reSources will probably continue4o be under

considerable pressure. It will no longer be pbssible.to oftset-ethe

effects of inflation by expansion: For many influential peOple,

education is'no longer uenter stage. These are some of the more
,

obvious issues facing educational planners. Others should also

receive attention and will be dicussed.
4*

It's hardly surprising given the present-uncertainty that futuring

7 %)
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rowing field in nterest that now enjoys' full academic

4tanding at some universities. ,The reafity i.4'that federal and

state government,,institutions, and commerical enterprises face

,

a fUture of growing'coMplexity. There is a:growing network of inter-
,

, r
t

lockilig:interests, commercial, government, scientific, and cultural,

actoss,the world. Closed systems approaches to,ol'anning which,may

, have'been effective in the past,,maY be dangereUs in these oomplex

,environments in the future. As new ildeas and trends form in one

(

arena, ripples:and Waves rise 'and fall in other arenai. When one

a8ds a few unexpected cross winds for good'measu're, plotting a

course'becomes Very difficult indeed.

EDUCATIONAL FUTURES CONFLICTING PERSPECTIVES

,
Difficult at it may be to plot a course for education, it is

,certainly not impossible. :The environment'may seem bverpowering,

but it canfbe influenced. It iv pOssible to form a sense of the

shape of the-futue, even to influence the shape it will take. A

,Ood example of anticipating thg,. problems of the'eighties was testimony

,given by John R: Silber.,to the Court of Massachusetts back in 1975:

The problem of paying for higher education in
an era of inflation is further complicated by
tne decline in live-births since 1960. Nation:-

ally,'there were.4.3 million live irth in-1960,
but only 3.1 million in 1973. IS,there anyone

in education administration who believevthat
this 26.3% decline will not be reflected in
.ethpty desks, empty classrooms, empty schools
and ultimately in academic ghost towns? (p. 5)

Silber tdentified the two central issues of inflation and'

demographics. He also foresaw the consequences clearly enough.

The 8emographic issue has continued to receive attention and wat
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the focus of a double.feature in Change (1980) last year. Fred

'Crossland took a position similar tc that of Silber and forecast

a net fifteen percent deci'ine in e4o1 lments between 1980 and 1995

,
fter allowing for countermeasures. Caro) Francis (1980), in markR

contrast, tnought strategic planning would even make ft pos'sible to

acnieve a 3.5,percent growth,through OR eighties. The .New York

State Education Department has taken very seriously the enrollment

issue, and has developed a very extensive forecasting model (Rowse,

1980), to help understand the poskibilities. Their work shows.that

without major initiatives by campuses and others, significant declines

will occur.
-.541

T'here are cleaj,. indications that campuses are responding to the
.

Cftelenge'o -demographics presented by CrOSsland and others. Declines

projected several.years ago haveso far been avoided, through campus

initiatives. For example, increased retention and more part7t1.me

ana older students, are helping offset declining numbers of.high school
,44ttei,

graduates. Our point is that_it is jmporiant to.take seriously both

the,potential decline and the possibility of avoiding decline through

strategi,c planning.

One tning is clear: effective pfanning.will increasingly demanct

a widening base of Information and analysis. This is the only way

chat the emergipl complexities can bkdealt. with adequaV61y.-

State Leve Planning

State Master Planning was one'oftne important developments of

the 60's and 705. It is, however, necessary to realize that this

bi
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innovation is 'still,at an early stage of developMent: State planning

will require greater.resources if it is tb,-be a really.effective

instrument of change and response to the environment in the decade'

ahead. There is a need for better use of information, better

communicatiOW, and more,hard-nose priority setting of this'approacn if it

is to live up to";its potential.

Three- Thousand Futures

The Carnegie Council offered an intereSting approach to planning

for tne next twenty years for higher education in its report, Three

Thousand Futures .(080) The report lists.4_set of negative expectations

or fears for the futurel followed by a 1)st of hopes in the outlook qf

'othe10. The question is posed: which,future will occur? Their principal

suggestian is that each institution will have a different future. lhe

differenceswillbedeterminedbytneextentto which institutions identify

tne possibilities and then address them in their own un)que ways. The
0

belief is expressed that the future, and, by inferpnce the environment,

is influenced by oiJr actions: 20,

the-purpose of all policy is to change the
future and, thus, how we see the future affects
hOw we seek to change it. Policies adopted by
both public and private bodies, based on the
views ihey ho)d, can aftect the future for better
or worse. kp. 6)

Inst;tutional, state, and federal planning should be predicated upon

this,axiom;

The report gives central significance to enrollments because

higher education is "largely an enrollment-driven system." Tnree

other dimensions are alio identified: equality of access, innovation-,

>



and goVernmental iMpact. The 190s were charaCterized as the
o -A

search for research univerty statuS the 1,97Ws as the:quest-for

excellenceand.the 1980s projected.As,tneStruggle fdr.survival,

'

The,Council then encapsutated the changing trend§ further:.:

"Institutions were trading upi.now they are trading down,". It is .

easy tq.see this iS likely to lead to a tlasn'of interests:, the desire

70

to,preserVe status and excellence an one side, and the need to adapf

for survival on the other. The report suggested that higher education

w.as'..in good shape at the end of the seventies and that althOugh the

.system can expect to struggle fOr the next decade7and-A-.hatf,. it:

-
should recover strongly at the turri:of the. century., There Will be,

they expect, amew surge-from Young faculty when tne dip is past,

. which can beexpeCted to:bring A new vitklity to-higher edu4tion

early'ih.the twentY-first ce

Carnegie-contended tha 95 percent of all caMpuseS experienced':

slgnificaht change in the 1 70's'and projetted continued change

. ,

in the future. Change is the'central-theMe of Three ThoUsand -Futures.'

Change is also the reason that reatistic,leriodit goal"-setting will'

an essential part of the planning proceSs for colleges.. The

eventual outcome of the planning process will be strategieso3hcf:prOgrams

to lead caMpuses thiTugh. the external forces and environmental and

contextuil-changes of the 80s.
yo .

Carnegie regards demograPhic changes as the one Certainty-that:

can presently be identified, Arthough.we agree that significant

dem4graphi change will occur, we believe other changes are certain-
475.

t6:occOr as Well. 'Identifying these Changes however, is not always



easy. Careful observation oftrends and patterns-and relationships
.

among statistics andesituations cat lead to important intights:

about the future.' -On the other hand:,7:as, Carne'gfe points pUt.,
4,

pOljtical r:sponses:mOst also trevcon-siderled.'. FrOm this .we':contlude

caution is necessary in.planning, and that-continuouS planning..

(fat example, the 'rolling" Approach .used by.State UniverSity'of

Nework) should be Used.

Planning must alto search for costeffective approaches. t6.,st-rategies

For -;examPle, Carnegie sUggeSts theCOnsideration of consortia and

-discontinUance of -"unnecessaryOrograMs. Tfle eWntial pPintv

Of cOurse, is that financing :will be.a central,.tdplc.11 the: next,

decad\e. The demands on leaderShipWill be considerable and :Carnegie

has suggested longer.terms,of office fOr pretidents in the hope of

avoiding'short term eXpedience in policy implementation tt is Carnegie
.

conviction that.coordinated,action ai the campus backed by,
. , s

.

privaie support, is'the.best way to unlock'the futUreSuccessfully.
4t

Carnegie, of' cOurtg:,-also,seet:imporiant fedeaI" and state rol,eS;

'apO believes that the State role will incredse in importance as timp

passelh: 'Kt
0

The "Jugular Vein" Model of Plarirlfng.

Vktor Baldridge (1980) has taken the."'.uncertainty".princfp*

further*than Carnegie did in its report and dfférid his."Jtigular

Vein pecition" mddel fOrinstittitional survival,\ He does not have

confideh oit. in grand,scale master planning andlbelievetthorter7range
,

critical decisions are more important. He pointed to tfie demiteof

student'power and the decline of facultY influence bath at the



camp'us,wide and department leVel.as examplesof long-,term Strateqies

in the face of a thift in power to central-administrations and 'eaculty

unions. 841dridge characterizes,this-shift as a riSe in "administrative

Baldridge argues that the future is uncertain and that what :

-

is needed is institutional flexibilty. and this

'--1

is best obtained from

institutional muscle and responsi'veness. This comes, he arguesl. from

selecting the best pAople,as administrators whO can-and will make

'jugular veinAecisions.'" Particularly iMportant are the ones aimed

at partnerships 'within thejnstitutions and that are-creati-ve responses

as the situation unfolds

We recognii.e that ,B41dridges advice to strengthen partnership,

..improve*student servioes, recruitment; admissions, marketing, and:
,

.

,

,

retentiOn,makeS goOd. Sense. It:'also makes. ood sense to choose

.

strong leaders, 6ecauSe N251 decision7making is highly important.

Hbwever, we dom,'t agree that sailing by the seat f onevants

is fhe..bestapproacn.Ao the future. Technology invaded sailing a way

back with favorable:results, and Similar possibilities' eilst how in

planning and admihistation, 'Good futuring and,intVigent planning are

we believe fUndamantal to the future.sUrvival and prosperity of:education-.

FUTtikE STUDPES IN A BROADDC.CONTEXT

Futurin'Thas been'around a long, time and has been a traditional

part of Many cultures. Anyone wno attended the World future Society,

"First Global Conference on the Future,".,at Toronto in [980, would

hae seen that futuring is important idmany minds. The theme --

-\T2.1)nking Globally - Acting' Locally.-- de$cribes the mood. The

8 5



pretentations made it clear that the world is changing Very rapit7

In tontrast to the demographic depressionthat faces American

73

higher education, world.popuiation is projected to double, perhaps

triple, in the neit thirty years. The conference,' hoth as a
.

recognition and a projection of the future-, sees the shift. from

East-West to Nor1n-8outh-as a major future trendwith Africa., South

AmeriOa-and Southern:Asia emerging as major wOrld forces:

it is important in the lOnger run to look beyond demographics

and fitcal pressures-, and for educatibn to recognize its central

place in solving the problemsWhich confront the wor=ld. In one

of the footnotes tothe Carnegie RepO'rt (1980) there is;the fasCinating

observation that of sixty-six institutions in the western world

surviving fromp1530, sixty-two are.universities g). J-ifteen

years of demographic depretsion should not beiallowed to damage or

blunt awareness of the contribution that education has made and
RA

continues to make to all. aspects of life. Endeavors toward institutional

survival should-have a clear sense of the purposes and accomplishments-

ofFri-0er education. If colleges can continue to serve these ob-

jectives, the groWth,of the sixties could well be repeated in

the first two decades'of the next century. This responsibility to

the future should not be forgotten.

Education,has taken notice of the business world with respect

to marketing and promotion. Another useful protocol is futuring.
"

Many companies employ people specifically to gather information and

data upon whi4h forecasts and change strategies can be built.



Institutional planners cOUld profitably review the literature of.

fUturing ahd keep up with:developments in thiS growing.field, Four

broad approaches will be outlined below, each:based Upon particular

perspectives_on the future We dO pot suggest that,one is necessarily

better thamthe others. Each has strengths ahd_weakneses. prhaps

a combinatioi Of perspectives is the -bet. way Of bUnding a brOad*cture

of the future.-

-PositiVe Extrapolist

sometimes authors' acknOwledgementt"..add impoOrtanyferspectives to

a.bbok. Certainly this is the case:with Hermah Kahhet:al

lhe broad sweep of The Next TwO,Hundred (ears is,:breath-takihg.

lhere are marked simildrIties tO Toffier's ThIrd Wave (1980) ihtthe.

Simple histOrical assmMptions that are made. Jtre agricultural'revol-Utio9 .

-

is cast roughly into a 10,000 year time span. The prOent period, the

-

industrial revolution, dow ZOO-years old,'tssein:aS haljf completed.

'The, bicentennial year,oi printing was takeh as the spririgbdard fora'

_two-hundred year leap into the'future

In effect the authors,develbp a 10x4 MatriAof the futdre froM

which their arguments are conStrutted, .Ten major eleMehts (e.g.,

technology, resources, and industrial developMent) are outlined

through four basic perspectives of the future-. Thejour views are;

Convinced Ned-MalthuA;%Uarded Pesvimist, Guardedidptimist and

Technology-and-Growth Enthusiast. kahn and'hiS colleagues believe

there is little reason for the Neo-Malthuslan cries of'aooM and that

this perspective is based on too narrow a. view7of the evidence. -They

also believe the fears of doom arise from.a failure to correlate the



that dr..e 'relevant to a particular tOpic, They
,

argue that .to avoid aaista,rted atSessmeht of the future, One

carry forward prOjectiorts overbroad-areas ahdalso consider

actingapon them, TheY worked six reaS: population,

-growth energy,, raw materfals, food and_pollOtion. Ten

important forces,in ihduStrial saciet'ies are.also -identified that

must .als0 be taken into accobAt,'e.gavailability of capital, ted-h7 -

noldgy transfer,'tourism., )mport substitution, and foreign aid.-

[he conclusions in the book are bas'ed oh a complex set of

projections tarriedforward for two hundred years-. The impresSion

is created far:the reader that the'authors have become very familiar-

with the world from a- future perspectiVe.', The consquence is that

Current iSsues that attraCt the attention of many people are 'placed

4n a wider frame of reerence. jt's rather:like leayinl a Nilia'ge
4

ortown,where the. buildings havé=dominated one's attention'ta find

a new vAht4ge point illoking down from a mouhtain,or an airplane'..

'-FrOm the iiew place..the\struCtures *ear SMall ant(relative tba.

l'argewhoTe;the broad piCtuqe, of course, can be more clearly seen,'

Another similarity witeToffler:s approach:is the argument

that whatever the polftical ideology of an industrial country,

industrialization passes through four distinct plia-seS. These

phases represent different levels of econdmic growth and activity.

The advanced nations, later in_,this cetury and early in the Rext,,

will emerge as super,industrial economies and then later aS post-

'industrial societies. With these kinds of changes taid'ng Place,
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many different transitions are happening simultaneously. The changes

affect basic needs for energy, food,,and resourcesrin tne environment

as a whole.

Kahn's view of the future with its changes and cycles is consistent

wTth oUr concern.for wAve phenomena. Not only is it reasonable to

eXpect waves and cycles, it,should be possible with better data

and knowledot to define and predict them.

Another element, in the Kahn argument is that as IlddStrialization

advances, so aoes the demand for sCience, technology, and industry

shift. The proc4ss, they assert,,builds in,factors which compensate

for 'the random and pyproduct negative oUtcomes that occur along the
, -

way. Institutions and cultures will undergo Changes in the,process

of the industrial development. They can be expected to change everL'

more as these future'transitions occur.

American society will De one of the first to move into the

post-industrial era. Change in this context will be'a challenging
_

area of concern for organizational theorists, Orgerizations will

probably, need to decentralize and introduce technology to facilitate
-

decision-making the basis of knowledge, ratherthan organizational

position. The bureaucratic model has served the industrial period.

well" but may not be suitable in the post-industrialization era.;:,

Kahn et al suggested there are a variety of tendencies at work

in the process . of moving from an industrial to a.. post-industrial

society. They identified sixteen tendencies, many of which will prompt

crises for technology from time'to time. Some of these crises will be
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well handled; others poorly. Those which are handled poorly may

result in war, famine, Plague or civil disorder. KaWs two

hundred year look into the future ViSualizes- a radically different

world,froM today, a world Perhaps Of twenty pillion pebble ana a

Gross World Product Of $30U trillion.. Perhaps this kind of growth

soundSstaggering, but it was flot based on present extrapolation of

exponential growth, tne premise of the book is that many projection

curves will level.out in the next century.

Tne Hudson Institute data suggest that the problems ehe world
1

faces are largely the product okuccess, not failure. Jne cOn-

clusion was drawn that there is a bright future for the world in

terms of resources and capacity to use them, for a very long while to

come.

We have dwelt at some length on trig- Kahn view of the future Oecause

all four perspectives we have identified are addressed to some extent

py- tne do ta-i,....rPP TOOMfo.#eattley-c1i0oed. rres pp nd wi

bur conception fairry closely. _Another reason for our attention is

.tnat we believe the &ggregati-on, analysis, And synthesis of large

data sets wili be the key to effective planning in the future. The

world system is likely to!coordinate and interjock even more in the

future, and so will tne higher education system. we believe models

and quantitative anafysis wil1 be 'increasingly important in decision-

om -

making.. Analysis of trends must therefore take into acCount :the

broader contextual spectrum,in wnicn they operate. Fortunately,

information processing is likely to be able to matditne demand tor
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greater sophistication. Advances both in compUter hardware ana\

software are highly probable for sometime to come.

Tnere is yet anotheraspect of mportance which emerges from,.

the:Kahn study. The early stages of the industrial revolution were
\

preaicatea on specializati,on. Tlie influence of this fact was all\

pervasive, affecting eaucation, institutions, organizational.formS,

the entire culture: Tne pOst-inaustrial society may well produce a

reversal of many of these patterns. insteaa of specialization by,:

the masses, a new Om] of generalj:sm may be essentiol, with a relatively

small elite of specialists to sort out problems that do not yield

to packaged procedures. Tne great need of the-future could easily be

a new dna of liberal eauCation.that intorporates the: new elettrontc

technologies and, information processing.tools. Such an education would

enable its possessors to integrate information across a variety of

aisciplines and cope effectively With an increasing.ly complex world.

'Negative Extrapolist
f

The nega'tive ext"ap.olist position corresponas with what Kahn et al

aescrioe as the Neo-Malthusian view of the future. Population,,food

supply, basic resources, pollution, ana"other concerns are extraWated.

Extrapolation of this kind leaas to a picture of tne future in which

anxieties.over well being, even survival, are wai-ranted. One such

project was The Global 2000 Report (1980) to the Subcommittee oh

,nternationaI Economics of the Joint Economic Committee of the Longress

of the Jnitea States. Trends were projected to the year LOOU ana "a

world dying aria desolate:,,tne result of the past, present, and prospective, )

-L
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folies of Tts Pagple, is envisionea." It is important in our

opinion, when seeking to understand and reconcile the various per-

\Spective of fUturolgy kana for that matter of other things as well)

to recognizethe main theme,of each view. Maltnus became a

legend as a propnet of doom, but few recognize he changed his .

perspective later in-life. Similarly Global 2u00 is not-a

,

preaittion, but,' statement of whit will happen if trends are

allowed tacontirfue.

Farmer President jimmy Carter, on entering office in

1977, commissioned an interagency approacn to long-range planning. He

clearly recognize& that global concerns are oUr concerns; tne United

States cannot.gp it alOne. The report, when it was pub1ishe&Jost
,

year, was well received, both at home and abroad. The report was

claimed tabe the first of its Ond at i governmental level; certainly

in terms'of its range ana scope, it is a milestone in world goVernment.',

Three central problems Were identified: populatiOn growth, food

supply, and energy requirements, along with a number of other lesser

issues. Gus Speth summarizea the report:

The conclusionsof the Global 2U00 Heport 'Indicate

tne potential-for deepening global problems over

the next two decades if policies and practices around

the world continue as'they are today. The next 2U

years wili be an increasingly crowaed world, containcing

more than 6 billion human beings by 2U00. It could be

a worla in which growing numbers of people are suffering from

hunger and deprivation; where loses of croplands ono

forests are mounting while huMan numbers and needs

for capita supplieS of fresh water, timber 'and fish

are diminished; where degredation of the earth's air

and water is accelerating; ono where plant and animal

speciesAre vanishing at rates without precedent.

Even now, some 8U0 million people live in conditions

of absolute poVerty, their lives dominated by hunger,



ill health, and the absence_of hope.-Ayi,4W;
it current poliies remain Unchanged, tneir
number would grow to'.More than,otie billion
(Tne aMobal 2000,Keport; 0. 5).

so tne report is,not a predictiom., but a,ptojection of oe.ilt
. ,

trends to tneir logical consequences if no action is taken,.

inothing inevitable about these forecastsi as the former Secretary

of State Muskie observed, although they are a.call for actionj

...the study is another chilling reMioderthat
our common future depends on our common succesS,

nere and throughout the complex of relations
known as the Northouth dialog. 4e must work

together to raise food production to diversify
y sdürces 'and to use energy and other

resources more efficiently to protect -our coMmoh,

environment', to restrain pOpulation grpwtt., to
deal effectively and,equitably With
deficits, and to kee0kan opeil systeM cif trade:.
(the Global e000.1Report, p. '17).

Increased capacity for data processrng anti anarYsis is

neces.sary because of the_magnitude and complexity of the broblems.

Another reason is the time-frame that is hidden in these trends.

,
It took thirtx thousand years for the worldpopulation to reach

.
bilrlon people. In'this century, the population may reach five

or six billion. Growth of a whole variety of other variables is

also exponential and certainly warrants considerable .attention:

uelays in decision-making are more consequential than ever before;

we do not have the luxury of time to reflect before actions are

taken.

Colre§es and universities will not face a demographic explosion
1

in the next two decades but theydo meed to face' social and world

change. ft is reasonabie'to expect these trends to.continue and



probablydtcelerate which willHncrease their impact on College

progtaMs.,:

?omantitistY.

Max Lerner in his forward t-o Maqlyn Ferguson's The Aquarian

tevolUtion, said'sne -is the bearer of good news, that the world

is on the edge of. a "knowledge revolution that .ShOWS signs of

oreaktnrougn." rergusdn believes that a convergence is taking pldce

414:-

between 'many disciplines and that this is a part of a wider oattern,,,

toward synthesis of ideas and actions.'-'' The soclai concern of the

19600 and theonsciousness movements ot.tnie 19/0's are likely to

result in a historic synthesis,in ner view. 'Sne sees a neW phenomena.:

societal chinge taking place as a result of inner change.

Central to tne change process for Fergusow, are the paradigm

shifts (Kunn, 196z) that resnape society. At tneir base she argues

was at first a leap of intuition, This leap,,is followed by supporting

work usually of an empirical nature which leads gradually to mass

acceptance of tne new perspective. It is not nard to see that

-tecnnology.could easily feed sucn a'process by, for example, the

acolication of brain r4earcn ana biofeedback ,(:)ducation and

tomMun cation. A new understanding ef social change process is

oossible in ner view and it is possible to conceive of accelerating

change processes at work in sOCi-eti in.the future. Tne Aquarian

Tispiracy is itself claimed as a paradigm shift:

Tne 'paradigm of the Aquarian ConspiraCY sees
humanKind embedded in nature. It promotes the
autonomous individual in a decentralized

society, It sees us as stewards of all our
resources, inner and outer. It says that we



are not victims, not pawns-, not-litited
bk'conditions-,Pr. conditioning. Heirs-
to evolutionary riches, we are( capable
of imagitlat4on, innovation,, and -.

eiperieOceS we have on1y,g1impsed (p. 29).

82

(Antral. to ner thesis isIne assertion of the great tniAker

Pieere Teilhard deChardin. He was con-V1:riced that,Ehe-mind as

,gell as the body is in the evolut3onary development patterns of 'rife.

The process has, ne thought, involyed successive reorganizations

of the mina theoughout history, 'Many great thinkers and writers

have Contributed3to,the march. , For Fergason, the last great frontier

is the mind, the-integratlon of both brain hemispheees'in a raised

level -of conSciousness- Health learning, the workplace, andvalues

yill all be subjected to the process of change in her tnesis. he

believes tne paradigm shift that she detects-is taking place in society

silently across tne world. It is not a-pOlitiCal movement, but part

of tne very soul of humanity, part of the evolutionary process.

TransformatiOnalist

Both Robert Tneobaid (1976) and Alvin Toffler (1980) recognize

both positive and negative extrapolation trends in tne"worldeconoity

an,d arlue for radical changes Theoba(d's viedis.ttlat weare moving

throligh a time of fundamental cultural*change'and that it iS unrealistfc

to tnink thetecan be a brignt industrial future with essentially uh7

changed values, New policies are needed,to address income distribution,

lealtn)justice, education, and unemployment. The underlying reason is

that a fundamental' structural chrge is underway.

Totfler believes America has only to look to Great britafn tc:1

3ee that the approaches of the old industrial era are not solutions

to tne problems at hand, He argues tnat industrial societies regardless
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of their politics wfli go througn successive pnaSes. britain,

because the industrial revolution started there, IS prototypic

Theobald and Toffler believe societi'need new policies based upon

the reality of4.post-industrial society. Tne,communication era .

which has burst upon us, and which, deSpite all its massive

innov4tions, has.barely begun, it-part of the relentless sweep

to a service economy ,Tney.call for henesing new technologies,

increasing decentraliiation, oarticipatiOnbecision-making, and a..

shift from competition to cooperatiOn. They argue that social

.,struCtures must adapt and therefore policies should aid tne process.

Summary

We havepresented four seemingly different views of the future.

what do they contribute to-our underStanding'of higher education

planning? Is -there anytiftng they have in common? !bey nave, in .

common tne conviction that the future is.not beyond cbntrol. kahn .

and the Hudson Institute say that the earth is far from bankrupt.

6oba1 2000, Theobald, and Toffler tell Us in different ways that 4

there are very serious problems" to addres as the century closes.

Their conclusions have obvious implications for policy-makers!.

8oth Kann end Ferguson telt us that humanity is-engaged in a change
,

process tnat has a life and dynamism of:its own. A reasonable

conclusion to draw from ail robr perspectives is that a simple

extrapolation of present trends is not realistic, nor os it 1 ikeLy

to matcn reality as it unfolds. InsuffiCient actism, over*-reaction,

and a range of responses famorable anci unfavorable are likely as

societies struggle with their problems. there is,a consinsus tnat
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tne world is moying through tne industrial era to a post-industrial

society, that basic and even secondary needs will be provided for

by a decreasing proportion of the population. These-changes will

almost certainly bring radically different values and exchange

systems to the world. Short-term surprises, even shocks, are

likely, particularly when politics are pursued that are not in

linewith the next inner or evolutonary state of the'process. jimes

of transition will be hard to forecast in detail.

Higher education will clearly face policy issues of its own.

At what point will policy-makerS embrace the future? There is

a new danger nere for education tnat it would be well for leaders

to recognize early. The danger is that the new information age can

and-is offering al,ternative delivery systems for disseminating knowledge.

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

we disagree with Victor Baldridge tnat the,future does not

have shape. It is not so uncertain tnat trends cannot be identified.

It is necessary, we acknowledge, to cull the data and look for tell-

tales in the wind to identify the trends. We agree tnat good people,

able to make critical "jugular vein" decisions, will be necessary.

To continue with his metaphor though, we think new tecnniques of

examination will be necessary before inserting the knife. It is

now possible to look inside veins, even so far as the heart itself,

and higher education could profitably emulate the surgeons and

seek out similar diagnostic tools. we believe there are eight

important areas that require close scrutiny by nigher education planners.
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Demographics

The student pI for the traditional4tudent of the entering

class of 1998-it a'Iready witft us. The entering class of 1993

nas started in kindergarten. Finding out the size of the pool 1S

therefore a counting job. There is unc4rtainty, of course', because

nign school graduation ratet and the subsequent participation rate in

college could and may well vary from prdsent rates in the future.

We have alrdady seen, however, that in the Northeast there will

be feweryoung people to draw Oft-year by year through to the middle of

the next decade. It should be noted that other age cohorts are varying

in differing ways./ Institutional projections should be based oh

data from specific campuS catchment areas because of local variations.

Demographic projections are fundamental building blocks for

higher education planning. One must not blindly use any projections.

Colleges are innovating in many waYs to avoid decline,and extrapolation

of past trends could therefore be vety miSleading. Improvements in

retention, larger numbers of older and part-time students, and greater

emphasis on life-long learning are a few of the new variables that must

be factored into planning. Planners will need to keep a wary eye open.

for other trends as they develop.

Tne Service Economy

Kahn, et al (1976) have shown how the Americin economy has

moved from originallY a basic/Secondai-y industry dominance, to

presentlY a.-service dominance. They expect tne service sector

to reach 71-percent of eMployment and 60 percent of 'the GNP by:1985.

Eli Ginzberg and George J. Vojta (1981) have also noted,the steady

9 "6
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change in tne American economy. They suggest the service sector

is now dominant flaying overtaken goods-proaucing elements of

0
the economy. Otner Significant cnanges they noted are the growth

of tne nonprofit sector, increased emphasis on human-capital,

and tne furtner internationalization of the economy. _They

summarize tnis impact..

Pernaps more dramatically than the relative
comparisons; the absolute employment and
dollar figures, demonstrate, the transformation

.
of the structure of the edonomy over the three
postwar decades. in 1948, 48.1 million,people
were employed, 29.9 million in goods production
(15.5 million in manufacturing) and 27.2. million
in services. Tne 1977 economy employed 79.5 million
people, an Antrease of more than 30 million,
25.1 million in the gobas sector (19.1 million in
manufacturing) 54,4 million - more than the total
payroll of the 1948 economy - in services (p. 43).

These then are broad'pervasive trends in the economy and society

itself. Recent studies in degree patterns over the past twenty

years (Hester, 1981) lend support to tne notion of an important

connection between societal trends and program proportions. Certainly

economic trends are not the sole dependent yariables in considering

changing patterns. There are likely to be relationsnips with

broadening cultural patterns also.

The service economy which is presently devOoping is placing

a premium on information nandling. Many developments can be already

detected ke.g., word processing) and others are not hard to conceive.

The automated office, the talking computer, electronic mail, and

integrated infumation systems are some of tne mere obvious developments

.
that are likely to have a radical impact on lffe in this country over the

next two decades.
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Technology

Douglas Stevenson (1970, a world figure'in the semiconductor

business, took a speculative scan into the twenty-first century .

in a recent British journal article. He briefly reviewed the past:

fifty years, noting the mixture of the predictable and unpredictable

tnat nad occurred. He clearly shares.our view about the future

that trends are identifiable and predictable even though many

surprises are also likely. He suggested am tmportant distinction

should be made between value growth and volume growth in considering

the-electronic industry. Overall value may grow at five percent

per anhum, in the decade ahead for the electrical industry, but

volume, ne thinks, will expand twenty to thirty percent a year.

The reason for tne relative drop in dollar volume is that computation
A

prices are declining rapidly as technology improves. Electronics

products will therefore play an increaSing role in dady' life. All

parts of life will be impacted: tne home, the office,,,tne factory,

the entertainment center and tne school. ,o

The energy crisis in 1973 has produced a search for alternatives

to oil. Fusion energy, solar power, and other frontlers of physics

will be increasingly explored for sources of power. Stevenson

i

seestne possibility of an energy gap, lasting perhaps a decade_

early in the next century. Such a gap he'thinks could c use tensions

and dislocations that might even result in nuclear war. On the otner

nand, tne energy needs of the world will tend to focus attention

on research and conservation which may help to-avoid such an energy

shortfall. 4
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Tne new technologies are generally capital intensive with

significant needs for research and development. Because of

increa.singly rapid obsolescence, products must yield a satisfactory

return on investment im snorter periods of time. These rapid changes

point to tne sup&-industrialism that both Kahn and Toffler speak

of. New world trade structures will become increasingly urgent as

industries and sOcieties experience rapid change.

another trend will be in.search for bio-chemical solutions

to problems. Bio-chemical research could provide new energy

sources,.controls for different types of pollution, or eVen synthetic

food supplies.

Stevenson thinks another reacn of science will be linking

tne mind directly to computers. He believes tnis will not be

that distant an event since many precursors are already with us

(e.g , bio-feed back systems). The missing element is tne bio-component

sub-systems. In a more exotic projec,tion of these thoughts Glen F.

uartwright (1980) called the reSult of linking tne mind to a computer

the "symbionic mind."

We have only been able hers to outline the barest sketch of

technological frontiers. Within tnese frontiers many of the cycles

or waves will be of only seVeral years duration. As we nave noted,

capital must thereforebe recovered in months rather than years as

in the past. Tne most obvious implication of these trends for

higher education is the need for improved information nandling

skills and tne task of preparing people for a rapidly changing world.

10i
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Lonservation of Kesources

The energy crisis which developed in the-last decade

has focused awareness on tne availability of different kinds of

resources and the need to conserve them. A rapidly expanding

world population will need shelter, energy, ana food whicn will

iceep the demand and need for energy and other resources rising well

into the next centu'ry. Globa 2000 nas clearly outlined the many

'
resources which will be in greateand over the hext- two decades.

Kenewable energy and recycling to help offset the growth in demand,

Can therefore be expected to be growing social priorities in the

future. For higher eoucation tnis will mean that until alternative

facili.ties and means are available for supplying energy, campuses

will be likely to face rising energy bills or capital outlays

to make present systems more efficient. There are also many

possibilities forcourses of study to prepare students for jobs

in this important area.

The Older student

7

une way of offsetting the impact of tne demographic depression

on enrollments is for higher edUcation to cater more to the older

student. A slight trend toward older students has been apparent

in New York for several years. Along with this trend there has also

been a growth in part-time study. These trends are not just a

A

result of demographics, but also of tne.growing need for life-long

learning in society. The.once in a life-time concentration of

education into a four-year time span does not meet the realities

of life as well as it dia twenty years ago. Wnole new technologies,

102
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disciplines, and specialties can and do develop in very short

periods of time, and if anytning there seems to have been an

accileration of tnese new developments. A further sign of quickened

pace is that- textbooks in some fields can be out-of-date before

they are widely in use. Industrial-based eaucation (i.e., education

by corporation) is in part a response to the need to continue the

learning process throughout life. Here is a positive trend for nigner

education to consider giving higher priority.

Career Changes

'One of the consequences of technological change and the rapid

development of new proaucts and ways of doing things can be seen

in changing career patterns. People are finding it necessary to

change careers and adjust tneir career tracks more often, for

some individuals several times during tneir lives. We suggest the

basic education a person receives could profitably be designed to

prepare people oetter for a changing environment. There is greater

need to encourage flexibility and provide more transferable

World Population

World population generally will continue to expand rapidly

ana may not stabilizeas quickly as has the population in industrialized

nations. For the United States, this will mean in the future becoming

a much smaller part of tne overall population, With the possible

consequence of reduced impact ana status in the world. There

will be a need for eaucation to prepare people so that they are

10j
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more inclined to recognize the new global realities which will

emerge. Increasing the proportion of overseas students that

come to tne United States for their education may be a viable

option in the lean years ahead for- offtting the demographic

downturn that is expected. This may also foster good feelings

among future leaders in other nations,

jnternationalism

One of the consequences of the rise of capital demand

in many industries, fOr example, electronics has been the necessity

of securing larger markets in order to operate cost effectively.

Lompanies nave internationalized their operations. Japan,

because of her almost total lack of basic resources, nas had

further incentives and has therefore given great attention to developing

world markets. Robert Cole (1980) has suggested that Japan has given

special emphasis to product quality and that this has been central

to her 'success. internationally. He argues that quality has been

achieved through innovative, cooperative approaches to design,

manufacture, and management. William Uuchi (1981) has identified

individualism and intimacy as additional factors in the Japanese

success.

Global 200U suggested that the international focus should

shift to north/south and that developing resources, expertise,

and trade with our neijhbors in tne soutnern hemisphere promises

better returns for future economic growth and world peace than an

arms race. These are not only trends for higher education to recognize,

but alio opportunities for others to make significant contributions

104
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to research and education.

SUMESTIUNS POR LOLLEGES

Given the complex array of possibilities for the future and the

overwnelming amounts of information, what can an individual college

do? How can an institutional researcher make even a small dent

in the problem?

Tne first step, of course, is to believe that the kinds of

changes tnat, futuristS talk about arepcssible, and further that they

will have an impact on one's own situation. without this belief,

there is no basis for tne kinds of dtcussions, studies, and lobbying

tnat wili be necessary to adapt to and anticipAte the changes that

may come.

we bel-ieve major anges are inevitable over the next two decades,

not only in demcgraphics_but also in other fundamental aspects of. life.

Some of tnem may be'slowed by organized resistance, but changes will

happen nevertheless. Some of tnem we already know-about; some of them

we can only speculate about.

Anyone concerned about prepar1ng for a dynamic future should

begin now to read about the future. Periodicals such asI-he Futurist,

Change, Technology Review, and American Scientist provide many insights

bo u t changes on the horizon. There are also a growing number of

individuals attempting to translate potential scientific breakthrougns

into possible societal social and economic implications.

A second step one can take is to study the relationships between

alternative views of the future and the programs and plans for your campus.

Are they consistent? Are there major risks that you may be left behind?

100
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uoes your campus have enough innovators to be able to adapt to

Changes on short notice?

A third step is to push for grea.ter agency and central office

roles in understanding the future and its implications for higher,

education. Many insights are locked up in the data files maintained

by higher eatkation agencies, insights about higher education as a whole

and-its larger contexts as well as insights about how the individual

parts of tne system fit together. Many of these insights would

be extremely valuable to campus planners and managers.

Perhaps the most important tning to do Is to recognize the

complexity of the problemiand.the uncertainties that exist. Designing

effective programs and strategies for a college for I990 is a prbblem

that has many parallels with selecting individual stocks and overall

portfolios in the:stockmarket for 1990. One is never sure now long

the indtcato.-rs of the last six months will continue into the future.

JNie must brtng all the data, insights, and intuitions \one has

at hand to bear on tne problem, and then be prepared to make

adjustments when the contexts Change.. Above all, one must realize

that ore cannot do effective higher education planning.by looking only

at colleges and universities.

CONCLUSION

we have developed a general, global perspective for looking at

tne context of higher ecucation planning in the 80's and 90's. uur

%contention is that isolated extrapolation of a few variables is

not likely to be very useful for planning and priority selection

in the coming decades. We also believe that a distinction can
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ana should be made between what is uncertain and trends that nave

some "critical mass." From these two priorities we condlude that

to0 quality atiministrators are needed to not only handle uncertainty,

but more importantly formulate sound policits based upon a broad

view of reality.

The demographic depression poses a snort-term threat to

colleges and universitles, but it could stimulate very useful

environmental adaptations as educators turn to new markets,

Innovators who calculate well and are willing to take risks will,

.we believe, be better for institutions than those who batten

down the hatches. More flexibility 'and resourcefulnesS will

be essential at all levels of administration in higher education

There are many legitAte consiaerations which inhibit instiiutional
%

programmatic response 6%change. NeW mecnanisms or improved ones

will be needed to allow ariV encourage institutions to respond

to new technologiev'and changes. It may 66 necessary to develop

new social strategies for societal adaptation.

We think modular courses should be carefully considered,

perhaps builtaround a core curricOiuth. Individual needs and

objectives, as well as specific job, related skills, and life

skills, are fundamentalifactors in preparing for tomorrow's world.

It is our view that education has served wéll the industrial society,

particularly in ,America. It is probable that Toffler and Theobald

are right about the coming era requiring more decentralization of

systems and more autonomous, flexible individuals to work in them.

Educational structures may 'also need to be less bureaucratic and more
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Immane so tha,t a different and more compitible social conditioning

tkes place for an environment that will be markedly differfmt.

Strategic planning will need to lead through to the budget

process. Incremental budgeting is not likely to be a tentral

educational issue through this decaoe. Lontextuai definitionS

of Quality related tO Specific mission ill beme Inc,re01,imoly

important, Simple, comparative, Vrig1P.Criterion. 401 e judgements

will oecome less satisfactory. The ou0l1tt of an educational program

will be increasingly dependent on the emehosis an in.s.itutioe give%

to human developmentA counseling,career PrOparatiOn, wOrld per fm.tive,

and a general understanding of life.

we consider it essential for every 17ollege tO formulate carefully

a.plan to optimize support for istitutionai change where it

becomes necessary, A reali tic recognition f 000;tableS to 4tiange

is important. Many institutional tructures, both physical and

organizational, are not conducive to change. Academic attitude .

sometimes rooted in perceptions of academic freedom* Can 41%0

be barriers. more recently, threats to personal economic security

posed,by possible retrenchment haS created a possibility of additional

resistance. The literature of change should be carefully considered

(see for example, lindquist,1978) when formulating plans for th0

future.

The ten considerations outlined above will not DO easy to follow

in the,present climate of restraint. A variety of solutions will iikely

be necessary and their pursuit will call for imagination, energy, and

courage. Central to dealing wisely and effecti vei d w.4 th a rapidly



'changing, cOmplex world Will be a broad perspective ofboth gLobal

and-local contexts. We aho believe a .alear sense of the dominant

themes of the future and the ability to develop Olans.for coping

with the future are essential. We must move'beyond extrapOlation

of simple data to strategie's involving a wide Variety of information

and insights to synthesize a broader valw of the whole environment,

and the role",of higher education in it.
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MICROCOMPUTERS; A REVOLUTION OF AWARENESS

Ron'ald L. Orcutt
Systems Manager rid Consultant

EDUCOM

THE MICROCOMPUTER PHENOMENON

You and'.I are in the midst of a revolution .in the delivery

Computing resources to the end user. 'The nomenclature of this revolution

is all too .familiar: microcomputers, personal computers, distributed
.

processing, professional workstations, intelligent. (as oPposed t "dumb")

terminals, and more. Mass media of all forms 7 daily newspapers, weekly

news magazines such as 7ime and Business Week, radio and television

programs and 'commercials - have introduced technical jargon into the

Common vocabulary: 64K byteS, chips, floppy di$kettes, hard disks, dot and

impact printers, 8-bit and 16-bit processors, and the RESET key.

The following company and product name$ - unheard of just a short time

ago - are now known to everyone: Apple, Visicalc, Z80, Pascel, CP/M,

Atari, The Color Computer, The Source, and PacMan. New periodicals

abOund:. Personal Computing, Byte, Kilobaud Microcomputing, and Dr., Dobb's

.Journal of Computer Calisthenics and Orthodontia There are at last count

five retail outlets for microcomputers within five miles of this room. We

may be chronicling nothing more than th of technology; yet we

are clearly in a revolution of awareness.

Those of us in higher education certainly have been exposed to

computers for some time, first in research applications, then in

administratiOn, and finally in instruction. In your work particularly,

computers/ have been used to store, retrieve, and analyze massive amounts
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of institutional data. Should we not, then, take these'new developments

in stride?. Perhaps. Yet I have been actively involved with computers -

in higher education - for a little less than twenty years, and I was

simply amazea at the level of activity I discovered during my first visit

to a microcomputer store one Saturday morning about two years ago. (I

encourage 'those of you who haven't yet done so to visit a local

microcomputer store soon.)

You might be interested in this Iuote from IBM's President:

"We now ship a lot of things to customers that-they unpack
and install themselves. That's a far cry from a few years
ago, when the computer arrived in a padded van with a
bunch of fellows to carry it to the third flOor."

- John Opel
Business Week, June 8, 1981

This comment appears only a few paragraphs later in the same article:

"IBM, Fujitsu. and Hitechi are the Only fully integrated
computer Makers in 'the world today."

- industry consultant

A few months after these quotes were published, IBM shook the

micTomputer industry with the introduction of its Personal Computer.

Incidentally, this new IBM product's central processor was designed and

manufactured by Intel, its,disk driVes by Tandon, its printer by Epson (a

Japanese company), and almost all of its programs by companies other than

'IBM! One Wonders what Fujitsu.and Hitachi have up their sleeves.

This phenomenon, talk really is more than the advance of technology.

We are seeing a profound change in corporate attitude by the largest

computer manufacturer, a host of new manufacturers entrenched in the

field, new approaches in aggressive marketing directed to individual.
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userS, and, most importantly, enormous interest on the part of everyone --

many With no previous exposure tO computers -- in app ying this technology

at .home and at work.

THEA4ARKET,

useful to categorize the market for icrocomputers by

application: (1) uSe by family members in the home,,(Z) by professionals

in the: office,: and (3) in sm8ll businesses. Through 1981, applications in

the home had the largest share of the market by far. Home applications

include entertainment, education, home. man8gement, remote contrOl (of

appliances), and communicatiOn.

Small business applicationS accounting, marketinEk personnel

managements, etc. are expected .o comprise most oi the market through

1985. Intensive marketing campaigns are now under way by a host of

manufacturers attempting to capture shares of.this market.

The remaining,°category is probably of most interest to those

institutional research: office use by professionals. Interesting

application8 include text processing, manipulation of small data bases,

and modeling. Until quite recently, professionals have constituted a

relatively small market for microcomputer manufacturers, though several

manufacturers,are now concenirating on the professional audience. The

price structUre of these systems is distinctly higher than those marketed

to the home audience, as might be expected.

The size of each of these audiences is conSiderably greater than

previous markets for computer technology, by orders of magnitude. ThiS

'tact dramatically alters everything from marketing approach, avenues of

appeal to potential Ouyers, the prices charged for goods and services, and
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the types of support vendors are either willing or able to provide. With

audiences that number in the thousands, it is economically feasible for a

developer to price an applicatiOn software package in the hundreds of

dollars. Contrast this with that dita base application program running on

your institution's mainframe: it was priced in the $20,000 - t100,000

range, because of the expected number of sales.

A great deal, however, Is missing from the $100 packge that is

expected in the $50,000 sale. In a word, support. The comp y selling

$50,000 packages usually bundles several days of training, and almost

unlimited phOne support, into the price. The developer of a microcomputer

software package begins to lose money on your sale by answering the first

phone call; therefore', no calls please. (13y the. way, this forces the

developer of $100 packages tO provide excellent instructions with his

products.)

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT AND EQUIPMENT DECISIONS

Since their inception thirty yearS:ago, computers have increased in

power, over a thousand-fold. On the other.hahd, the price of performing a

given computation has decreased by about the same factor: What is

remarkable. is that the rates of increase in computer power and of decrease

in relative cost have been almost constant since before 1955!

Moreover, there is every reason to expect that computers will continue

to become more powerful - and cheaper - at about the same rates over the

, rest of the century, let alone the next few years! Therefore, computer

purchase decisions should be made with the knowledge that tomorrow's

equipment will perform better, and at less cost, than today'S. A wise

decisioo-maker always opts for a computer system that provides a smooth

11
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"growth path" to the next generation of equipment over one that does not.

Today's .computer will inevitably bedome obsolete.

Another dominant trend in the evolution of computer technology Ls the

'change in relative percentages of "hardware" and "software" costs.

"Hardware" is the body of electrical and mechanical componentS. that

constitute the computer and peripheral equipment: the processors,

elements, power supplies, storage devices (disks, magnetic tapes,

terminals, printers. communications links, etc. "Software" is the

memory

etc.),

set of

instructions that direct the computer system's operations: the operating

system (the "heart" of a computer system), and various programs oriented

to given tasks, such as accounting, student registration, statistical

°analysis, text processing, etc. In 1955, hardware accounted for more than

80% of

Today,

the total

hardware

cost of the

amounts

computersystem (software made up the

around 10% of the total system's

rest).

cost!

Software development costs are inherently labor intensive, and cannot be

expected to keep pace with plummeting hardware costs.

Current developments focus on "embedding" more functions in the

hardware in an effort to reduce overall system costs. We used to "wait in

line" to have our jobs execUted one at a time by a single computer (the

"batch" mode of operation): Today it is not only technically but

economically possible for each of-us to have our own "litt'le" computer,

able to perform most of those tasks.

Computing power is becoming mdistributed" away from a large central

processor to a microcomputer in the hands of the individual user. Little

doubt remains that this trend will do anything but accelerate. The

computer in our own hands will-become increasingly powerful.
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MICROCOMPUTEUEFINITION

What is a.microcomputer, and how does it differ from those computers

/-

that were carried to the third floor? As we will discover, there is no

simple answer to that question. If we attempt an answer based on

technicalities (such as memory capacity, disk size, or printer speed), our

answer will.be made obsolete by the rapid technological development we

have already discussed. It makes even less sense to define microcomputers

13N44.4gE_Ja..the functions they perform, for the growing percentage of

softwaretototalsystem costs is forcing developers to change the basic

manner in which various functions are computerizeb. TO this end, we are

witnessing the development of "relational data bases",

applicationspecific languages; and even complete computer systems

designed for a given application or task, and other techniqueS that

minimize the need for programming by.the:end user.

The one distinguishing charactefistic of microcomputers is their

intended use by a single user ata time; or."personal computers". _Even

though there is today much discussion of linking several microcomputers in

networks (and that is already happening), tile basic concept of a

microcomputer is still that of a computer for the exclusive use of one

individual. This concept contrasts sharply with the traditional

implementation of a large or not.so large single computer to which

several terminals are connected, with ,each user at one.of the terminals

sharing the computer's power in order to perform several tasks in a shared

'manner.

The implementation of a single, shared computer suffers from three

potentially serious drawbacks that the microcomputer strategy avoids: (1)

the availability of the computing resource must be scheduled ("it's not
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available when I want to use it"), (2) the computer's responsiveness is

inversely proportional to the number of users, for the system's capacity

is always fixed at some level, and (3) the inevitable expansion of the

system's capacity is expensive, and could require changes in both hardware'

and*software vendors.

Today, the traditional approach has important advantages over the

burgeoning microcomputer strategy. The central computing facility is

generally much more reliable than a personal microcomputer, and has better

data security procedunes. In addition, the computing staffs of such

central facilities have become expert in problem solving and training to

an exent unavailable from the local microcomputer salesman. In short, the

traditional approach is a better choice today for those applications

needing high reliability or sophisticated programming. Yet even these

applications will migrate to personal computers as microcomputers become

more powerful and sophisticated.

MICROCOMPUTER CLASSIFICATIONS

A. WORD SIZE

It is useful to classify computers by size of their "word", the qasic

amount of information.processed at one time. In general, the larger the

computer's word size, the more powerful the computer. The first

microcomputers had word sizes of 4 "bits", or "on/off" switches. Most of

today's microcomputers, including the Apple and those made by Radio Shack,

have a word size of 8 bits. Some very new microcomputers, such as the IBM

Personal Computer, have a word size of 16 bits. We will see a

microcomputer with a 32bit word size in the not too distant future.

(Incidentally, the largest of IBM's computers have a 32bit word size.)

JJc
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In addition, a computer with a large word size can utilize more,memory

for data storage than one With a smaller word size. This is precisely why

the U.S. Postal Service is adding 4 digits to the ZIP Code. Ad 8bit

computer one having an 8bit word size can hold 64,000 (actually,

65,536) characters in memory at one time; a 16bit computer-can hold over

1 million characters.

B. CENTRAL PROCESSOR

A computer's word size is determined by its central processor, the

electrical component that actually executes each "software" instruction.

Just as IBM has one with its new Personal Computer, almost all

microcomputer manufacturers use one of very few processors, manufactured .

by another company. We have classified computers by word size; we can

.just as well classify them by which central processor they use.

Th;ee central processors are used by almost every microcomputer today.

They are: (I) Motorola's 6502, an 8bit processor used by Apple, Atari,

Commodore in its Pet, and Sinclair; (2) Zilog's Z80, an 8bit processor

used by Radio Shack, Zenith, Vector Graphic, Intertec, and several other

manufacturers;* and (3) Intel's 8086 (andthe 8088, which is yery similar),

a 16bit processor. used by. IBM in its Personal Computer, and by Altos in

its new I6bit microcomputer. The Z80 was developed much later othan -the

6502, while /he 8086 series is later still.

C. OPERATING SYSAM

Manufacturers of such processors not only decide on a word size, but

also on the set of basic (not the highleVel language BASIC) instructions

-- the socalled "m-achine language" -- that the processor will understand.

11 j
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An operating system for a computer ,is dsually written with iht!se. basic

instructions. One very 1mPortart consequtnce of this is
)

that, a Riven

operating system will work only dn computers that' Use the central

processor for which the operating system was designed. For example, the

operating system CP/M, supplied,by the firm Digital Research, was designed

to work with the Z80 central processor.. One finds that cp/m works on the

Radio Shack* Zenith, Vector Graphic, Interted, and several other

microcomputers.

The converse is not true. The fact that several microcomputers use

the -6502 central processor does not mean there is an operating system

common among them. In fact, there is no common operating system available

for the Apple,' the Atari, the Pet, or the Sinclair, all of which,use the

6502 processor.

Ultimately, the application programs -- the tasks you wish to

perform must be compatible'with the operating system Of,the.computer you

will use. And, as we have indicated, the developers of these programs

must design them with a given operating system in mind. The lack of an'

operating system common to both the Apple and the Atari, even though they

both use the 6502 central processor, means that an application program

written with the Apple in mind must be totally rewritten for the Atari.

Independent software developers will first develop their programs for the

operating syst4m or .Systems that in their opinion will reach the largest

audience. The more common the operating system, the larler the library of

application programs available for that system.

Among the numerous8bit microcomputers available today, the only

operating 4system that could be considered a "standard" for more than one

manufacturer is CP/M, designed for the Z80 processor. Mora than 250,000
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software licenses have been granted,by Digital Research for this operating

system, 'and the number is rapidly growing. Of all the software available

for 8-bit lnicrocomputers, more of it runs under tP/M than any other

\

opeeating syitem: it is. the standard among operating systems for 8-bit

microcoinputers.

In order to compete sdtcessfully in this market, Apple has contracted

with several.independent. software developers'for programs that run on its

computer. 0 This tactic has been phenomenally successful: one of these

programs is Visicalc, a v.ery useful "automated spread sheet". Visicalc is

,easily the best,. known program available for any microcomputer. For a

considerable period of time, Visicalc was available only on the Apple --

probably. by agreement -- and is definitely responsible for the sale of

thousands of Apples. The lesson here is that a potential microcomputer

buyer will be more influenced by the set of well-Written, useful programs

available for the hardware being considered, than by the technical

features of the hardware itself. (In fact, many Apples with the Visicalc

program bundled in have been sold aS "Visicalc computers".)

What about the upcoming world of larger 16-bit microcomputers, such as

the IBM? Digital Research has announced an operating system called'

CP/M-86, that will run on the 808¢ and 8088 16-bit processors, and execute

programs written for 8-bit CP/M microcomputers! By choosing this

processor, IBM has co-opted the large library of 8-bit CP/M software, and

provided the expansion capability of a 16-bit computer.

Actually, another operating system is vying with CP/M-86 as the 16-bit

"standard". It is UNIX, a system originally developed by Bell

Laboratories for its internal use of much larger minicomputers (which were

based On a 16bit processor). Of course, as the only user of your
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personal computer, you are free to switch from one operating system to

another, as required by the particular applicatiem program you wilh t?

run.

APPLICATIONS TO INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

How do these developments affect your work in institutional research?

A More meaningful ,question is how can you use these changes to your

advantage today, and tomorrow. If you noW use a computer terminal to

access your institution's data, should you replace it with an Apple? An

Ipm Personal Computer? If you don't have such a terminal but are abOut to

get one, shOuld you acquire a microcomputer instead?

First of all, microcomputers are not yet a true consumer product.

That is, if you purchase an Apple, almost all of your Options - for

hardware repair, additional software packages, expandability - are very

much dictated by your original purchase. That's undesirable, but not

deadly.

A second point is much more impor6nt: chose a system that either

adheres to or Will accept a common operating system. It is no accident

that the best apPlications programs for professional use in the 8-bit

,miCrocomputer world run under CP/M.

Third, choose hardware that offers -- or will offer a

straightforward expansion path, to larger disk and memory capacity, color

monitors, and communications with other microcomputers and with your

institution's other computers. By the way, this last feature -- talking

with other computers on campus is probably pretty high in your

priorities. Be cautious: transfer of information between diaparate

operating systems is often tricky. Mere is a perfect twit( for your
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institution's programming staff to solve for you.

Fourth, microcompUters., aS We nOw know 'them, Will .soon look a -1:ot

different, with many new features, delivered in entirely new Ways. :For

example, some people believe the/rear explosion inOomputing delivered to

the individual will come in 1985, when the home televisiOn set will

include computing, access to national data bses, th.e.abirity to.perform

electronic fund transfers and order entry. all for 4500. The pace of

development is mindboggling,

Finally, you can decide to wait out these developments, and purchase a

more powerful microcomputer for less money. The very real cOst of this

approach is the ,tremendous improvement in effectiveness lost during. the..

Any choice you make will become obsolete,- but that,.will always, be

true. The attractive choice is one that will become obsolete in three

years, not in three months.



A COMPUTER MODEL FORA.ONG RANGE ENROLLMENT PLANNING.

David W. Bradley, Peter T. Farago, and Carolyn F. Shettle
Boston University

INTRODUCTION
ft

In spite of all the-uncertainty about how demographic and economic

trends will Affect college enrollment, one set of assumptions

regarded as fairly reliable.

A college or university in the Northeast must be especially cognizant '
of student market trends due to amplified projected population
declines.

Institutional planners have two fundamental types of enrollment
variables to address: entering student'trends and continuing,student
eetention rates.

can be

Decisions regarding entering class (admissions) objectives muSt be
supported by:an understanding of the main and interactive effects of
market share,"maeket distributiOn, and admission standards.

An institution with a regional or national drawing power .which
maintatns the Status qUo with regard to these decision variables will
experience a substantial 0 r ment decline.

The' combined effect Of entering clasi policy and achievable improve-
ments in retention rates should beConsidered An the allocation of

/.enrollMent manageMent retourdet and responsibilities .

These assumptions serve as the basis for Boston University's approach to

. enrollment manage4nt.

A computer simulation model was developed in response to the central

administration's concern about the effects of demographics on Boston

University's future undergraduate enrollment. Thellature of any computer

model is to ignore those factors that are not readily quantifiable (either

/

in terms of data ailai,lability or in terms of the effects they.actually

' have). A useful model must at least be designed in a fashion /that

111
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sufficiently approximates the mathematical relationships among the known

quantifiable inputs. the variables which we chose to include jn our

quantitative model were the number of high school graduates by state, Boston

University's market' shares NO college,in each state and student retentioh

rates by college. Other-important variables'such as student quality,

- pricing and levels of financial assistance, justto mention a few, are not

included in the model at thiS time.

A brief description of Boston University's current (Septembes, 1980)

market position and tentative planning gujde will enhance the reader's

understanding of the design and capabilities of the model. The marketing

definitions and parameters utilized herein have been developed for both

illustrative and pctual planning applications.

Boston'University each year enrolls over 3,000 new freshmen, 1,000 new

transfers, and over 9,000 returning undergraduates. These students

represent. all 50 states and over 80 foreign countries and U.S. territories.

Each student,enrolls in one of 10 undergraduate Schools or Colleges, and

chooses one of 140 majorifields of study. During each recruiting cycle, the)

Office of Admissions contacts over 200,000-high school students by means of

direct mail, and affords personal contact to over 50,000 pOtential students

through a recruitmeht staff of 14 full:time admissions officers and an

alumni volOnteer netiltrk with area chairpersons in 33 cities. Intensive

recruitment efforts are focuSed on 17 key states; with visitation to 14

other states and 15 foreign countries. After stUdents enter the University,

their retention rates'vary amohg the different c011eges and programs.' These

different retention rates translate. into final graduation rates ranging

from 30% to 75%,,depending on the program of study.

The TUniversity acknowledges the distinct possibility that under-
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graduate enrollment will decline unless significant steps are taken.

Nevertheless, the articulated objectives of the administration are to

maintain a stable enrollment and to either maintain or increase the academic

quality of entering students. Planning efforts have begun to outline the

alternative approaches we might take in meeting these objectives.

METHOD

It is apparent that enrollment management decisiont as they relate to

both ekternal and internal student markets must rely on-the manipulation,of

vast amounts of data and must account for not only surface trends and

effects but also the resulting interactions of the tinaller reactive

elements. The complexity of long range enrollment projection in an

environMent involving vastly different market shares and market trends in

different geographic regions, coupled with variations in ma-nket shares and

retention rates among ten undergraduate colleges, points to the need for a

computerized model. This need is further supported 'by administrators'

needs for a way to test hypotheses concerning enrollment variablesand to

get fast on-line display of the results of alternatiVe scenarios.

Fon Boston University it was felt that flexible.parametérs must be

developed for the geographical Manipulation of data on the national level.

As a result, external student markets have been broken into five key

geographical segments for macro-level planning purposes.

1. primary Market: containing six states.

2.. Established.Secondary Market: containing seven states.

3. Developing Secondary Market: containing fourteen states.

4. Tertiary Market: containing twenty-four statet.

5. "Foreign Markets

12
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The reason for considering this type of geographic segmentation of our .

market lies 'not only in'our market shares, which are different in-each of

those regions, _but also .in the differences in the.population trends among

these same regions. State boundaries are used to enable-the use of.existing

data on projected high school graduates.

Table 1 shows the Pronounced effect of .Population declines on the

primary student markets and the potential utility of redistributing

promotion and recruitment efforts to account for the different geographical

trends.

TABLE 1
BOSTON UNIVERSITY STUDENT MARKETS

NUMBER OF Pg0JECTED HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES AND PERCENT CHANGE FROM 1980

1980 1985 1990 1995

MARKET AREA N N % N % N %

f

Primary 569,389 476,473 -16.3% 384,172 -32.5% 356,088 -37.5%

Established
Secondary 712,577 598,622 -16.0% 561,266 -21.2% 578,731 -18.8%

Developing
Secondary 714,768 616,110 -14.1% 601,681 -15.8% 624,22642.7%

Tertiary 793 402 676 429 -14.7% 674 681 45.0% 720,156 - 9.2%

TOTAL U.S. 2,790,136 2,365,634 -15.2% 2,221,800 -20.4% 2,279,201 -18.3%

SOURCE: WICHE

DESCRIPTION OF THE lk)DEL

The need for a model having been established, the characteristics of

the model were specified by asking three questions. Who will use the model?

What will it be used for? What data are available to formulate-the model?

The users of the model were to 'be planners both at the central

administrative and college level. This implied that t'he model had to treat

the various schools and colleges either separately or together in the

aggregate, depending on the user's specifications. It Illso required that

12;
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the model be interactive, allowing for on-line User input.

The model must enable the user to evaluate the enrollment implications

of various predictable and managnble-variables; specifically geographic

market share(s) and alternative retention patterns.: Thesources of data:

available'included ten years of historic data pertaining :to :geOgt*hic

%

origin, college of enrollment and longitudinal retention patterns of our

undergraduate stUdents. The foundation of the projection methodology is.

the forecast of high school graduates by state published by the Western,

Interstate Commission on Nigher Education.'

The concept about which these factors were combined is a rather simple

concept of student flow (see Exhibit 1). The projections of high school

graduates ar'b combined with regional market ,Share data (either real or

hypothetical goals) to yield an estimate of entering class size. As each

cohort enters the model,longitudinal retention eates (again either real or,

hypothetical goaIs) are used to estimate what portion of that cohort will be

enrolled at a later time. By combining data for all geographic regions and

. .

all colleges for successive cohorts, the total undergraduate enrollment is

estimated. The advantage of the model is in enabling the user to try out

different hypotheses and ask different questions about:the interaction of

the enrollment variables.

The model is designed to allow the user to ask four types of questions,

Each of these represents one option which the interactive feature of'the

model supports. Exhibit 2 is a graphical representation of the user's

alternatives in executing the model. ,

1
High School Graduates: Prolections for the Fifty States, Western

Interstate Commission for Higher ducation, November 1979.



EXHIBIT 1: STUDENT FLOW CONCEPT
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EXHIBIT 2: THE MODEL FROM A USER'S PERSPECTIVE
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Baseline Projection:

What will.happen to our enrollment if we maintaiNcour current regioaal

market shares and our current retention rates? This option produces a

report of' annual expected entering class size and total enrollment

resulting from only demographic changes. In combination with graphic

output, this report is quite effective in driving home the reality and

magnitude of the demographic constraints.

Trade-off Analysis:

What combinations of freshman decline and retention rote improvement

will yield a target enrollment level in a specified future year? This mode

allows the user to evaluate what total enrollment levels can realistiCally

be expected in future years by Combining feasible goals for freshman class

size and for retention ratet. A graphiC display again helps to drive the

point home.

Recruitment Planning: 4

Given our assumptions about changing retention rates, what must the

, regional market shares be in eAch of the coming years in order to achieVe our

target enrollments? This mode allows the user to 'specify the target

enrollment level in a future year along with assumed retention rate changes

(after settling on a-possible target based on the Trade7off Analysis) and to

determine what market shares must be achieved in various states or regions

to yield the targeted future enrollment level.

Market Building:

What entering class size and total enrollment level will result in each

future year from making specified improvements in reten,tion rates and/or in

.the various state or regional market shares? This !nixie allows the user to

set market share and retention goals (instead of enrollment targets) and
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shows the enrollment levels which will result from these combined goals.

It should again be pointed out that each of the four options can be run

for any one or the combinafion of all ten undergraduate colleges at the

University and that the model can treat each state as a separate market

region or combine them as specified by the user into fewer, more global

market regions. A sample of each of the four options, including the user-

model interaction (i.e., query and response sequence) and the resulting

output, both tabular and graphic, is available on request from the authors.

APPLICATIONS TO PREDICTING FRESHMAN ENROLLMENT

An example of how simulation results might be interpreted and utilized

in planning.for entering freshman recruitment may help to demonstrate the

model's potential. Table 2 shows the results from a baseline (market trend)

run. In terms of marketing planning, this option may be interpreted as the

status quo.

TABLE 2
BASELINE PROJECTION OF ENTERING FRESHMEN

MARKEI
SHARE4

1980 1985 1990 1995

N % N % N N %

Primary 47.43 2,616 75.1 2,188 74.4 1,755 70.8 1,623 68.6,

Established
Secondary 5.01 397 11:4 333 11.3 312 12.6 320 13.5

Developing
Secondary 3.04 261 7.5 226 7.7 218 8.8 225 9.5

Teritary 1.06 98 2.8 '82 2.8 82 3.3 86 3.6

Foreign N/A 112 3.2 112 3.8 112 4.5 112 4.7

TOTAL 12.09 3,484 100.0 2,941 100.0 2,479.100.0 2,366 100.0

2Market Share is presented as_the number of matriculants per 10,000
high school graduates.

13i
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It is interesting to note the geographical redistribution of the

freshman class which would result.from the perpetuation of a constant market

share. Maintaining a constant share of.market in each of the major market

segmentstiould effectively reduce our share of the U.S. market from 12.09 to

10.38 matriculants per 10;000 high school graduates over the 15 year period.

This translates to a 32% decline in entering class size compared to an 18%

national decline in high school graduates:

On a more optimistic note, the results of a market building simulation

demonstrate the potential to hold entering freshman decline to a more

accatable level by means of planned geographical market develOgent.

(See Table 3.)

TABLE 3
MARKET BUILDING PROJECTION .CIF ENTERING FRESHMEN

MARKET
REGION

1980 . _1995 ADDITIONAL MARKET
. SHARE PER YEARN % MKT SHR N % MKT SHR

Primary 2,616 75.1 47.43 2,195 67.4 0.94 share points
Established

461.65

Secondary 397 11.4 5.01 493 15.1 8.51 0.23 share points
Developing
Secondary 261 7.5 3.04 349 10.7 5.16 0.14 share points

Tertiary 98 2.8 1.06 106 3.3 1.59 0.03 share points

_Foreign 112 3.2 112 3.4

TOTAL 3,484 100.0 12.09 3.255 100.0. 13.79 0-.11 -share Points

..1

By assuming a yearly increase in market share of 2% (0.94 share points)

in the primary market, 4.6% (0.23 share points) in the established secondary

markt 4.6% (0.14 share points) in the developing secondary market and 2.8%

(0.03 share points) in the tertiary market, the decline in freshman

enrollment could be Checked at less than-7% at the end of the 15 year period.

These objectives, successfully achieved, and accompanied by a 20% improve-

ment in the overall retention rate would yield a more stable enrollment
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pattern, all other factors being equal. Exhibit 3 illustrates the types of

enrollment forecasts possible using combinations of hypothetical market

share and ivtention goals.

Although these targets figures may sound unrealistically high, the

September, 1981 enrollment figuresovill show that each of-those objectives

for the entering freshman 'class have either been met or substantially

surpassed.

Perhaps the most important interaction effect ta consider when

_ predicting freshman enrollment is the interaction of curricular drawing

power (market share by collgge) and geography. It is evident that certain

colleges (such as Liberal Arts and Nursing) Will not have equal potential to

attract students from outside the primarY market region. If a projection

were done based on the fOtal University's market share it Would not account

for this interaction. The model has been designed so that any projection of

the total enrollment is computed as the sum of the individual college;

rather than as a function of total market share.

It is also interesting to note how the arbitrary definition of market

regions will affect the enrollment projections. By clustering states'

together a user will cover up the different population trends within the

region. For example, while the market trend projection using the five major

market regions yielded a 1995 entering freshmen projection of 2,366, an

identical projection done for the fifty-one states will yield a 1995

entering freshmen projection of 2,298.

CLOSING COMMENTS

It should be noted that the model as described has numerous applica-

tions but also has some limitations. Conceptually, it omits treatment of

134
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admission 'criteria, economit and academic trends, .and changes in cool-

petitive environment, all of which are 1mOort4nt'factors affecting future

enrollments. HOweyer, since these factors are alwayt present, 'they do nOt

detract from the modeVs'usefulness in Providing a base upon which these

effeFts can be supekimposed: Secondi,the model treats only undergraduate

enrollment of the traditional age group of high school graduates. It

ignores enfollment of older undergraduates and of graduate and non-degree

students Whb represent an ever,increasing_portion of the University's total

enrollment. Third,ATITTOilierof our colleges, there is a need.to disaggregate

the.data further to the level'of departments'in order tO reflect different

trends among disciplines. Fourth, as any model; this' one is highly

dependent on the, reliability of its input variables, specifically the

accuracy of high school graduate projections. For example, the lack of

accurate data for independent secondary schools wOuld severely limit the

:applicability Of thismodel to institutions fonwhich this is their dominant

market. Addressing these problem areas within the context of our model

represents the next possible-phase of our development efforts.

In spite of the limitations, we can report that the model his been and

is being used at Boston.University as one more tool*in allowing admin-

istrators to address the pressing problems of enrollment planning. As a

final comment we would like to point out that the model is conceptually

simple and uses data generally available in many institutions. In'smaller

colleges the market segmentation may use a base different from state-wide

projections of high school graduates and may only have to deal with total

college-wide enrollments rather than the ten colleges of Boston University.

With these changes, however, we feel that a model such as this one may be

useful to many institutions in managing future enrollment.
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ENROLLMCNT PROJECTIONS FOR A REGIONAL INSTITUTION

Winship C. fuller
Susan A. Goodwin

University of Lowell

INTRODUCTION

. The Office of Information Systems, in charge of institutional research

at t6e University of Lowell (Lowell, Massachusetts), has developed a pro-

cedure for predicting undergraduate enrollments on an institution wide ,

basis. This procedure may be adaptable to other state or 'Private insti-

tutions which draw their enrollments primarily from clearly identifiable

geographic areas. The method first isolates those cities and towns which

historically have accounted for the bulk of enrollments. Second, informa-

tion is gathered from the State Department of. Education on current student

enrollMents at eich grade level in these public schools. Third, a computer

model projects how many of these students will be promoted Crom grade to

lrade each year, how many will then graduate from high school, and finally

the proportion that will elect to attend this particular university. Thus,

based on the actual number of children already in grade sc*hool and high

school in this service area, the method allows year by year projections of

the University's share of the college age population through 1996.

Additional ana4ysis can also be undertaken in Massachusetts in that

the State Department of Education annually gathers frequencies and percent-

ages of each town's college bound students who have eleCted priOate verses

public colleges (each broken down into two-year and four-year institutions).

It is anticipated that tracking deviations from the historical patterns:in

this 40X would serve as a proxy for the impact of changes in federal finan-
.

cial aid and*changes in the relative public/private tuition gap, both factors
1

for public university enrollments.

1 3 b
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National Context - The Problem in a Nutshelr

The Carnegie Commission Report, Three Thousand Futures: The Next

Twenty Years of Higher Education [1], comments on the Aecline in enroll-

ments expected nationa.11y, clearly identifying-that the traditional college

bound coh rt of 18 to 24 year-olds will ,shrihk.by 23% from 1980 to 1997.

It is also lear, however, that this decline will not occur at an,even

pace over h years or spread itself evenly over geographic regions of

the United S1kes. From 1983 to 1988.enrollments are eXpected to fall at

. an annual rate of 1.9%, then slow temporarily-in 1989 and 1990, and fall
,

again at 2.3% annually from 1991 to 1997. Geographically, the Northeastern'

quadrant of the United States is expected to be hardest hit. Given this

natipnal picture, the Academic Vice-President at the University of Lowell,

a pUblic comprehensive University of 15,000 students located,in Northern

Massachusetts, became"concerned and formed an Enrollment ahd Retentiop

Task Force to articulate an enrollment projection model which would place

the University of Lowell in botti a national and regional context and to

provide a program of action for the 1980's. As part of this process', the

authors developed and estimated the enrollment projection model described

below.

The Enrollment Model

Preliminary examination of all freshmen and transfer enrollments by

zip codes for each of the five years since the UniVersity data base was

.

cOinputerizet quickly.identified that 100 towns provided three-quarters

of the\freshmen enrollments, witp the rest of the freshmen being drawn

in.very small numbers from all other:towns ip the Commonwealth of

13?
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Massachusetts and from outside the State. These towns were then, identified

as those whose enrollments in grades kindergarden through twelve

would be key to the University's future undergraduate enrollment. Data

were then Obtatned from the,State Department of Education on the public

school enroll nts (K through 12) in these 100 feedf cities and tbwns.

Since parochial and private school enroll/Ment represented fess than 5%

. e

of the total and are not typically a source of University of Lowell

students, they were not included in the,analysis.

The data from the State Department of Educalion contained several

types of information: (1) the head count enrollments in each grade,

K through 12 grade, .(2) the number of twelfth graders who actually

graduated each year, and (3) the number of those graduating who elected

to go on to collele the following September,,broken.down by two-year and

'four-year, public and private institutions. Such data aretypically gath-

ered during October of each year. This raw data for each of the "feeder

towns"were analyzed in the followipg, way to obtain the'enrollment pro-
&

jection for the University:

(1) The'emóSt recent years of K-12 datewee -examined to.derive the

proportion enteringteAch grade who' Were then promoted,to the ndxt grade;

'in this manner it is possible to predict enrollments for the next higher
, -

grade. This estimated success rate for promotion from grade to grlade is

.applied -in sequence to the cohort of students entering each grade and

proceeding through:to graduation frbm Frigh school and continuing' on to

college.*

(2) The Universityls'share of the students graduatingfrom the

twelfth grade and electing to go on to college was calculated and an

arithmetic average of,this share for the.past three years obtained.
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Thus, in its simplest form, the enrollment model for the University

of Cowell examines the number of students now enrolled in the one hundred

feeder school systems, follows each grade cohort through to graduation,

dete'rmines the number.who are likely to attend college, and the probable

number who will enroll at the University.

The methodology therefore produces the predicted number of first

time freshmen who can be expected each year through 1992, the year by

which first grAders enrolled as of Fall 1979 would be eligible for

college enrollment. Thu's,. the year by year pattern of expected enroll-

ments over a twelve year period can be used for planning purposes;

critical turning points can be adjusted for in an even fashion and

counter measures can be planned and undertaken with enou6h lead time

so that their impact will be meaningful.

The second part of this model, analysis of the p'ercentage dis-

tribution between public and private and between two-year and four-

( ,

jear institutions has been examined for three years. No significant

differences in, proportions have been identified as yet; however, due

to recent changes in state aild local funding of education in.Massachusetts,

the pattern of 'suchenrollmentt will be examined quite closely over the

next several years. It is also expected that the sh'iit in Federal

Financial Aid Policy and the widening relative tuition. gap between public

and private ins-Jtutiens wfll 'influence such patterns. The implications

for our inWtution have involved both policy changes and increased

facUlty involvement-in admissions annd retention issues,

Implications

Policy changes have included a newly impleMented January admissions
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prograM for freshmen. A side effect, however, was that C;is required a re-

arrangement of course offerings to accommodate those students in courses

in a two courSe sequence whith previously had been scheduled only in

small numbers in the $pring fOrthosestudentS who dr'opped out or flunked

the,Fall. Now larger nuMbers of freshMen entering in JanuAry

require not only those Fall courses in theirAisOplines, but support

courses in English, Mathematics, Science, and Social Science. More

elatiorate course and (aculty workload planning has therefore been re-

quired.

The second major impact .of this analysis was a change in thinking

about students; no longer is the focus simply on getting students to
, .

come to the University, but a strong effort is now being made to.keep

them here once they have enrolled. Thus, the enrollment model is being

buttressed by a retention model which traces students through their

'four or more university years to graduation. (The national and University

- of LoWell average is.that only four out of ten entering freshmen will

graduate with a. bachelor's.degree four years later). 'Concern.was there-

fore focused on what we could do to prevent dropouts and encourage stop-

outs to.return, The Vice-President for Academjc Affairs thus formed a

Retention/Enrollment Committee to deal with these,issues. Policy and

procedural changes are expected to result which focus on keeping students

in school longel before forcing them to drop out to increase counseling

and support service; to students during the critical Fall of their

freshmen year, and'to reinforce the idea that faculty must become in-

creasingly concerned about the student's pr6gress.

The paradox which has emerged at the University of Lowell is par-

ticUlarly compleZ. As a new University (two institutions with histories

from the 1890s were merged), it is experiencing a startling growth in

) ti
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enrollment, partiy due to the professional programs offered (Computer Science

and Engineering programs are directly linked to good job prospects with the

Massachusetts High Technology industry) and partly due to its enhanced image

(changing the name to a university has increased markedly 09.er thg past five

years), Yet, nationally and regionally, this year is the peak of the enroll-

ment boom. In some parts of the Northeast the peak has already been reached,

with enrollments already leveling off and the decline, ever so insidiousl.i,

starting to be felt.

It is critical that institutions plan in moments of calm, not in the

throes of crisis. Typically, retrenchment and programmatic re-adjustment

at colleges require both faculty consultation and professional imput and

often must account for collective bargaining constraints. There is also

a moral and legal obligation to allow students reasonable opportunfty to

complete their curriculum once they have been admitted. This puts a

four to six year time frame on discontinuance of service in most program

areas. Thus, change in academic setting is often slow and labored.

The lead time iilentified by the model thus is able to help the Academic

Vice-President initiate programmatic re-direction now rather than simply

sitting back to await the problems that the end of a decade are likely

to bring.

Conclusions

The Office of Information Systems views the enrollment model as a

tool to catalyze hard to move interest groups and to speed up the

deliberative processes that are part of the collegial processes. Each

year the projections will be updated with an eye toward reinforcing

the need for action now to counterbalance impacts which will only be

41



plainly felt at least half a decade from now. BUctIllSe of the use to

which this model is currently being put, no need is seen for further

refinement.

[1] Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education,

Three Thousand Futures, Jossey Bass, Publishers

San Francisco, 1980.

We are grateful to Richard Ballou, formerly of the

Massachusetts Board of.Higher Education, for

sharing a similar methodology with us.
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Enrollment Projeelions: A Moth-A Stw the Regional Public 'Institution
with 0 Nun-Traditiou01 Student_ Population

Robert M. Karp, Ph. D.
Kean College of New Jersey

Introduction

During the 1970s, reports by educational planners postulated that the

declining birth rates of the 1960s would result in a sharply reduced tradi-

Lional college-age pool in the.1980s (Carnegie Foundation, 1975; Dreseh,,1975;
0

McPhorson, 19760 Shulman, 1977). Without appropriate contingency planning

processes and/or documents, this reduced pool would inevitably place a

strain on the financial vitality of many institutions. Forced to eonfront

this predicament, institutions would,find themselves in an unenv:i0ble

position where facilities would deteriorate, academic programs and facult:

could be Cut and accreditation Could be revoked. Eventually, if this

scenario wa.,; dot reversed, institutions would be forced to either merge

(thin: losing autot.omy) or cease operations.

To date, because of their funding sources, public, institutions have

iaired tar bettet.than their privatescounterparts, wl,ere the most dire

combinations of the aforementioned predictions have come to fruition. low-

ever, with Lax rdform sentimentsweeping the nation and recenClcut- in

lederal and state budgets, it appears there will be less funds available for

public higher education. ono means or determining where limited public

'higher educotion resources should be allocated, state coordinating agencies

and governing boards haveturned.to enrollment prOjectiomi. While sound in

thir fundamental methodologies, .these models have Lendvd to be designed for

the institution which has traditionally drawn the majority of iLs student

130 143
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population. from the 18 year old, whiLe socio-economic ."middle clnss" pool.

Yet, in the last twenty years there hai been a dramatic change n the racial \

ethnic, sex and age composition of the student population in American higuer

education. Today more minorities have and are entering colleges and universities.

Concurrently, More women-have returned or Are planning to return to the work

force. These, groups are combining with an older adult population to increase

the pool of those seeking to continue or complete their post secondary educa-
. , ,

tion. Thus, this'egalitarian movement has challenged the validity Of earlier

projections and suggests that the traditional projection models cannot and

should not be applied to institutions with a non-traditional undergraduate student

population. Such institutions have an undergraduate body composed of students

with. at least a UM Minority background, more women than mcn, a large per-,

centage of students beyond the age of 22 and More part-time than full-time

students.

lierofore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a refinemeni of a

Lraditional projection model adopted by the New Jersey StaLe Pepariment of

Hiv,her EducaLion in 1978. The State Planning System (Bassett et al., 1977)

enrollment_ proection software package was. originally developed by the

aLional 6mLer for Higher Education Management. Systems. This model was

refined and included for implementation as .part of a New jersey statewide

mandated higher education planning process.

/-
Procedures

.Data GeneraLion and ACquisjtion

Befbre implementipg the proposed model-, several key elements of institu-

tional and geographic projection data (e.g. county.location) must be generated

. and acquired. The institutional data (prepared on a Fall semester basis for

at least the three previous Years) should ificlude: a racial ethnic breakdown

ot FirsL-Tiwo Vull-Time Freshmen (FTFTV) by age, sex, geographic origin and
- . - ......

1 4
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Lyiu. of 1.101 school 6.gree (traditional or non-traditional); a racial ethnic

'S

breakdown 01 mltriculating and non-matriculating part-Lime students by age,

sex and geographic origin; a racial ethnic class breakdown of transfer

stuants by age, sex and geographic origin; and a racial ethnic breakdown of

,class retention rates by age, SeX and geographic.origin. This data may be

generated from either an integrated longitudinal student data bank; or by

extracting and then merging admission and registrar.files; or (although not

advisable) by_extrapoldtion using appropriate 11EGIS dne.nmenrq, The regional

_projection data (acquired on a five or ten year basis) should include:a

racial ethnic sex breakdown of traditional and non-traditional high school

graduates..(This should also include the traditional and non-traditional

high school graduates for the three years previous to the.model implementation);
_

and a racial ethnic breakdown of the general population by age and sex. Although

such data should, be available from state or county departments of education,

local'sehool boards, the 1980 Census, and state/county planning agencies,

appropriate extrapolations may have to be performed.

Calculations >

Vull-Time Undergraduate Student Projections

Full-Lime undergraduate projections for the specified time frame are

calculated by a cohort survival methodology. Fig re 1 depicts the internal

and external data integration necessary for FTFTF instate calculations. it

begins by assuming an internal three year average has been resgectfully calculAted

for the Lradftional high-school graduates under 22, the traditional high school

graduaics ovr 23, and the non-traditional high school graduates by the designated

c'atoy,oric,s per geographic origin. This average is then divided by a similar

external three year average that coincides with each high school graduate

gment in order to determine a college-going-rate (or historical index) for

that region. The college-going-rate is then multiplied by the external data

1 4



Figure 1. Flow Diagram First-Timo Full-Time Freshman Calculatiens
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projection for each respective svgmcl.t. .n order to pioduce pinjet.Lions

for x year and each.succeeding sPecif..ied year. The resulting data can

either be summed for regional projections or left in independent segments

for implementation in the model.

As Figure 2 depicts (Katz and Ergin, 1979), the aforementioned inde-

pendent. segment calculations for all regions are integrated with a three

year proportional average of out-of-state and foreign applicants (or any

policy alternative) in order to produce a FTFTF total. The model then

hegin!; Lo project enrollments Lor the remaining three years by integrating

respective category retention .rates, which include other. (proportion of

readmits, non-degree transfers) and.matriculated transfers for each year.

The four year tolal plus the total unclassified (ratio of unclassified by )

college total classified) 'are added to product a total full-time undergraduate .

enrollmen by specified categories per geographic Origin.

Part-Time Undergraduate Student Projections

Part-lime undergraduate projections are determined by a ratio methodology.

Figure 3 dcpicts the internal and external data integration necessary ior

part-time n-state,projections. It begins by assuming an internal three year
1

average ha:; been respectfully calculated for matriculated andaon-matriculated

part-time students by the designed .categories per geographic origin. This

average is then respectfully divided by a similar external three year average

(by specified categories) of the general population (per geographic origin),

in order to produce a college-going-rate (or historical index) for matriculated

and non-matriculated students. This college-going-rate is then multiplied by,

the extern.11 data specified category general population projections in order

to produce part-time student projections for x year and each succeeding

specified year by matriculation clasSification. Because of the fluctuations

4
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FiEure. 2. Cohort Survival Flow Diagr.im For Full-Time :tudent Projections
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Figure 3. Ratio Flow Diagram Fac Part-Timu Student Vroiectiono

Institutional Data Per Geographic Origin
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hi ail ri pit . ci ion rcomic ith-ti Oita I iu I II ul i ou,s I policy !Atilt cgy
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Total Undergraduate Student Projections

Total undergraduate student projections can be calculated 6y adding the

total full-time enrollment with the total part-time enrollment by specified

categories per geographic, origin for each specified projection year. This

methodology will yield an approximate total undergraduate student headcount.

Ihis methodology was not designed to be absolutely rigid. Therefore,

if an institution is revising admission stategie to focus on key geograPhic

regions, more emphasis may be placed in calculating the college-going-rate

in order to project the outcomes of such strategies.

Outcomes and Limitations

Ihe benefits of the madil aie numerous. It provides institutions with

data upon which to base long-range plans and policy altornatives. Specifically

such data aro useful in developing strategies to guide academi program devel-

opment; reallocate faculty resources; build new facilities or renovate old

ones; and devise new measures for recruitment and retention.

However, trere are several limitations. The projections which emanate

from this model will only be 35 accurate an the data employed. Therefore.

it WAy be necessary for the institution to improve tho.existing student

information system or to develop a new one. Second, it iS pardMOunt tO obtain

tho moitt r (ent geographic population projections, ro this end, tne 1980 Census Ls

.ted to be of considerable assistal ejbut,heware that it is not in 'ad)tidi-oxp(

catlun in key counties. Third, 110 motivl can actonnt for all ot the variables

impacting actual enrollment. Therefore, an error faclor Should be ascertained

by yearly comparisons with actual enrollments. Vinally, care must be taken

when converting headcount to full-time equivalent students (M). FIT's are

generated from equalized credit hours and can only be approximate& from student

headcounts.
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'ESTIMATING FALL ENROLLMENTS AND F.T.E.s USING'
A STUDENT FLOW MODEL ,

Mr. Louis M. Spirp
Director of Analytic Stpdies
State University of New York

College at B ockport

. Introductign

The State University of New York Budget-Process includes headcount

enrollment and Full Time Equivalent (F.T.E.) students as important com-

ponents. The Instruction and Departmental Research Major Purpose within ,

the budget is enrollmentdriven and the F:T.E:. students serveas the base.

Student/Faculty-ratios are established and then the number Of F.T.E.

Faculty positiOnS are:allocated:

Within the budget preparation phase, accurate headcount and F.T.E.

projections are required.for full time and part time students by levelvo'

(Lower division, Upper division, Beginning Graduate, and Advanced Graduate

and for new 'students (First Time Freshmen, Undergraduate Transfers,and New

Graduates).

This paper will discuss two student flow models that were developed

-

to proyide enrollment data for the budget submission. ,Each modeT is examined,

in terms of the student components under study, the undulying assumptions,

model development and projections and comparisons with actual enrollments.

The calculations required to-develop the model parameters were extensive

and would normaIlihave required a great deal of compUter programming. How-

eyer, using the REPORTer (REPORT WHter) language, a Burroughs Software

product, lt 'was possible to,obtain them through,kSpjes of!English Language

commands that generated'a cospt. program for execution. No formal:.COBOL

140
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knowledge was required to successfully implement these programs on the

'Burroughs B-4700 and later to modify them for the Burroughs 8-6800.

The final section willlprovide conclusions and discuss some possibi-

lities for future extensions of the models.

II. Model 1

1

This model was developed in the Spring of 1980 as the first attempt

to systematically project ,Fall headcount as part of fhe final budget pre-

paration process.

Seven student components make up the entire enrollment within this

model. They are:

1, Continuing Students: .Undergraduates.who have been registered in

thencurrent semester who will also enroll in the fol;owing

2. Fir Time Freshmen: Undergraduates who have had no prior Coll,ege

coursework and are attending the institution for the first time.

3. Undergraduate Transfers: Students who have completed some College

work, quite often an Associate Degree withinwthe SUNY Community

College System, and are attending the institution for the first ,

time.

4. .Returning Students: Undergraduates who have previously attended

the College, but have not been registered during the most recent

semester.

5. Non-degree Undergraduates: Students not currently seeking a

Bachelor's Degree, but enrolled at the institution, generally on

a part time basis.

6. Matriculated Graduates: Students in a graduate degree program,

either a Masters or Certificate of Advanced Study.
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.7.. Non-matriculated Graduates: Students not in a graduate degree

program, but who haVe at least cothpleted an undergraduate degree.

The model concentrates upon Continuing Students, since they make up

about 50 percent of the total, enrollment, they are currently registered

and available for study, and are presumed to haVe stable enrollment behavior.

Eirst Time Freshmen and Undergraduate Transfers are still within the C011ege

Decision Process, most Returning students have not applied and most Non-

degree and Graduate students have unstable enrollment patterns. As a result,

assumptions have)been made about these remaining six student groups. First

Time Freshmen and Undergraduate Transfers are projected according to head-

_ count figures provided in the preliminaiv budget development phase. Return-

ing, Non-degree.Undergraduates, Matriculated Graduates, and Non-Matriculated

Graduates are all estimated-based on Fall 1979 enrollmeniNlevels.

sf

The model constructed to projedt Fall 1980 Continuing Student enrollment

included eight student segments. These were full time and part time

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Possible system states within

which members of these student segments could move from Spring to Fall enroll-

ment were considered. They inéluded exit from the system through attrition

or graduation; a recycling'to the same academic level and full time or

part time status; horizcntal movement at the same academic level 'to a

different full time

academic level and

vertical progressi

a different full t

these.potential s

,Once these

r part time status; vertical progression to the next

he sathp full time or, part time status; or a combined

n and horizontal movement to the next academic 16e1 and

me or part time status. Figure 1 illustrates all of

stem state changes.

stem state changes were identified, it was necessary_to

develop transition probabilities to indicate the likelihood that any of

these'state changes would occur for a given student segment. Actual data
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on students who were registered in Spring 1979 were examined. Eight

identical student segments were established and the aCtual Fall 1979 out-

. comes were used to measure-the likelihood of specific state changes.

Table 1 provides a matrix of the potential system states and the actual

Spring 1979 to Fall 1979 transition probabilities. Fall 1980 projections

for Continuing Students were made based upon the number of students in

each segment during the Spring of 1980 times the'transition probabilities

already established.

Table 2 shows a cOmparison of,the Fall 1980 enrollment projections

and the actual Fa11.1980 enrollment. For all Continuing Students, the

projection was higher than the actual enrollment by 29 students,.or 0.6

_percent. There are some imbalances in the Lower Division (Freshmen and

Sophomores) and Upper Division (Juniors and Seniors) totals, ilut they al-

most exactly counterbalance.

Table 3 provides a comparison of the Fall 19 projections and actual

enrollment for all student components. The projection is too high by

469 students, or 5.2 percent and the Weakness of some of the assumpti8hs -

aboUt.other student componenti is evident. Large decreases in the Freshmen

and Non-matriculated 'graduate groups from anticipated totals accounts for

the difference.

III. Model 2

This Model is an extension'of the first model, and it was developed.

'in the late Spring of 1981. One of the enhancements was the increase in

student segments from eight to sixteen, by adding sex as an addjtiOnal

discriminatory Variable to the previout full time 'and part time status by

academic level. It was hoped that this extra detail would eliminate

some of the counterbalancing Lower Division and Upper Division enrollment

discrepancies. Another extension was to project F.T.E. totals as well as

15,j
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headcount enrollments, to be of more use in 'the budget preparation.

The'same seven student components were used in this siodel-, but the

assumptions were modified for the'First Tithe Freshmen and Undergraduate

Transfer components. -Both of these groups were estimated based on the

current Fall'1981 AdmissiOns data and Falr 1980 actual admissions patterns

and percentages including the number of applications, the number and

percentage of offers to students, the number and percentage of students

accepting the offer and the actual number and percentage of students en-

rolling.

'

As in the previous model, the Returning students, Non-degree Under-

graduates, Matriculated graduates, and Non-matriculated graduates Were

assumed to be the same as the previous Fall totals.

'Using the sixteen student segments,.a similar matrix of potential

system state changes was developed for both males and females. Spring

1980 students'were-separated into these sixteen segments and their actual

patterns.of enrollment for Fall 1980 were used to establish the transition

probabilities. The average student credit hours for each pf these segments

was calculated for the Fall 1980 students so that the headcount enrollments

could be translated into F.T.E. estimates. Average student credit'hours

were also calculated for the four student components assumed to be stable

for Fall 1981.

The Fall 1981 enrollment projections were based on the actual head-

count foil- the-sixteen student segments in Spring 1981 times the Spring 1980

to Fall 1980 transition probabilities. F.T.E. estimates were based on these

enrollment projections times the average student credit hours for each seg-

ment divided by 15 for undergraduates and.12 for graduates.

Table 4 shows the results when Fall 1981 enrollment projections are

compared to actual Fall 1981 figures. The total projected headcount is 29

150
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students higher than the actual; for a difference of 0.7 percent. Total

male and female projections are close to the actual data and counterbalance

each other. Once again, the Lower Division and Upper Division projections

are substantially different from the actual data, but again they offset one

another almost exactly.

Table 5 provides comparisons of all of the projected and actual student

components. The total projected enrollment is less than the actual data

by 37 students or 0.5 percent. The projections _for Freshmen and Transfers

are more accurate using previous admissions experience in this model,

although lower than the actual by almost 200 students. These are nearly

offset by the slight overprojection of Continuing Students and decreases

in the Returning, Non-degree undergraduate and Non-matriculated graduate

populations in Fall 1981.

Table 6 illustrates the comparison of projected and actual F.T.E.s

for Fall 1981 Continuing Students; Since each full time student is almost

exactly one F.T.E.. student, the same description holds true. The totals

are almbst exact, with a difference of 36 F.T.E.s or 0.9 percent, and the

offsetting Lower Division and Upper Division discrepancies.

Table 7 examines the F.T.E.s for all seven projected and actual student

,components: The higher Freshmen and Transfer actual figures are offset by

the higher Continuing Student projection and decreases in Returning, NOn-

degree undergraduates and Non-matriculated graduates. The_final-figure is

35 F.T.E.s more than projected,,or a difference of 0.5 percent.

IV. Conclusion

The results of prOjecting 'headcount and F.T.E. enrollments for Contin-

uing Students and for the total College has been quite accurate in the

aggregate, although still somewhat suspect for the more detailed levels.

Additional efforts could be focused upon the internal parts of the ,

1 5-
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Continuing Student component to see if the Lower Division aril Upper

Division total's could be improved. The revised assumptions for Freshmen

and Transfers in Model 2 were more accurate than in Model 1 and more Cale

codld be spent on these two components to bring them into the model along

with Continuing Students. Returning, Non-degree undergraduates, Matriculated

graduates, and Non-matriculated graduates seem destined to continue as

assumptions rather than specifically calculated.

1 5 d



FIGURE 1: SPRING TO FALL SYSTEM STATE CHANGES
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TABLE 1: POSSIBLE SYSTEM STATES AND SPRING 1979
TO FALL 1979 ACTUAL TRANSITION PROBABILITJES

FALL 1979

no.

148.

SPRING,
,t1979- ATTRITION

FT

FR

PT

FR

FT

SO

PT

SO .

FT

JR
PT

JR
FT

SR
PT
SR GRAD

FT FR .248 .216 .010 .515 .011

PT FR .379 .223 .252 .078 .068

FT SO .251 .275 .017 .447 .010

RT SO .386 .267 .218 .069 .060

FT JR .101 .279 .009 .572 .015 .024

PT JR .261 .231 .329 .097 .067 .015

FT SR .033 .241 .040 .686

PT SR .189 .115 .250 .446
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TABLE 2: HEADCOUNT COMPARISONS FOR
FALL 1980 CONTINUING STUDENTS

FALL '80
PROJ

FALL '80
ACTUAL

DIFFERENCE
N %

Lower Division 2,001 2,201 . +200 +10.0

FT 1,880 2,071 +191 +10.2
PT 121 130 + 9 + 7.4

Upper Division 2,501 2,272 -229 - 9.2
FT 2,296 2,035 -261 -11.4

PT 205 237 + 32 +15.6

Total 4,502 4,473 - 29. -

FT 4,176 4,106 - 70 - 1.7

PT 326 67 + 41 +12.6

TABLE 3: HEADCOUNT COMPARISIONS FOR
ALL FALL 1980 STUDENT COMPONENTS

FALL '80
PROJ

FALL '80
ACTUAL

DIFFERENCE
N %

Freshmen 1,590 1,259 -331 -20.8

Transfer 730 838 +108 +14.8

Continuing 4,502 4,473 - 29 - 0.6

Returning 215 178 - 37 -17.2

Non-Degree 647 659 + 12 + 1.9

Total Undergraduate 7,684 7,407 -277 - 3.6

Matriculated Graduate 573 568 - 5 - 0.9

Non-Matriculated
Graduate 845 658 -187 -22.1

Total Graduate 1,418 1,226 -192 -13.5

Total College 9,102 8,633 -469 - 5.2
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TABLE 4: HEADCOUNT COMPARISONS FOR FALL 1981
CONTINyING STUDENTS

DIFFERENCE
N %

FALL '81 FALL '81
PROJ ACTUAL

Lower Division 1,636 1;914 +278 +17.0
FT Males 767 894 +127 +16.6
PT Males 32 37 + 5 +15.6
FT Females 781 910 +129 +16.5
PT Females 56 73 + 17 +30.4

Upper Division 2,572 2,265 -307 -11.9
FT Males 1,106 1,000 -106 - 9.6
PT Males 116 111 - 5 - 4.3
FT Females 1,224 1,036 -188 -15.4
PT Females 126 118 - 8 - 6.3

Total 4,208 4,179 - 0.7
FT Males 1,873 1,894 + + 1.1
PT Males 148 148

FT Females 2,005 1,946 - 59 - 2.9
PT Females 182 191 + 9 + 4.9
Total FT 3,878 ,3,840 - 38 - 1.0
Total PT 330 339 + 9 + 2.7

TABLE 5: HEADCOUNT COMPARISONS FOR ALL FALL 1981
STUDENT COMPONENTS

DIFFERENCE

N %

FALL '81
PROJ

FALL '81
ACTUAL

Freshmer 1,018 1,088 4+ 70 + 6.9
Transfers 700 829 +129 +18.4
Continuing 4,208 4,179 - 29 - 0.7
Returning 201 182 - 19 - 9.5
Non-Degree 659 586 - 73 -11.1
Total Undergraduate 6,786 S 6,864 + 78 + 1.1
Matriculated Graduate 568 590 + 22 + 3.9
Non-Matriculated

Graduate 658 595 - 63 - 9.6
Total Graduate 1,226 1,185 - 41 - 3.3
Total College .8,012 . 8,049 + 37 + 0.5
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TABLE 6: F.T.E. COMPARISONS FOR FALL 1981
CONTINUING STUDENTS

DIFFERENCEfALL '81 FALL '81

PROJ ACTUAL

Lower Division 1,601 1,853 +252 +15.7

FT 1,562 1,809 +247 +15.8

PT 39 44 + 5 +12.8

Upper Division 2,479 2,191 -288 -11.6

FT 2,377 2,092 -285 -12.0

PT 102 . 99 - 3 - 2.9

Total 4,080 4,044 - 36 - 0.9

Total FT 3,939 3,901 - 38 - 1.0

Total PT 141 143 + 2 + 1.4

TABLE 7: F.T.E. COMPARISONS FOR ALL STUDENT COMPONENTS

1

FALL '81
PROJ

FALL '81
ACTUAL,

DIFFERENCE
N %

Freshmen 1,011 1,073 + 62 + 6.1

Transfers 691 770 + 79 +11.4

Continuing 4,080 4,044 - 36 --0.9

Returning 158 139 - 19 -12.0

Non-Degree 258 236 - 22 - 8.5

Total Undergraduate 6,198 6,262 + 64 + 1.0

Matriculated Graduate 273 285 + 12 + 4.4

Non-Matriculated
Graduate 257 216. - 41 -16.0

Total Griduate 530 501 - 29 - 5.5

Total College* 6,878 6,913 + 35 + 0.5

1

*.Additions of 150 F.T.E.s for CAS and Overseas Programs

6.0,



A MODEL FOR PROJECTING TENURE DENSITY
AT THE INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL*

Christos TheophilideS
Assistant for Institutional Research
State University of New York at Albany

INTRODUCTION

A national survey on higher education in 1969 revea ed that 53 percent

of the faculty in public and 45 percent of those private institutions

were tenured (Trow, 1973). A similar survey a decade later pointed out

that the percentage of tenured faculty had increased to 60 percent and

63 percent for public and for private institutions, respectively (American

Council on Education, 1981). ThiS same survey revealed also that tne

rate of new tenures was 58 percent of those considered.

Undoubtedly, academic tenure is the characteristic form for organizing

professional.teaching and scholarly service in higher education. Supporters

of tenUre argue that it provides a means of assuring faculty quality,

educational excellence, and academic freedom. Opponents, however, argue

that academic tenure protects incompetence, impairs academic innovation,

and reduces faculty accountability (Furniss, 1973; Keast and Macy, 1973;

Maeroff, 1980; Trow, 1973). A recent report (National Academy of Sciences,

1979) argues that a maturing faculty profile reduces the rate of reSearch

innovation, inhibits the inflow of new ideas, and discourages able ahd

creative people from pursuing academic careers. One might argue that, at

*The author gratefully acknowledges the insightful suggestions in developing
the model by Wendell Lorang, Associate for Institutional Research at SUNY-
Albany, and the constructive comments on an earlier draft by Dr. Patrick T.
Terenzini, Director of Institutional Research at SUNY-Albany.
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the Institutional level, a high tenure ratio reduces faculty turnover'

and represents a threat to an institution's vitality, capabilit to

-

respond to new demands, and the quality of service. Hence, the,institutional

inttrest in maintaining reasonable levels of tenure ratios.

The Lirpose of this-paper is to provide A methodology whereby an

institution catproject Ole effects of alternative policies and practices

on faculty tenure ratios. Specifically, we present a-mathematical model

'.designed 6 answer questions of the following type Given an institution's

existing policy for granting tenure and assuming a steady-state environment,

what is,likely to be the proportion of its faculty Who are tenured in the

years ahead? .Given a steady-state environment; whkt,effectqWould the rate

of zw tenures and retirement age (or any other variable in the model)
4

'have on the ratiO of the tenured faculty for the years ahead?

THE MODEL-

A model is a representation or conceptualization of the relationship's

assumed to exist among a set of phenomena. Every model is, in effect,

a theoretical prototype which presumes to describe the primary components

of the thing being modeled 'and to explain the relationshiPs among them:

The emphasis of the model presented in this paper is on projecting tenure

ratios for relatively large numbers of faculty members (e.g,,for the

total-institution or for large tchools witnin an institution). The

projection is made on the basis of "transition ratios" for-the categories

of personnel included in the.Model (Hopkins., 1974), Thus, the nuMbers

Of persOnnel who serve in each of a finite number of discrete categories in one

perio&are determined by adding to the numbers .serving in :the previOUs period

the figures specified by the Assumechitransition. ratios. In etsence, then, the'

model assumes.a process in which tenured faculty fn year t+1 are.:,:related to

163
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tenured.faculty:in year t by means of specified transition ratios.

Two major assumptions underlie the model prosented here. First, his-

torical trends in.granting tenure and retirement/termination rates will con-

tinue to apply for the period for which the projection is made. Second, the

age distribution of tenured faculty does not change for the period for which

the projection is made.

Properties of the Model

Typically; a flow model of tenured faculty is based on assumptions

regarding retention/attrition rates of tenured faculty and rate of new tenures.

The retention/attrition rates are affected by natural factors (e.g. deaths and

voluntary resignations) and by mandatory provisions (e.g.,reoulations With

respect to retirement age). The rate ofjiew tenures reflects the existing policy

in granting tenure. In working out the formulation of the model, the following

components have been defined:' Tenured faculty, nOn-tenured faculty, new tenures,

mandetory.retirements of tenured faCulty,, other retirements of tenured faculty

(resignations,, deaths). and tenure track faculty lines. On the basis'of these

. components the following equation was,developed to estimate the ratio of

tenured faculty for a given year:

% tenured faculty
+ T

2
- ( PV+ OT )

for year t+1 TTF
100

, where:

T =Tenured faculty (number of faculty who currently have tenure)

T2
=New. tenures (number of faculty who get tenure at the end of
their term appointment

160
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PReProjected retirement (number of faculty expected to retire,

based on a mean value of retirement age after other termi-

nations (see below) have been taken into account).

OT=Other terminations (number of beople 'who are expected to

leave other-than retirement, e.g. resign, Aeath)

TTkeTenure track faculty (number of full-time faculty excluding

lecturers ) .

Assumptions of the Model

Projections depend for their validity on the accuracy bf the assumptions

on which they are based.' Assumption's may be chal)enged or they may be proved

false by events, but they represent the best judament of the person making the

projection, based
1

on past experience and present reality. Specifically, the

following set of assumptions was adopted for the purposes of delineating the

model outlined above:

1)Given the 1978 amendments to the "Age Discrimination in EMployment Act"

and the recent inflation rates, faculty members are likely to postpone
.4

theirretirement (Furniss,1981; Watkins, 1980). For the different

scenarios of projdctions attempted in this paper, and in order to

highlight the lIkelyAffects of postponing retirement, two different

Values for mean retirement age (65 and 70) were adopted.

2)The rate of new tenures was set to be either 5 or 10 percent' f the

non-tenured faculty.
,

3)0ther terminations for tenured faculty were set to equal one per year.

4)A11 noh-renewals.and-alVretirements/terminations were assumed to

. be replaced with non-tenured facalty.
' 7

5)The number of tenure track faculty line was set to equal 690; further-

more, it was assumed that no retrenchment decision was to be made

(for the period for which the projection was made.
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, Application of the Model

Tfie above model waS, applied toproject the tenure ratio of a hyPothetical

higher education institution for the decade:1980-1990. The followina-specific.

assumptions have' been,adopted for this.application:

Number of tenured faculty: 515

Number of nontenuredjaculty: 200

fklumber of new tenures: Either 5% or 10% of the non,tenured faculty

Frequency of retirements of tepured.faculty: A'set of numbers (see
Tables 1 And 2),obtained on the basis of.the following equation
and a hypothetical age distribution:

Year of
Retirement = Year of birth + Mean retirement age (either 65or 70)

'Number of other terminations of tenured faculty: 1 per year.

8:ased on the assumption of 10 percent new tenures and a non-tenured

faculty of 200 people, the frequency of new tenures amount to 20. Adding this

figUre to 515(people who already have tenure), raises' the number of tenured

faculty to 535 and reduces the numbers of non-tenured faculty to 180. At the

same,time 4 retirements and 1 termination 'have been estimated to Occur in 1980-81,

,

all tenured faculty members. The net total of tenured faculty members, °therefore,

Os obtained through the equation 515+20-5=530. On the basis of the asSumption

that all new appointments are without tenure, the final tctal of non-tenured

faculty becomes 185 (180+5=185). ThiSprocess is repeated for the succeeding

years. Two scenarios of projections have been developed'based on the assumption

that 10 percent of the non-tenured fac'ulty get tenureeach year and using 65

and .70'as mean retirement ace. Table d summarizes the results of the two

.scenarios in two-year interval periods..

To study the effects,of policy change in one of:the components of the

model, another .twoscenarios of projectionS were obtaiped through holding
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constant all- other assumptions except the rate of new tenures which was set to

be 5-percent of the non-tenured faculty. Table 2 summarizes the results of the

additional,two scenarios of projectionsogain i two-year intervai periods.

Table 1

Tenure Ratios for the Period 1980-1990 Based on Rate of New Tenures
10 Percent of the Non-tenured Faculty and Mean Retirement Age either

65-or 70

1980-81 1982-83 1984-85 1986-87 1988-89 '1990791

,,

a

Tenured 515 533 543 .547 555 546

faculty
515 .546 570 583- 582 580

Non
a

;-tenured 200 182 172 168 160 169

faculty b

New tenures

Retirements

Terminations

200 169 145 132 133 135

.a
20 18 17 17 16 17

20 17 15 13 14 14

Tenure track
faculty lines

a

.

11 13 16 12 16

2 10 15 13 15

690 690 690 '690 690 690

% tenured 74.6 77.2

faculty
74.6 79.1

78.7 79.3 80.4 79.1

82.6' 84.5 84.3 84.1

a
Mean reti ement age 65

b
-Mean retirement age 70

1



Tabl e 2

Tenure Ratios for the Period 1980-1990 Based on Rate of New Tenucc5
. 5 Percent of the Non-tenured,Ficulty and Mean Retirement AO either

.66 or 70

Tenured
facul ty

Non-tenured
facul ty

New tenures

Rettrements

Terminations

Tenure track
facul ty 1 i nes

% tenured
facul ty

1980-81 .1982-83 1984-85 1986-87 1988-89 1990791

a
515

b

a200

b
200

a
10

b
10

a
15

b
4

690

a
74.6

b
74.6

514

528

201

187.

10.

9

11

2

1

690

74.5

76.5

508

537

207

178

10

9

13

10

690

73.6

77.8

499

539

216

176

11

9

16

15

1

690

72.3

78.1

495

529

2.20

186

11

9

12

13

1

690

71.7

76.7

476

520

239

195

12

10

16

16

690

69.0

75.3

aMean retirement age 65

b
Mcan retirement age 70
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c

Figure 1 depicts graphically the four scenarios of the projections
Ak

obtained through the application...of the model; As Figure 1 reveals, the most

optimistic scenario for the institution under consideration is a mean retirement

age of 65 and rate of new tehires 5 percent of the non-tenured faculty --in fact,

probably two unrealistic assumptions. Only in the case of this scenario

will the tenure ratio remain initially steady and then start dropping

gradually bUt slowly. With mean retirement age 70 and rate of new tenures 5
. 0

pei-cent of the non-tenured faculty the ratio of tenured faculty.increases

for the first half of the decade and then it declines slightly; however, the

tenure ratio still remains around 75 at the end of the decade. The worst

scenario from the institutional point Of view appears to be the one with mean-

retirement age 70 and rate of new tenures 10 percent of the non-tenured faculty;

under this scenario, the ratio of tenured faculty would,peak at above 80

percent by the end of the first half of the decade and it will remain.that'

high. The remaining scenario (mean retirement age 65 and rate of new tenures

10 percent) reflects a relatively steady tenure ratio around 75.

DISCUSSION

The model discussed in this paper is intended to help project the tenure

density for an institution given its existing policy. It is also,possible,

throOgh holding constant the rest of the variables.in the Mbdel, to study the

likely effects of one or more variables on the tenure ratio for the years ahead.

The model, therefore, can support the institutional planning process. Certain

observations are warranted in the light of the application of the model.

First, once an institutibn reaches a relatively,high percent of

tenured faculty, it will take a number of years for the ratio of tenured

faculty to drop to reasonable levels. A tenure ratio of 74.6 percent during

1980-81 was assumed for the institution under consideration. The model revealed

that .if the existing tenurepolicy continues unchanged, then the tenure density
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Figure 1: Four Scenarios of Projections of Tenure Ratios for the
Period 1980-1990 Based on Mean Retirement Age either 65
or 70 and Rate of New Tenures either 5 or 10 Percent
of, the Non-tenured Faculty
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of this institution will well exceed 80 percent in the next decade. Even if

a substantial policy change is initiated, (i.e., considerably lower rate of new

tenures and retirement at the age of 65) it will take at least 5 years for the

tenure ratio to start declining.

Second, if a retirement age higher than the current one is adopted by

tenured faculty members as a result of ihe recent amendments to the Age

DiscriMination Employment Act--and evidence is already building which points

to this direction--then the likely effect will be a drop in the frequency

of retirements expected for the next five years and, therefore, an increase

in the tenure ratio will take place. Even if the rate of new tenures is

maintained at low levels, it will take a number of years for the tenure

ratici to start dropp3,g when retirement.age is extended beyond 65.

Third, th above projections were based on a steady-state environment.

Nevertheless, the experience of the past decade points to a turbulent rather

than a steady-state environment for higher education. Certaip institutions of

higher education suffered severe budget cuts during the past decade because of

more general economic stringencies or because of declinging erirollment. Others

were forced to make painful retrenchment decisions (Dougherty, 1981; Watkins,

1981). There is every likelihood that the economic stringency for higher

education will be an'everpresent condition for the next decade as well. To the

extent that budget cuts or retrenchment decisions reduce the number of tenure

track lines or affect mainly the non-tenured faculty members, the tenure ratio

will rise accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION

The last decade has'been a difficult one for higher eduCation:-

Colle4es have been plagued by budget cuts, in response to.an interaction

between an increasingly inflationary economy and declining,pbpulation rates.

Competition between universities and colleges has_escalated,:and 1,egislatorsr.r .

and the pUblic.at large, have put increasing.pressure for accountability op

institutions of higher learning. Researchers in higher education have res-

ponded with attempts to measure college impact. The questions posed are:

1) do students change? 2) if so, in'what ways do they change? and,' $) are ,

these changes Aue to maturation, or can they be attributed to the college

experience? The present study is an attempt to answer these questi,ons for

one four-year public institution.

Comparisons between freshmen and seniors can be made in several ways.

Most researchers have chosen the cross-sectional method, based on necessity.

It takes four years of consistent data collection in order to complete the

more rigorous method of analysis: the panel or longitudinal study. Some

researchers have used a compromise method, the cohort analysis, which in-

volves drawing random samples from the freshman class and, four years later,

from the.corresponding senior class (see EndO and Harpel 1980).

Astin (1977) maintains that there are two minimal requirements for

dequately designed studies of college impact: 1) multi-institutional data,

and 2) longitudinal data. Astin's study, conducted by the Cooperative

Institutional Research Program (CIRP), meets both of these criteria. His

extensive surveys measure a variety of self-reported traits, abilities,

behaviors, and demographic variables. He concludes that, after entering

college, students "develop a more positive self-image, as reflected in

greater interpersonal and intellectual competence...."' Because of the

inherent difficulties and length of time required to collect longitudinal

163
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data, the availability of ,other .researcb results cf this type is spa,---,e.
The. purpose of'the present study as to augment researchrof the panel-,:

study variety, Theauthdrs were fdrtunate to have outcome§ data ,available
that made it possible to t'race the same stUdents,,over four years on the same
variables. The freshman classes of 1976/and 19Z7 could be tracked, which
provided a uniqUe opportunity to replicate results in the same: institution.
Self-perceptions of 34 traits and abilities were compared between the iresh-
man and senior:years on the' same students. Using the bes/t of the methods
available, the present study addressed the first two questions,' "do students
change; and, in what .ways?"

1

The third 'question was approached more indirectly. One way `of elimi-

nating maturation as ans explanation for change in college §tudents over a
four-year period is to ldok at the differenti 1 efiects of various cut-riCu-

,

lums ir the same college./ If the College exp rience, particularly the aCa-

demic asPect of title college,, has an impact; students majoring in different
fields shquld `/ary .in the types of' changes or growth they perceive and show.
Several studies have reported results consistent with this hypothesis. Endo

and Harpel (1980), using 'a cohort analysis, found that type of academic pro-
gram hadi some' impact on fourtWen variables. A four-year study at Union
College, conducted by C. W. Huntley, is described by Feldman and Newcomb

(1980) as providing "the most convincing glocumentation that we have seen
for drawing an important conclusion: experiences of majoring in different
fields had different effects on individual 's val ues, even though their pre-
vidusly highest va)ues were the same." And, Green and Morlock (1979),

using self-reports by seniors on the amount of impact of the college experi-
encec, found that' students in five different curriculums could be discri-

i
minated from,each other based on profiles of their responses. The sharpest

differences between majors occurred in their ratings of the impact of
courses in their major, which suggests experiences in the classroom do
create change.in students whO reach the senior year. Furthermore, aggre-

)gating the data tended to wash out the effects observed; i.e., When looking
at the whole senior class, students appeared to rate themselves consistently
in the average range, while', in fact, different majors experienced varying
amounts of growth.

For this study then, it was decided that, in addition to observing

-1 70
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Ophge for the class as a whole, the sample would be divided,into students

enrolled in professional or vocationally-oriented programs and those in

traditional liberal arts fAjorS. tomParisons of the kinds of change made

1-In the self-perceptions of these two categories of majors cobld help attri-

bute changes to the college enviTonment. .Tftis grouping paralleled that of

another study by Green and Vlorlock (1980), which examined alumni self-,

reports of college impact. A similar division was made by ,Endo and Hai-pel

(1980), who found that college experience seemed'to have a more broadening

effect (:r- liberal arts students.

HISTORY

Since 1973, the SUNY College at Plattsburgh has been involved in

, study of freshmen, seniors, and alumni. Starting with the student' who

graduated -In 1977-78, it was possible to conduct the first of.a series of

longitudinal studies relating student expectafions as freshmen to their

sense of achievement as seniors. With the exception of a few examples of

social and personal development, freshman expectations exceeded senior

self-perceived achievements in all of the areas surveyed.

Attempts at interpretation of these results raised seVeral questions:

were students' achievements falling short of student's' expectations because

the College actually had little or no impact on student growth, or, on the

contrary, were.student expectations unrealistically high? A panel study

that compared input and output measures on the same students could provide

an answer to this question and offer more direct evidence of college impact.

Accordingly, in 1979-80, emphasis was shifted'in the senior survey to

follow up on the self-perceptions of various traits and abilities. Starting
,

in 1976, freshmen )iad been asked to rate themselves on a 5=point scale from

1 = lowest 10%, 3 = average, S = highest 10%,,as compared to their peers on

34 traits and abilities. These items were based partly on Pace's work

(1975), as well as additional personality variables and abilitiesIkxpected

to benefit from college experience. .The current study is restricted to a,

description of change as evidenced by the perceptions of a panel of entering

freshmen who graduated after four years and who had comparable sUrvey:data

from both years.
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METHOD

Panel Study

The Sample: Two groups of students satisfied the criteria Or the

longitudinal study; i.e., both freshman-and senior survey data were avail-

able. There were 155 students who entered is freshmen in 1976, graduated

during the 1979-80 academic year, and who filled out both a Freshman Survey

and a Senior Survey. A corresponding cohort of 140 freshmen, entering in

1977, met comparable conditions. Table 1 displays the characteristics of

these two groups, and compares each group to the other graduating seniors

who were native freshmen, Out who were missing either a Freshman Survey, a

Senior Survey, or both.

The groups included in the study were not randomly selected, but were

chosen only on the basis of available data. The Freshman Survey was adminis-

tered during the Summer Orientation; the Senior Survey was given to seniorS

at the time they applied for graduation. In the years under study, 1976

and 1977 for freshmen, thete were 498 and 871 feeshman questionnaires col-

lected, respectively. Those who completed surveys had higher high school

averages and were more likely to be female. Thifs is consistent with other

findings, which 'tend to support the contention that women are more com-

pulsive when filling out surveys; and, at least at Plattsburgh, have higher

academic quality indicators thanemen. This same effect is noticeable in

the group of seniors who filled d'ut a Senior Survey. We conclude, there-

fore, that our results are somewhat biased in that they are based on a

higher proportion of female graduates, with higher than average measures of

academic achievement.

This sexual bias is not evident, however, in the 34 longitudinal items

used in the present research. No significant differences were found between

the.panel group and the other freshmen on these traits and characteristics

oe on most of the other survey items. Furthermore, when sex, high-school

average, and.initial freshman rating were partialed out of the analysis of

career-oriented versus liberal arts majors, significant relationships be-

tWeen the program type and'the distinctive items remained. Therefore, if

this bias affected the results, it was in an inditect way, through same

other mediating variable.

1 3
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in order to'obtain a more stable, representative,sample, with regard

to curricula', and to increase sample size when dividing the panel group into

career-oriented and liberal arts subgroups, fhe 1976 and 1977 panel grciups

were combined into one sample. Before this merger was accomplished, the

panel groups folr the two years were compared, using t-tests. The two

classes differed on onTy a few-variablesl: Signiftcant differenCes occurred

iniess than the number-of variables expected by chance. 'None of the dif-
.

ferences inv0Aved the longitudinal items studied, With:the exception of !

academic.and math abilities. These Were higher in, the wailer, more select

; 1976 class, and the self-perceptions of theSe students accurately matched'

their-actual superior abilities. , The two separate years werealso analyzed'

individually, providing stronger conclUtions through replication of findl

ings.

Comparisons betweenliberal arts and career-oriented majors; then, were

made on'the com4ned panel group. This division was based on, the curricu-

lum indicated,at the time of graduation or final senior semester. ,Double

* majors and majors that were interdisciplinary or did not fit clearly into--
either category'W'Rre eliminated from this 'comparison (see Table 2).

RESULTS
0 4

The majority (79% and'85%)4of the 34 comparable freshman/senior iteMs'

describing,traits and abilities showed significant* (p4(.,05) increases in

senior ratings. There was a high degree of replication in the-tWo Year&

studied, with only three items'shoWing inconsistent results. In other

wordsz 27 of the 34 items Showed consistent, Significant* increases from

freshman to senior year for the two classes. studied. The only item that

,showed,no significant change in either.of the years surveyed.were athletic

%abilit.y, math ability, literary acquaintance, and impulsiveness. The cor-
.

relations betWeen the freshman and senior ratings were all.significant,

r5Figing 'from'a low Of .16 '(ability to see relationshipsiss'imilarities, and

differences between ideas) to-a high of .70 (mathematical. ability). The

differences in, means ranged from -.10 (impulsivenesS) to .43 (tolerance of

'others). --j.;

-The increased numeer of cases (295) in the tombined'sample,produced

similar results. Three Of the 34 itemsoaere not, significantly different,'

* Comparisons,were made, using a paired-comparison, two-tailed t-test.



Table 3. Results:: of Paired ComparisOn-t-tetts
Combined Grout) (1977 4\1976 Cohorts)
Xreshman vs. -Senior ResPonss;

-
-*Listed..in order Of-t value (df 294).1Fri * 'Sr

Means of Freshmen &Senior Responses
SCALE: 2 5 3 0 - 3 5 4 0

11.1 111.1 1\11.1 1111
'30 1)

335 3.7 I)

3.55 4---7%;-.4 3:40 .3)

3.27 43 71 ' 4)

Table Characteristics of Panel Group vs.
Other Graduating 4-Year Students.

SEX
HSAvg

SAT Verbal
SAT Math
GIA

SEX

- Female

. 1976 - 1980
Panel Group J_ Other PaneI,SrO4P'

Mean 714iii-W-- Mean -.g:an

1,81 * 1.60 1.76 1.64
87.76 .' 86.00 85.34' 86.04

482 472. 444 ' 450
536 .. 529 496 903

3.10 298- 3.08 2:94

1977 - 1981

% '%

18.9 39.8 2177- ,

81.1 60.2 76.3 64.0

Table .,compositiob;ofCareer-oriented'
and:Liberal Arts li)anel. Groups.

Professional Studies,

Business
Computer Science..4.
Education
Hese EcOnomjcs
AurSirM

,

Other Health ScleilCe

Liberal Arts

: 10 . Fine Arts', '

2 Human ti es
15 Social Sciences
9 SCIenCe..4 Math

7

55%

GAINS

I) Social ,DeVelopent

2) Reasoning Ability

7 3) TeriOnal DevelOpment

4) Leadership Ability

9.32

9.03

8.59

8.45

6.34

8.28

7:72

7.59

5) Ability ,t0 HabOle Streb0 3.43

6). Ability .to See Relationships

7) Self,cOnfiAence (SoCia1I

8) Understandin4 Sc'ience

9) critiCal.Thinkinq

10) Public iSpeaking Ability

11) MechaniCal Ability
. 7.36

12) -ToleranCe of tither. People

13) Personal ,OrganizatiOn

14) Artistic Ability

151 Independence

161.Self-confidence*(Intellectual)

:.171 Awareness Of Different Philosophies5.94

18) Originality

19f Academic Ability

10) Persistence

21) Drive to Succeed

22) Wiitihg Ability

23) Vocabulary, Facts

24) Optimism

25) Popula"rity

26) Development of Friendships,

27) Aesthetic SenSitivity

28) AppieciatiOn'of ReligiOn

29) ReadingAbility

301,, AthleticvAbility

- NO*.CHANOE

QuantitatiVe Itinking 1.53 2.97 3.05

3

3.41 ,1-.--13.c79

'j.11 1 3.51 7)

3.0211..--;-,.._43 3.7 8) ,.

3125 1 .( 3.62
. 9) ,

7.5612.72 )-----1143,14 10)

2.55 !-----4* 2.92 '''.. 11)

7.20 3.63 1.--44.01 12)
6.73 3:54 l'-'1------13.68 111

6.64 2.61...-----4 2.93 .

.6.46 . 3. 91--------43.92 15)

6.32 3.34 I 43.65 161

,3,31 1 `; 1 3.60' '..- 17)

5.40 A. Ft-44.1.55 18)

5.12
' 3.61 1-----in.831 19)

5.16 i 3.52 1----4 3 78' 20) c,

4.70 . 4 1----1113.97 21) .

4158 3.21' 1.----4' 3.41 22),

in Varigus Fields'11.47 3.21 i----4, 3.40 '23):

4.18* , j 3.47 0-1 )3.69' '24)

4.08. ,/--' q 1----,--1 3,41 * 25)

3.48
t

3 494,!---,413.97 26)

3.14 '!.p . 39 3:54 27y.
, 4

-2.75
l':,37 3.53 24) ..,

2.67 3.57 1---4 3.69 29)

-349 1.74 3 7 30)

I

32%

1oki

321'Literary Acquaintance

33) Math Ability

LOSS

34) Impulsiveness
.

1.18 3.11i4-4 3.1

313. hq. 3. 7

71.96 3.14 F4M3.
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and for one item (impulsiveness) a significant decline in freshman to'

senior ratings was found. Table 3 displays the items, ordered 1)y the value

of t, showing,the relative freshman-and senior'ratings and the magnitude pf

the change in mean ratings.

It is possible that grea6r change.might have been dbserved lor the

majority of the variables, nad the range 0 responses alloweA for'mOre

variation:, A 57poinf scalevas used,thtoUghout the questionnaire. Students

were required to compare themselves to their peers within the lirgits of the:

lowest 10% ("1") tp thehighest 10% ("5"). It is not unreasonable to sug-

gest that the-typical college freshmap considers himselfor herself, if

not in the top 10%, at.least above average on many of-the traits and abiliL

ties contained in the survey, This is substantiated by the Mean responses,

which are higher than "aVerage" (3 .0) in 91% of the CaseS. There Were only..

"four items with a below average (4:3%0) mean. Three of these items, -aTtis

tic ability, mechanical ability, and public speaking ability, were among

those,showing the largest increase's from the freshman-to the senior year.

There is evidence that there is a. ceiling.effectin'pperation for some

items, which is preventing a greater increase in Senior ratings. These are

variables with a large number of top freshman ("5") ratings. .It is impos-

sible-to measure change for these students, even if it iS perceived to have

taken place. Many of the itemS with the, highest.percentage of top freshman

ratings, ("flighest 10%1 _are among.those with the lowest correlations tetWeep

freshman.and senior ratings,' Therefore, there are both restriCtion of range

and regression effects operating here, whiCh decreases the' magnitude of the

results, especially the correlations. Nevertheless, most variables showed

significant, replicable gains from the freshman to senior. year. Those items

where no.significant gains were obServed were not among those exhibiting the

'ceiling effect, with tne exception.pf "impulsiveness."

Career-oriented Versus Liberal Art$ PrograMs

The increased sample siie resulting from fhe combination of the two
s

years of data,produced a more-stable breakdown.by type of academic program.

Therkwere 163 students enrolled in the career-oriented programs and .95 in

the traditional liLeral arts majOrs. The results obtained for the two

groups are shown. in Table 4,sand 'are summarized below:



Table 4, Longitudinal Study - Comparison,o
1976-410, 1977-81 sample.

-1

Vaiiable

Ability to see Relationspips
Academic Ability
,Understanding,Science
Mechanical Ability
Reasoning Ability
Writing Ability
Social Development
Drive to Succeed
Personal Development
ArtistiCAbility
Ability to.liandle Stress
Self-confidence_ (intellectual)
Personal ,Organitation
Leadership Ability
Aesthetic Sensitivity
:tolerance of- Others
Awareness of,Philpsophies
Independence
CKitical Thinking
DevelopMent of Friendsiiips
'persiiitence

Speakang Ability
:Sslf-cOnfidence (Social)
Wicabutaryi Fact'
Originality
Quantitative Thinking
Optimism
Popularity
ImpulaiveoesS
Reading Ability -

Athletic Ability
Math Ability
Laterary Acquaintance
Appreciation of Religlon

,

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Liberal.'Arts & 'Professional StudieS-Combined

Liars). Arts (N..95)

Variable.

Profassionsa Studies (18..183)

' FR
Mean,

SR
MAD

-Mean
1Diff. t

PR
Nolan

SR
Moan

Hiatt

Miff.

6.05 3.38 3.87 .495 Social Dsvelopment 749 3.42 3.92 .304
5.93 1.53 3.95 .415 Self-cOnfidenCe. (Social) 7.93 3.11 3.62 .30,

, 3:10 3.55 .452 Personal pevelopment ' 7.84 3.50 .411
5.45 2.52 2,97 .453 Leadership Ability 7.54 3.27 3.78 .51,
5.19: _3.38 3.77 .398 Ability to Handle Strees 7.33 3.38 3.90 .51,
4.12 3.19 3.54 :351 Reasoning Abilit'y 7.20 3.30 3..73 .431
4.05' 3.39 3.71 .323 Public Speaking Ability 6.84 2.66 3.16 .500
3.88 3.63 :3.94 .301 Critical Thinking 6.20 3.22 1.62 .395
3.87 3.60 3.88 ..280 Tolerance of,Others 6.15 3.56 3.99 .431
3.73 1.76 1.05 .298 Independence 5.96 4.53 3.93 .398
3.72 3.50 3.81 .305 Ability to See Relationships 5.88 -3.38 S:75 .375
3.72 3.38 '3.69 .304 Personal Organization 5.46 3.60 3:98 .379
3.67 3,43 .3,77 .337 Science 5.42 2.94 3.19 .352
3.66 3.27 3.59 .323

,Understanding
Self-confidence (Intellectual) 4.96 3.28 3.61 .335

3.61 3.40 1.76 .366 Originality 4.88 3.2-2 3.53 .311
3.36 1.68 4.00 3.15 Persistence 4.44 3.54 3.83 .288
3.27 3.30 3.61 :312 Artiatic.Ability 4.40 2,52 2.84 .311
3.23 3.65 3.94 .290 Mechanical Ability 4.39 2.56 2.86 .J04
3.21 3%26 3.54 .280 Awareness of Philoaciphies 4.35 3.2t 3.53 .272
1-.04 c1.67 3.92 .258 Optimism 4.34 3.43 3.71 .2913,
2.98 3,44 . 3.72 .287 Votabulary, Facts 3.63 3-.11 3.31 .206
2.94 2.78 3;06 .284 Popularity 3.62 3.28 .3.47 .191
2.90
2.70

3.11
3.29

3.37
'3.50

.258

.207
Appreciation of Religion
Acadenic Ability

3.03
3.00

3.39
3.61

3.60
3.78

.20S

.167.
2.19 3.40 3,60 -.192 Writing Ability 2.88 1.16 3.31 .157
1.74 3.00 3.18 .183 Drive ta Succeed 2%63 3.80 3.97 .172
1.60 3.53 3.68 .149 Reading Ability .2:33 3.53 3.67 .138
1.53 3.23. 3.36 .122 Development of Friendships 2.11 3.84 3.99 .146
1.39 3.36 '3.21 -.147 Athletic Ability NS 1.68 3.20 3.19 -.094
1.12 3.53 3.63 , .096 Impulsiveness NS 1;21 3.22 3.13 .Q87
1.11 3.51 3.81 .004 Quantitative Thinking NS 1.11 2.88 2.96 .075
,82 3.16 3.23 .065 Aesthetic Sensitivity NS 1,02 3.38 3.45 .075
.58 3.15 3.21 .054 Literary Acquaintance NS .88 3.04 3.11 .0,63
.55 3.37 3.43 .065 Math Ability NS .4)0 3.28 3.28 .00

NS...Difference in means is not signIficantly diiferent (p.c..05)
T--

Table Items with Significant Gain for'Both Liberal Arts and Career-oriented Majors that
Ileplicated.in Both Years.

1.S.3

k

Liberal Arts

Ability to See Relationshipi
Understanding Science
Mechanical Ability
Reasoning Ability
Social Developmen
Personal Development
Artistic Ability
Ability to Handle.Stress
leadership Ability

Career-oriented

Social Developmerit
Personal Development
leadership Ability
Ability to Handle Stress
Reasoning Ability
Ability to See Relationships
Understanding Science -

Artistic.Ability
Mechanical Ability.
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Both groups showed
4
significant gains on 24 items. Of these,

nine items replicated, when looking at the two years separately.

, Table 5 shows those-items, ordered by t-value.

No significant gain was observed in either group on five items

(athletic ability, impulsiveness, quantitative thinking, literary

acquaintance, and math ability).

One item (aesthetic. sensitivity) showed a sfgnificant gain for

liberal arts majors only. Four items (optimism, l'opularity,'

appreciation of religion, and reading ability4 ) showed signi-

ficant gains for professional majors only.

There are four possible conditions for gain, when comparing the'two

groups. The groups could have either freshman or senior ratings that are

the same or different

1). Only one item (vocabulary, facts, etc. in various fields)

was rated significantly* different by freshmen in the two

groups; i.e., higher by liberal arts majors,

2) Nine items were rated signifiCantly* different by seniors::

Higher by Liberal Arts Higher by Career-oriented

Academic ability Selonfidence (social)
Understanding science la Sccia7l development

Aesthetic sensitivity Personal Organization

Writing ability
Quantitative thinking
Vocabulary; facts.-..

,3) , In the majority (21)-of the cases, the items showing significant-

gain were not rated Hifferently by either freshmen or seniors

majoring in the two programigroyps.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

.The longitudinal study of two cohorts of graduating seniors who entered

as freshmen four years earlier indicated that there was positive change in

the self-perceptions of these students on 30 traits 4nd characteristics.

These gains were consistent with other evaluations of thecollege experience,

particularly the impact of coursts in and out of the major:

The comparison of liberal arts and career-oriented majors showed that

Oe students change, and.that they were more alike than.theywere different.

p < .05 using a two-tailed, t-test.
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As freshmen, they differed on only one Of the 34.traits and abititie_ now-_

ever, as seniors they were different on nine. The differences are consis-

tent with the type of programand reflect the objectives Of those programs.

The tareer-oriented programs consisted primarily of education majors, and.

-were predominantly female. Students in these,career-oriented disciplines

experienced the greatest gain in-: social development, self-...confidence

(social), and personal development. For students in. the liberal arts pro-

-grams, the ability to see relationships, academic ability, and understanding

science were the teaits with most significant gains. Contrary to- results of

Endo and Harpel .(1980), students in the professional programs.showed a

greater gain in interactive skillsja.ther than a narroWing of abilities,

while liberal arts eajors made greater gains in cognitive skills.

.The.gains appear More credible when viewed in concert with other re-7

search results:

1) Alumni reports of the importance to job Success; and,, more

particularly, the impact of the college on,these same traits

parallel the longitudinal results of this. study (Green and

Morlock, 1980). The alumni surveyed Were eeimarity graduates

of professional programs and reflect the same emphasis on

social and personal development and communication skills as

observed by the seniors in corresponding programs The

majority of these alumni and senioes were education majors

and 4re probably eeporting the effects of improved public

speaking ability, social interaction, and-personal growth'

emphasized in thai curriculum.

2) Correlations between senior ratings of traits and abilities

and senior evaluation's of the impact of the college of these

same characteristics were positive. The senior evaluations

did not correlate highly with their freshman ratings, .how-

ever. This suggests that the higher ratings of the traits

may be due to the college experience.

3) Departmental Profiles, based on all'the items feom the Senior

Survey, revealed distinct dtfferences among majors in the

amount of.perceived progress, and the impagt of courses, both.

in and outside the major (Green and Morlock, 1979).

`44,
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The preliminary results- of this longitudinal study leave many tech-

nical.problems unsolVed. In particulai7, the issue of measuring change

from two fallible measures (Lord, 1963).has not beenAdequately addressed.

Further studies, will also.involve the'use of factor analytic and.other

multivariate statittical .teOniques.
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CAREER MATURITY, LOCUS OF CONTROL, AcND JOB-SEEKING BEHAVIOR
IN THE INITIAL EMPLOYMENT OF COLLEGE GRADUATES

Kathleen Day Hulbert
Assistant Professor. of Psychology

University of Lowell

Major theories of career development (Crites, 1969; Super,

T957) have postulated a developmental construct of career or

vocational maturity and have tended to assume that a vocation-

ally mature adolescent who had'made a realistic and appropriate

occupational choice would make a relatively smooth transition

from education to work. Thus career education and guidance and

the assessment of careermaturity have focused on students

while in school, and there has be'en little research on the

actual transition from school to work, particularly at the

college and unive.rsity level. There is now/Widespread recog-

nition of the need to study the transitional process and con-

cern that currenl economic realities have made this transition

more difficult (Crites, 1976; Ginzberg, 1972; Sarason, Sarason

and Cowden, 1975).

'In considering the transition to employment and successful

adjustment to the world of work-, it has been suggested that the

construct of locus of control, drawn from Rotter's social

learning theory (1966) may be particularly relevant and that -

there is a relationship between career maturity and locus of

control (Gardner, in-press). Locus of control refers to the

degree to which an individual accepts r,esponsibility for the

outcomes of his or her own behavior; an individual with an

174
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internal locus of control believes that what happens to him is

directly contingent on his own behavior-or characteristics,

-while an individual with an External lotus of tontrol tends to

believe,that outcomes are dependnt-on. luck Chance, or power-

ful others. Given present economic conditions and a tightA.ob

market, locus of control may be related to the degree,of prepa-

eatiOn and effort individuals devote tojob-seeking in the

transition from school to the world of work. Stevens has

observed that "job-seeking behavior is the bridge linking job

choice to the desired job" (1973, p. 219). It seems logical

therefore that career maturity and/or locus of control could

be related to th? jOb-seeking behavior and could be determinants

of success in the transition from college to work.

This study Was designed tb empiVcally explore the transi-
,

tion from college to professional employment, by drawing on the

developmental construct of career maturity and the generalized

construct of lotus of control as possible determinants of initial

employment of college graduates. In addition tO these psycho-

logical variables, 'other relevant factors such as academic

achievement and work experience were considered. In the context

of the career' development stages postulated by Crites (1969,

1976), this marks ihe transition from the Exploratory stage to

the early Establishment stage, and thut" the transition to adult-

hood.

METHOD

Subjects

The sa le for thts study consisted of 120 graduating

seniors i three career-specific degree programs (management,

1st)
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nursing, an,' educatior) at a major.state university. The sample

was limited to full-time unaergraduates wn5 intended to seek

full time professional employment following graduation. 'Each

degree program included males andjemales.

Variables

Career maturity was measured by Crites' Ca'reer Maturity

Inventory, Attitude Scale (1978). Locus of control was measured

by the Different Situatvons InVentory (GardneT znd Warren, 1978).

Academic achievement was measured b'y finai grade point average,

based on a 4.0 Scale, obtained from college records following

graduation..

To determine whether the psychological variables ot careeT

maturity and locus of control were related,to behavior, two

.behavioral variables, work experiende during college and use of

the university placement service; Were included. The extent of

work experience during college could shape career maturity and/or

locus of control and be related,to success in obtaining employ-

ment after graduation. Work experience during' the college years

was assessed by a researcher-designed index of work experience,

which included employment during the school year and summer em-

ployment.- A college or university placement service is available

at most institutions and represents a job-seeking resource'that

is easily available. Based on.pTevious research, Dewey (in press)

suggested thatAtudents wtiti a high level of career mairity

andibr a more internal, locus of control could be more motivated .

to utiliie available resources- during the job-seeking process.
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Procedure

With the assistante-of faculty in each degree program, the

researcher met graduating-seniors-two to four weeks prior to
,

graduatiOn. Subjetts were asked to sign,a.consent form fOr

access to Academilc records and''-tO-coMPlete a7personal data ques-
,

tionnaire. Subjects then completed the Career Maturity Inven-

tory (CMIi) and theDifferent Situations Inventory (DSI).

Sic months after graduation, an employment questionnaire

was sent to all SUbjects. The questionnaire requested data on

job-seeking technlques,;includinl the use of the,university

.

Placementservice,,and present,employment status. Complete data

was obtained for 120 graduates.

.Based,on the resuits, of the employment survey six months

after graduation,.a secOnd follow-up designed to obtain more .

detailed data on job 'seeking benavior, was conducted in conjunc-

tion with 'an alumni placement survey routinely undertaken one

year after graduation.

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION'

Discriminant analysis of.employment status

The primary objective was to determine to what extent the

selected variables could differentiate between graduates who

were Successful in obtaining full-time professional employment

in their major fields and those who were unable to find appro-

priate -employment. The final outcome, or dependent variable-,

was employment status slx months after graduation. Employment

status consistet of two categories: graduates with full-time

professional employment in major field (N=87) vs. graduates not

employed as trained (N=33). Whije the group ipot employed as

191
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trained" includes several vartations such' as other full-time

employment, par*t-timeAemployment, ane un.emolcymént, all of

these,subjects essentially haveSeen unsuccessful tn r5tainirg
,

full-time professionei empleymenein their,major fields.
A

'T.A8LE 1 .
Summary Table of StOwise Discriminant Analysis:

Employment ,Status'as Dependent Variable

Variable
Step entered

Wilks' St'andardized discriminant
,lambda ',. function coefficient

Us.e of Place-
ment file' .9221,3 . -.66858'

0
2 , Sex '.90814- .71153

3 Major .89131 .38183

4 ,GPA .87782 -.34092

Jr CMI' .85535 -.27164
,

6 DSI .85098' -.19405

Group centroids (group means):

Group I (Graduates employed in major field) (M.87) -.25558

Grouo II (Gradu'ates not employed in major field (N.33) .67379

Stepwise discriminant analysis was utilized'as a statisti-

cal techrique since the purpose is to determine whether Ind to

what *extent the independent variables can be used to discrimi-

nate between different categories of a 'nominal dependentvaria-

ble (Kleinbaum and Kupper, 1978, 414-415). Table 1 summarizes

the linear dt'scriwinant function., based on the six variatles

selected through stepwise'analysis as contributing to a highly

significant discrimination -between graduates employed in their

192
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major fields and those not so*effployed (Wilks' lambda=.85098;

1,2(6).18.558, p4.01). Table 1 includes the discriminant func-

tion coefficients, which represent the relative contributiofi

r;
of.eaCh selected variable to the discriminant function. The

179

group centroids in6cate the relative position of the groups

along the dimension of the discriminant functiOn (Ni* Hull,

Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent, 1975, p. 443). The coeffi-

tients indicate that use of the universityoplacement file,

higher grade point average, higher career maturity and a mote

internal locus Of control contribute to, the centroid position

(-.25558) of the employed group alang the linear discriminant-

function; while being female and being in education as a pro-
.

fessional field Icompared to management or nursing) contribute

to the.centroid position (.67379) of the group not employed as

trained. The only variable that did not contributt to the

\ .

discriminant function was work experience during college; More

detailed data and statistical analyses are.reported in Hulbert

(1981).

Pcst tioc analyses of job-seeking beharior

Camparison of job-seeking behavior by employment status

Data on the job-seeking process and specific job-seeking

techniques was collected through questiOnnaires six and twelve

months after graduation. On the employment questionnaire six

months after graduation, subjects were requested to check off

all of the job-seeking techniques used, and to indicate the

specific technique through which employment liad been located

;Table 2).

193



TABLE

Summary-of Job-Seeking Techniques'

Graduates employed
full-time tn major
field (N=87)

Technique Used)this Located job
technique through this

technique
Placement Service 47 2

Faculty members 37 10

Friends/referrals 51 12

Own contacts 69 42

Newspaper and
other ads 39 13

Employment agency 16 6

Other 8 2

180

Graduates' not employed
full-time in major
field- (N=33)

Used this Located job
technique through this

technique

Total 267 87

Mean number of techniques
used during job-seeking, ,

"process 3.068

8 1

9 1

18 8

23 11

t,

19 7

4 3

2 2

1.
83 33

2.515

. Of the graduates who are employed in their major fields,

almost hal'f (42 of 87)- report finding., their jobs throughtheir

own contacts. In contrast, of the graduates who have not been

able to locate full-time employmeht in their major fields, only

one-third (11 of 33) repOrt locating their jobs this way. To

locate a job through one's own contacts represents the most

active of the job seeking techniques and could be interpreted as

a behavioral outcome of a more internal locus of control and/or

a higher level'of career'maturity.
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In examining the total number of'-job-seekim techniques

utilized, it was found that the graduates employed in their

major fields used an average of more ehan three techniques.

0
Those not employed in their major fields used an average of

two and a half4techniques. Thus graduates who are employed as

trained apparently conducted a more active or more varied

search for employment.

Comparison of job-seekfng behavior by degree'program

The differences in job-seeking behavior appeared suffi-

cientlylpronounced to warrant a second follow-up to obtain more

/
information on certain aspects of the job-seeking process. To

request extremely detailed responses (e.g., number of interviews

resulting from each job-seeking technique) approximately a year

after graduation presented some difficuties, however, and com-

plete data was obtained for only 59 of the 120 subjects. The

proportion of respondents by degree program, sex, and employment

status approximated the proportion in the original sample.

The data obtained one year after graduation included quan-

titative data on frequency of use of each job-seeking technique,

number of interviews resuOting from each technique, and number

"of job offers, as well as qualitative or descriptive information

on steps in the job-seeking process, reasons for rejecting job

offers, and interview questions or comments related to possible

sex discrimination. In each of the degree programs included in

the study, a somewhat different pattern of job-seeking behavior

emerged, through a combination of descriptive and quantitative

data (Table 3).

19u
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Job-Seeking Process
D'egree Program

Degree
Program

Jot-Seeking InteeViews Job Offers
techniques
Ranae Range Range

Management(M=15)*

Nursing(N=19) 1-6 2.

Education(N=21)

3-5 3.8 3-15. 9.1

2-10 4.2
,L

1-6 ' 3.4 1-20 7.7

1:3 1.9

1-12 2.5

1-4 1.5

*,Does not include 4 who.bad employment comwitments prior t
graduation

"'

Management graduatesgenerally conducted the most active

job searches, reporting the use of three or more job-seeking

techniques. The number of,interviews reported was high, but

the number of job offers.was limited. Half of the management

graduates accepted the first or only job offered, and the

others eeperted choosing from among 2-3 offers.

Nursing graduates engaged in a job-seeking process which

was less vigorous quantltitively but more effective. Many, of

the nursing graduates were very selective in initiating centacts

h prospective employers. pursing graduates averaged fewer

job-seeking techniques and feWer interviews but more job offersl.

While half accepted the first or? only job offer, the others

choose among 2-12 offers.
'a

For education graduates, both nationeTly and locally, the

employment opportunities are severely lini ted especially in corn-

arison to management and nursing graduates. Of the 21 education

196



graduates who responded to the second follow-up survey, 15 were

employed in education and 6 were not. The 4uantitative data on

job-seeking, as reported in Table 3, masks marked variability in

individual behavior. It appears that some graduates conducted

very active and vigorous job searches (two reported have 20 in-
.,

terviews); of'these, some obtained teaching jobs and some did

not. Other graduates seemed to limit themselves to a relatively

passive job search, with greater reliance on advertisements and

employment agencies; each one accepted the first or only job

offered.

litcomparing job-seeking behavior among graduates of the-

three degree fie-Idstn this study, the amount of "field exper-

ience" provided through each program may be an important consid-
C

eration. In the nursing program, as a function of the required

clinidal rotation during the last two years, nursing students

acquire substantial direct knowledge of various medical institu-

tions, staffing patterns and responsibilities, and views of

nurses already eMployed. In education programs, student teach-

l'ng is usually limited to one semester in one school, so the

experience provided and the resulting contacts are more limited.

In the management programs at this university, no field exper-

ience is required, so that any direct experience with emplOment

conditions or opportunities would be acquired through summer or

part-time employment. Thus the three programs represent a con-

tinuum in extent.of salient field experience prior to graduation.

This may explain why the job-seeking process for nursing grad-

uates appears limited but focused, while the process for the

management graduates appears more active but diffuse.
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SUMMAAY

Crites(1976) feels that there is am Urgent need to opera-

/

tionalize and assess the process of transition from school to

work. Without an understanding of the process, it is not possi-

ble to identify those having difficulty,and to facilitate their

adjustment. The results of this study suggest that personality

variables and job-seeking behavior are among the critical ele-

ments in the transitional ,process and that there are effective

ways in which university academic and student services program-

mifig can facilitate this process.

Such personality characteristics as career maturity (and

the broader construct of psychosocial maturity), locus of con-

trol, self-esteem and achievement motivation are interrelated

psychological constructs. In terms of caAer development the-

ory and social learning th'eory, the development of the above

characteristics can be shaped or modified through appropriate

teaothing and/or, counseling strategies (Gardner, in press). Pe-

sarch on intervention techniques to facilitate career develop-

ment is summarized in annual reviews of literature in the Jour-

nal of Vocational Behavior (e.g., Bartol, 1981). Job-Seeking

behavior can be directly influenced through career counseling

'and placements services, which should begin early in the college

years.

In view of the declining percentage of adolescents approach-

ing,college age and serious questions about the value of a col-

lege degree, research on the career development process during

the college years and its outcomes may be essential for institu-

tions of higher education to att,ract and retain well-qualified

/90
students.
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DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF AN ALUMNI SURVKY: A CASE STUDY
BALANCING THE DATA NEEDS OF ADMINISTRATORS AND PROGRAM COORDINATORS

Susan Lachman
Edward Delaney,

Kean College of New Jersey

, Traditionally, institutional researchers have served the dees of

college administrators both in the aubstance and format of data presented,

Studies of entering students, eduCational costs, faculty load and-physical

facilities have facilitated administrative external reporting and decision-

making. As concern for outcome measures grows within the higher education

community, one can assume that this pattern of responsiveness to administra-

tive needs will continue. However, if outcome measure's are to impact on

institutional oierations, it is imperative'that appropriate outCome data

be available for analysis by program coordinators and program chairpersons.

Lucas (1976) argues with reference to follow-up studies, there is a

basic conflict in the type of data,necessary for external reporting

(administrative need) and that necessary for internal decision-making

(programHmanager need). He believes the "tWo types of studies cannot be

mixed in one outcome effort.* Rather the institution must commit itself to

the conduct of two different types of outcome studies for two widely different

purposea.'

The scarcity of reaources at many institutions precludes this type of

commitment. The Office of Institutional Research at Kean College attempted

186
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to develop a program of Alumni follow-up that would balance the distinct

data needs of administrators and program coordinators. The purpose of

this paper is to describe that effort.

The Survey

Kean College of New Jersey is a multipurpose state college enrolling

over 13,000 students (8,000'FIE). The college is organized into two schools,

School of Arts and Sciences and School of Education, housing 26 academic

departments. Kean offers 34 undergraduate major options and 14 master level

programs. The college is a wide access institution that serves a diverse-

student population.

Prior to June 1980 there had been several limited efforts to study

Kean alumni. Some academic departments collected data about students who

majored in their department. These surveys focused on former students'

satisfaction with the program and career related activities. The Career

Planning and PlaceMent Office periodically surveyed its registrants to

assess the Office's success in job placement. Students in a Sociology

Methods of Research course surveyed alumni from the School of Arts and

Sciences. The Alumni Office and the Teacher Performance Center also re-

quested data from alumni. While providing some useful information to the

units initiating the requeh, these fragmented efforts had important draw-

backs.from an inStitutional vantage point. There was a needless duplica-

tion of effort, studemts received multiple requests for inforTetion, and

the groups conducting the studies typically lacked the resources necessary

for follow-up and analysis. The institution's need for useful outcome data

was reinforced by the Middle States Accreditation Team which visited the

college in the Spring of 1980. In June 1980 the Office of Institutional
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Research instituted a program to provide institutiOn-wide follow-up data

on Kean alumni. From its inception the follow-up program was designed to

proVide data that would be useful at the institutional level (e.g. reporting

to external audiences, marketing decisions) as well as at the program level

( .g. input into curriculum decisions, program review process). At the

time the project was instituted the commitment was made to provide for

widespread dissemination of findings.

The population being sdrveyed was the Class of 1979, one year atter

graduation. A questionnaire was developed with the following objectives

in mind:

to provide a partial base upon which to measure the attainment of
the college's mission and goals;

to determine the occupatiopal career development of former students;

to determine the continuing educational development of former
students; and

'to assess the level of satisfaction of former students with the
education and services provided them by theCollege.

In keeping with the commitment to serve the needs of program coordi-
.

nators, academic departments were invited to appen program-specific

questionnaires for inclusion to graduates who majoei n identified pro-

\

grams,. This process was facilitated by the College 'c puter Center which

generated adaress labels for all graduates of the Class of 1979 by prOgram

,/i

codes in social security number. The program code ideti ier expedited the

inclusion gf departmental questionnaires and social securi y numbers were

used in the follow-up process. Several departments in the hoOl of

Education opted to include questionnaires; however, the quest onnaires

they appended were designed to provide data for external accre itation

rather than internal decision-making.

2 0 4
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*In June 1981 questionnaires were mailed to the,1083 degree recipients

of the' Class of 1979...Fifty-four (37.) were retUrned as non-delive'rable;
4

aix hundred eighty-three responses (367.) were received from the first

mailing. Follew-up questionnaires were sent to theinon-respondents
- (

.

several weeks later, which brought the respofte rate to % (1009 useable

questionnayes werareceived from 271 graduates and 738 undergraduates).

The data WU'S first analyzed on an institution-wide.basis. A report',

-describing the.findings and a one page Executive Summary were distributed

to c011ege administrators. As is typical with alumni follow-up surveys,

the results wer enerally positive (Pace, 1979) And administrators who

received these data were pleased. The data were used in presentations

to the Board of Trustees and other significant groups and uroved useful

in enhancing the image of the college. The president quoted.findings

from the survey in his opening address to the faculty in September 1981.

While the Public relations value of the effort was a consideration

in the.development of the follow-up survey, the program was designed

priMarily to provide information that would impact on the operations of

the college. With this in mind, a secondary analysis of the data using

program codes as a sorting variable was undertaken. Detailed Program

Profiles for all programs with ten or more alumni respondents were devel-

op6d and distributed to the appropriate deans and program coordinators.

Each'Profile provided descriptive and attitudinal data from alumni who

majored in the specific program, along with college-wide norms for the

items. (The supplemental program-specific questionnaires were coded and

printouts were forwarded to the appropriate cootdinators for analysis.)

This was the firat follow-up data on alumni that were disseminated

to program coordinators by the Office of Institutional Research. Several

2 u
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program coordinators inaicated their appreciation for the data, however,

14n general, they did not specify how or if it was useful to them. One

coordinator did forward an article he-had written for the department news-

letter whiCh was based on data from the survey.

Tbe Interviews

in order to evaluate'the efficacy of the follow-up endeavor, a graduate

assistant* assigned to the Office of Institutional Research conducted a

series of structured interviews with Program cobrdinators who had received

Profiles of their alumni. A structured open-ended interview schedule

about the follow-up Marvey was designed. It focused oil' the clallItyof the

information presented; the value of studying alumni% the usefulness of the

404-

data in planning, advisement and decision-making; and the methodology to

be used in follow-up studies.

Thirty Pregram Profiles had been developed from, the alumni data.

Twenty-four faculty members coordinated these programs and 19 (797.) were ,

interviewed. The interview process proved to be a key element in' the folloW-up

program. In addition to providing for an Achange of information, it estab- 4

lished a direct link between the Office of Institutional Research and the

program coordinators. The interviews indicates', that most of the coordinators

(79%) remembered receilring the Profiles. Jf the coordinatof did not have the 144,

data, a duplicate Profile was sent and he wati interviewed after he reviewed the

er/dater,. ,In general, the coordinators found the presentation clear (891.) and

the data interesting (791.). A differencftbetween the two schools' with
4

reference le the usefulnesa of . the data emerged. All the coordinators in

the Schoo/ of Educatiog said the material was useful. In.the Schobl of

*The authors are indebtea to Ms. Marilyn Flood for interviewing the coordinators.

2
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Arts and Sciences, coordinators indicated they believed it wes "potentially.'

useful". The difference probably reflects ehe greater familiaritySChOol

4 ,

of Education-faculty have with data of this nature, as well as their need to

comply with requests for outcome data from accrediting bodies. When

probed about the spe ific utility of outcome daia of this type; the
r

majority of the coord nators referred to image.building with significant

groups and linkages 4th eTployers for student"placement. Only two coordi-

nators believe& the data could play a ratin program, adaptation and

J

curric lum. revision.

During the-interview process it became evident that coordinators were
/

focusxng only on the data relating to,the vocational development of their

graduates. The'coordinators' requests for additional'data, secondary

analyses, and specific data dealt solely with this issue. Topicsosuch as

general knoWledge, evaluation of faculty, and program,

and development were virtually ignored, as,the vocati

emphasized. This was true even,in the case of a depaijiment with declining

andliersonal growth

1 aspect was

enrollments whose coordinator indicated hiS department provided no voca-

tional training or job counseling and, theregre, would have no use for
1

follow-up surveys..

At Kean, prOgram coordinato s have associated alumni follow-up studies

with career deVelopment. The ec nomic situation, the naturvof the Kean

student body which is typidally'first genetation College-going, and 1-.1141

dArelopment of new Vocationally oriented prograMs helP to.exPlain this

emphagis on careers,.
.e?

In,addition to sharing

.

A

tunity,for a,representative

informetion,, the interviews provided.an oppor-

of the Office of Institutional Research to.meet
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the program coordinators and discuss thementire project. Prior to this
'

Meeting communication between the Institutional Research-staff and the '

coordinatoA had been mediated through the official channels of the

college hierarchy. This had resulted in a gap in communication. Coon-

dinators were not aware of the options they had in appending program-

specific questionnaires or of the services the Office could provide with

data organization and analyses. Furthermore, while theifelt the information .

was generally interesting and useful with few exceptions,(i.e. job plaCement),

they failed to see the potential it provided.

Implications

The need for direct communication with program faculty is crucial if

an Office of Institutional Research is going to address the data needs of

this group. Based on these findings, the. Office i 'planning to conduct

workshop With program coordinators;c4hen the Analysis of the Alumni Survel6if

the. Class of 1980 is completed. .This workshovwill build on the personal-

act initiated in the interview process, and will focus on the use and

interpretation of data, articulating data needs, Od opportunities for

,secondary analysis.

The question of Whether or not die same-follow-up effort can serve,.

the needs of administrators and coordinators is still unresolved. What

C.'

has become apparent-at Kean; is thatthe task.of balancing. Information'

needs requires a long term effort tliat.extends well beyond,data anlysis

and'dissemination.

206
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THE PLACE OF COMPUTERIZED MODELS IN THE INSTITUTIONAL
PLANNING PROCESS

John A. Dunn Jr.
VicePre6ident for Planning

Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts

-Mien Claire Hanley at.RoChester asked me-to try to summarize

the.diosaussion on "MOdelling in the Planning Process", said that

be delighted to try. The title is impressive;.it's fun tO

'hear oneself talk; and it's alWays interesting to see if:the other

Speakers say the same things at the podium that they.do in their"

early outlines.'

want to try to present a framework for the institutional

planning process within which the various models discussed this

afternoon can be viewed. Chart 1 Some Dimensions of
b

Ins0.tutional Planning -- is an attempt tb show the

relationships between the various aspects Of institutional life

which planning Must consider. -An institution starts theplanning

process,with a number of "givens": a student body with a

'particular'composition and set of interests.; a facuy at a given
. .

pay levetand witha certain set of specialties; physical_

facilities in stae state of repair; finances in a precarious or a'

safe state, land So forth. Out of these considerations, and in

light of external changessressing on the institutidn (e.g.,

changes in market demand for particular, programs; mandates frOma

state coordinating.board, etc.), certain changes in the

institution's academic programs are formulated. Operating budgets

are evolved, based on these desired academic program changes and

208
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ons.other considerations. Fund-raising and endowment performance

will, together with the operating budget, determine any capital

expenditures to be made. Plans will be affected by cash flow

feasibility. And so on. My first point is simply that computer

modelling can be used in the representation of almost all of these

considerations. To model changes in the knowledge base of a

dlscipline or some kinds of market changes may not be possible;

moSt other dimensions can be (and in many institutions are being)

modelled.

Chart 2 is a schematic outline of a planning cycle, in this

case that of a multi-school institution on.an annual three-year

program. The president and the senior officers set

institution-wide priorities, tased .on their vision of the needs or

the instttution and their integration of the multi-year plans of

the constituent units-kach school, college, or operating unit

then develops conceptual three-year program plans, with the

responsible dean or vice-president-involiiing faculty and/or staff

members in appropriate ways. For each area, such considerations as

program content, resources needed, facility and funding

implications and the fike are described. Models for specific

elements (e.g. student housing, ways of borrowing needed capital)

may/be used to help think through alternativeS. A multi-year

66dget model is used to summarize-all these considerations. The

model is not intended to carry all the detail needed for final

budget apprOval; -.instead, it is a tool used by each administrator

to test and demonstrate the overall feasibility of his plana.

Once these conceptual plans are approved, each unit develops
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detailed implementation plans. Here the general model may or may

not be used in the detailed budget preparation, depending ¼9n the

size and complexity of the unit. The model will befUsed, however,

to- project second-year and third-year results atter the detailedC)

budgets are developed. Again, the point is simple: models can

effectively.be used at several Stages of the integrated

.planning/budgeting process.

The papers already discussed illustrate very clearly a
4

variety...of sorts of modelling applications.

4y*,

Mr. Spiro's enrollment projection mQ001*deali with an easily:
definable dimension of the planninglorocess, and is used at
the implementation stage of the planiiing/budgeting cycle.
The problem can'be clearly laid out; good data can be
collected; the model has been built-for rapid generation of
usable information. By being specific 61 its assumptions and
its logic, it facilitates rapid correction and easy
understanding.

.

- Ms. Rocha's facilities and maintenance model is an example of
a situation where attempting to build a model forces everyone
involved,to think through the problem they are trying to
solve. Here the interest is .long-term rather than immediate,
and in orderS-of magnitude rather than-precise quantities;
the problem is.ill-understood rather than obvious. But the
modelling attempt is equally useful.

Mr. Heck's operating bUdget model is yet a third type. Both
the enrollment model and the maintenande one deal with
specific aspects.an stitution's activity; the budget,model
shows the usefulness o bringing together into budget "form
all of the variables with whiCh an institution has to deal .

-- or at least all of sthem which immediately impact on the
budget. Here the model helps the planner to look at
tradeoffs and interactions between variables.

''

I'don.q.have to sell any of.you on the possible benefits of

computer Modelling,. If you weren't interested, you wouldn t be

here this afternoon. There are, however,some limitations to the

use of computerized models you should keep in mind:'

they are useful to the degree that the institution is

214
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self-determining,in the area Modelled. If the planner can
have no significant input to or impiect on the decision, then
modelling may be intellectually interesting tut may also be a
waste Of time. It is of little help to a planner in estate
college to mOdel the impact of a different tuition level when
tuition levels are set by a state agency without
consultation.

models are inevitably quantitative. ihis means that Aome
"feel" ls necessaril offlitted from the-analysis of many
areas, and there ate, me areas whichnjust cannot-be modelled
usefully'(e.gchangesIn the nature and content/6f a
profession; the quality Of a progrim,'which may argue for its
retention or support despite unusual costs; political
considerations which may militate for retention or.
development of one prograw.over another.) The nod of the
campus cannot be,considared. The need for chglis,in
departmental/divisional structure; ptioritiWamong facility,
projects; priorities among fields in,whtch to place'
additional faculty; the way fund-raising eppeafs are.pitched
-- all of these are examples of things non-quantitative, but

clearly related toinstitutional planning.

the model (in any area) is a model, not a plan. 'It is the
result of a plan; or a way Of expressing the results of a
plan; or one of several alternative plans -- but it is not
in itself a plan. The model doesn't tell you what to do. It,

can show'you someeffects of some choices; it can help force
you and others to make' the thinking process explicit; it can
take multiple variables into account simultaneously and
derive logical but noteasily foreseen results. But it isn't
a plan. A plan is what some individual or group adopts as a
guide to action. It may be written or Simply understood.
The model can mimic idea's, model them; it cannot generate
them.

a model cannot easily take into account the difference
.between plans, strategies, tactics,, implementation steps.
Ideally, institutional planning involves the development of
courses of action, their r'eduction,to action, and some
feedback into petformance evaluation on the one hand arid

further planning on the other.

models tend to deal with inrhouse comparisons and data. But a
great deal of planning involves what the competition is
doing, what external forces.are pressing, etc. We set

tuitions in part Out of plans and models, in paet with an eye
On competitive institutions and on indices of ability to pay.
We set compensation for faculty and non.lfaculty on the basis
'of other institutions' policies and of prevailing lboal
practice,-not always because something fits.our budget model.
Financial aid pol,ioy deolisions often depend on competition
and on changes in federal or state policies, not so much on
our-own preferences or. pieties. Endowment,performances are

215
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gio

measured against outside market indicators and are affected

by ekternal conditions. And so forth.

Ironically, models are fum, and tharcan be a.problem. It'T

a damn sight more interesting to develOp a classy

sophisticated dodel than it is to convince the decision-maker

,why he should use it. Wa are all tocy,easily tempted to pliy
at the terminal and forget'the politics of planning. A model .

N.,which is a s4cret between you and the'computer Memory-isn't-

much:help. 1

In summary, thent the place of.computerized models in

institutional planning is pervasive, in that they caribe used -in

almost any dimension or.at at any stage of the planning

enterprise. But tney are limited in.their ability to model some

issues; theytend toAbcus us in-imuse; and finally, they may

divert us from the politics of tne planning process by tneir charm

and tempt us to forget that,they are not plans at all.
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T E ROLE AND SCOPE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCW

N STATE UNIVERSITY PLANNING AND BUDCETING

Thomas M. Freeman
Kathleem E. Kopf,

Central Staff Offices of Policy Analysis and

Institutional Research and Analytical Studies

State University of New york

Backsroun&

Duringthe days of grot4th and comparative afflUencelinder the Rockefeller

: 4

\ administration in the 1950g and 60s,:planning by the State-University of New

York (SUNY) was-geared toWard developing- and implementing a. 'comprehensive .

System of public higher educationfor the residents of New York State.

\

F4nding was primarily enrollment driven and, with enrollments growing, there

-wa little worry about, routinely and systematically linking academic and

mis ion plans to the annual budgeting process in a COmprehensive, detailed

fash on. Times have changed, however, and so must. planning and budgetint.

What as responsive and appropriate a decade age is no longer adequate.

oday, like other components Of higher education, SUNY is faced with

decan ng perCentages of State tax resourc e s,and projections for stabilized

enrolim nts. This can be no more dramatically evident than in the State of'

New Yor 'Executive Sudget, one of the most important references to the

proposed\ financing for New York State agencies. Submitted by Governor Carey

to the New York Legislature on January 19, 1981, this document was said to

have been constructed so as to reinforce the Governor's commitment to the

discipline of financial austerity. It recommended that less be spent on

general government and more on direct human services, including eventual full

State takeover of Medicaid costs. Disagreement over the.proposed budget was.,

so severe that no budtet for New.York State for the period April 1, 1981

through March 31, 1982 was passed into law until early May 1981.

201 2.2?
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The intent of the.Executive Office for higher education was clear as cap

be eeen by the ,"Message of the Governor" section of the hudget:

"My recommendations for the State University . . . reflect both the
need for budgetary restraint and the.fact that the Univereity has by
now stabilized most of its operations . . . we cannot ignore a ,

projected decline in the State's college-bound population that
dictafts con9pidation rather than.expansion over the next several
years . . '

The envirOnment of the University and the climate in which it operates thus

demands strong, creative, and flexible management. ,

The Multiphase Rolling Plan (MR?)

The essential concepts of State University's Multiphase, Rolling Plan

(MRP) were formed, developed and officially presented to Executive Staff, the

Board of Trustees, and the University Community during the period August-

December 1980. A special presentation was made to the Board of Trustees

during their monthly meeting in December on the document, "A Multiphase

'Rolling Plan' fortheiState University of 'a York, November 1, 1980".

resolution endorsing the plan was passed by the Trustees and the Chancellor

was given authorizaticin to start implementing it.

1The 1,
Multiphase Rolling Plan" for the system is a dynamic process made up

Several levels of;uchange with different timetables, all of which result in

a meshing of planning and budgeting. Not content to merely develop'a

traditional "Five- year Plan" in response to the call for planning by the

-Executive Office and the Legislature, SUNY strove to develop a creative,

flexible process which would combine overall system and institutional

priorities with as much campus flexibility as possible inalhe policy,

managerial, financial, and progrmmatic areas.

(1) State of New York Executive Budget for the Fiscal Year April 1, 1981
to March 31, 1982, submitted by Hugh L. Carey, Governor, to the New York
State Legislature on January. 19: 1981, p. M30.
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*The role andAcopeiof our office Went beyand the:implementation of the, '

%.
Policy AnalYsis-fnstitutional Research played a key rolenew process.

thronghout the various creation, development, and refinement stagee of MRP.

Developed to ensure the4addltess of academic, fiscal, and political- criteria-in

institutional plans and budgets, MRP is organized along three major

1M

dimensions:.

Ineertampus Program ChAngeS - New or existing prOgrams

t engthened by eliminating or reduding prOgrams with declining enroll--

me s and/or of lesser priority.

2. Intercampus AffiliationS7and Trades - As a system orpnhlic higher

education, State University hasunique andMultiple oOporiUnities for

program affiliations and trades. Sharing1of resources,between Or among

campuses with the saMeor complementary programs adds strength and

promotes exCeltence.

3. Campus Mission Changes and System, Reconfiguration - The involvement of
,

all constituents is:.necessery for-thiS complex difficult, and politi=

cally sensitive phase. The goals of SUNY, both as a system and'aS 64

indjvidual institutions, must be'developed and pursued Within the

.fiscal, demographic, and political-context of NeTi York State.

- H ,

The complexity, diversity,, and just sheer magnitude of SUNt understore in

an acute fashion theAleed fdr a responsive policy, procedural, and evaluatfyd

manaAment instriiMent% We have oyer 1;10T'degreePrograms And in Fall 1980Y

. -7olled 372,415 students. Preliminary enrollmentfigureajor Fall 1981 shot.,

about 3800500 students., "The University's Planningtbildgeting;protesS,hado b

,constructed to effectively:deal with and utiliie these demdgraphics and,Ttheir,

accompanying complexities, challenges and oppOrtunities. AMong the critical,

concepts of the Multiphase R011ing plandesigned to accomplish this ate, the.

following:
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a,: Meshing planning and budgeting: The Plan =.The Budget
b.', Five-year oolling horizon, a dYnamic process
c. System-wide Configuration and optiOns

..Strengthening.thequality of.the syptem
e. CamOus planning essentiaTto.tystem planning..

Many policy issues were raised through MRP. These May be grouped into three
.

cate$ories and, may take the form of questions as outlined below:

State Policy Isseet

If SUNY's enrollment projections axe correct, Will:acceet.to public higher

education be maintained? If SUNY' 'fiscal projections are torrect, cani"Share'

of State fOnds to higher education and/or. SUNY be incXeased?" If State

funding is insufficient for higher education 4nd/or SUNY, what funding level

can be expetted and how does the State propose to deal with corresponding,

enrollment. reduction?
A

\

If underfunding continues, should there be selective vs, across7the-board
-

cuts? QualitY vs diversity and ttope? Should SUNY's Primary planning goal
4

be to meet funding shortfalls? To increase fiscal and program efficiencies?

4
To strengthen'the quality of xhe System? .How should planning priorities be

-determined: at Campuses? system-wide? '

SUNY Po1icy Issues'

SUNY And State PolicyIssuet

.

How great a $tate University system doet the State of geW York want? HoW

great a State University.system is the State willing to have?

While all 64 institutions already fall under the petview of the policy

and intent of MRP, at the present tiMe just the 34 State-operated/funded

campuset are included in every aspect of MRP's detailed processes, These

pampuses were given a detailed, comprehensive preliminary budget package which

contained.hittotical 1975 and 1980 data and which required from the campuses
,

1982 budget request information along with projections for 1985. In Coupling
4,-

22u
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'-planning and budgeting, every campus was to.intlude each Of the foregoing

.major dimensions of MRP in its request.

Getting the system and the campuses to the point where planning is

comprehensively linked to the actual budget vas accomplished through.strong
0

executive leadership coupled with 4 committee network and informal supporting

-41P
subcommittees". Following are three major, committeeswhose work resulted in

revamping ihe preliminary budget process:

1.

0

Committee. on Planning and Budgeting ("Meshing".Committee) - This

committee bore major responsibllityfor developing the processes and:

procedures necessary to mesh: planning with budgeting. The ten members

consisted of five presidents, one dean, tWO vice presiTrs, the

Associate Vice Chancellor for Policy Analysis, and a faculty member.

2. Committee on pystem PrioritieU- This committee evolved from the SUNY

Council of Presidents and was responsible for developing system-wide

policies to resolve conflicting paorities. and to ensure a consolidited,

comprehensive set of priorities for the University.

3. Central Administration Planning ad Budgeting Task Force - This group was

comprised of broad representation from CenttAl Staff with major thrust

and direction being established by Policy and Analysis, Finance and

Business, Capital Facilities, and the Executive Assistant to the

Chancellor. Other offices that were heavily involved in various elements

of the process included Academic,Programs and Planning and the Office of

Research and Graduate Studies In integrating and interpreting the

fihdings and recommendations of the first two committees, this working

group designed the actual budget schedulesand guidelines distributed to

the campuses:



In addition to these three committees, a. fourthwas eatablished to address

issues particular to comMunity colleges with An eye.towards eventually

developing A proceSs similar to that of the State-operated institutions.

MRP and the 1982=83 Preliminary Budget

In charting the future of the University, Central Administration followt

.an agenda with the New 4lork State Division Of the Budget (DOB) simifariiiK

format but not in content to that employed for the past several years. The.

content of this Year's official budget request repreSents the results'

decisions reached through. the Multiphage Rolling:Plan as:applied to the
.1\

preliminary budget process.

During the period April through May 1981, the Planning and Budgeting task

Force consolidated, integrated,.interpreted-and applied the recommendations of

the other major committees and developed budget schedUles,, directions,

guidelines, and procedures to forward to the Campuses to foIlow-in develoOing.

their preliminary budget request for fiscaf 1982-83. This new Budget- and

Planning Document isthe embodiment of the MRP process. Policy Analysis-:

Institutional Research played'a constant and key role not only in the

deVelopment of MRP"but in the:specific application of its concepts to the

.current'budget process.

General Guidelines

Copies of the completed Budget and Planning Document were to be submitted

to Finance and Business by the campuses at least five days prior to their
1

scheduled meeting date but in no case later than July 6. Lengthy narrative,

.supplemental information, etc. submitted by some campuses was contained in

separate sections and crOs referenced to relevant schedules. yresidents were

asked to prepare and submit an Agenda at least ten.days in advance of their

campus hearing which outlined specific topics and program propoaals.

222
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The agendum were reviewed by selected senior officers of Central Staff

whole -knowledge about the campuses or the ocess would highlight items that
-

shourg be added to or deleted from the agenda he key check was-tOeneure

that the agenda listed what appeared to be critical elements as reflected

through the President s.statement and.the Other echedules. Also considered

was the extent to which the ChanCellor's following four objectives for the

budget process were addOsped::

,

1. Development of a planning ptocess that includes resource parameters.
2. Campus goals which can be achieved with projected saff, funds, and

facilities.
3. Consistency in major program objectives as compared to demands and

resources.

p.
Campus objectives and priorities "as part of system directions,
objectives, and priorities.

.All .agendum were reviewed and finalized by the Vice Chancellors and campuses

were notified of any changes at least five,days prior to their hearing date,-

'Unlike past years, most budget discussion sessions with the campuses were

j st a couple of hours long. This was-donein an-effort to promote the

addrees of only key .items and to avo1d4,unnecessary. detail. TO underscore-the

importance of these sessions, every hearing was chaired by either the

Chan'cellor or the Executive Vice Chancellor.

,

Histor cal Data for Budget and Planning Documents

\The ffiCial Budget and Planning Document forwarded to the campuses

contained ftfteen schedules. While all were important to the proce'ss, Policy

Analysis-Institutional Research was charged with primary or co-primary

enalysie for . eight schedules:

Schedule I 4;.- Agenda.

Schedule Campus.Plenning,'Evaluation and'Review Processes.
Schedule 'VI (items 3 & 4) - SuMniary Information: Enrollment Data and

Approved Instructional Programs.
Schedule VIII(b) - 1982-83 Enrollment Plan.
Schedule IX(b,c) - Summary of Academic Administrative Units.

FTeWorkload and .FTE Faculty by Major Academic Administrative Unit.
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Schedule X(a,b) - Historical and Projected Trends in'HeadCount Enrollment
And Degrees Granted by BiOad Discipline Categories, Fall 1975-Through
Fall'1985.

Schedule XI Faculty and Staff Planning (Full-time Faculty).
Schedule XV - Program Plans (Affiliations, Trades, Additions, Deletions).

208

All Institutional Research staff became heavily involved in the 1982-83

budget process commencing in May. During that time, our primary taska fell

intO the following five categories:

. Getting major information SysteMs in order lor producing indiVidual
campus and system-wide reports.
Generating repOrts and listings from major files using SPSS and APL.

3. Establishing pTocesses,,proteduree, and controls foVprocessing and
analyzing.completed campus schedules.

4. Preposting historical 1975sand 1980 data.
5. Developing APL programs fof proceesing 1982 and 1985'dita.

Commencing with the preliminary budget cycle for fiscal 1982-83, less

financial data were requested and much more aftlethic-institutional planning

informatiOn.was required. This was the first time.in many years that academic

information was includecies part of the tystem-wide budget process insofar as

n
specifying FTE- faculty instructional workload, headcount enrollment by major

program, etc.

Ovgr the course of the past five years, the management information

'systems capability of Central Staff has expanded. This expanqion his been

coupled with an increase in .the accuracy and understanding of the systems and
.

a realization of the need to actively utilize these systems in planning and

budgeting as well as in simulations, modeling, and projections for

University-wide purposes. The application of MRP to the present budget cycle

and the utilization of University systems and data helped ensure that there

was a consistent, across-campus consideration by top managers of those items

and variables necessary for the system as a whole to go forward. We live in

an age where University-wide planning requires University-wide systems.

Three major systems were utilized by our office in supporting the

preliminary budget process:
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The Course and Sectlon Analysis (CASA) system contains information on

faculty. instructional workload.

2. The Student Data File (SDF) is an'autometed student information file.

. 3, The Academic Program Information SyStem (APIS) is comprised of four

related files, The APIS Enrollment File consists of semester enrollMent

information and is derived from the Student Data File The Degree File

contains the number and type of degrees awarded plus the sex and

ethnicity of the recipients. The APIS Master File contains data

concerning the characteristics of each academic program. The fourth

component is a twenty-year trend file on enrollments and degrees granted.

In posting the historical 1975 and 1980 data, Institutional Research

produced standard reports for completing the schedules. There was a direct

relationship between the cells in the schedules and the cells in the reports.

Our participation in key management committees resulted in budget information

being solicited in a formae permitting direct use of information system

reports.

Drawing upon user-oriented computer languages, we aggregated enrollment

and degrees granted data into broad discipline categories for ease of

consideration during the budget process. Reporting the data by'diScrete

academic program categories would have resulted in an overwhelming amount of

detail and would have inhibited the process.

Analysis of Budget and Planning Documents

Intensive brainstorming and analysis sessions were held among key

satellite gronps within Central Administration. Three areas in Central Staff

had primary responsibility for the develoOment, distribution, and analysis of

the budget and planning schedus. Policy Analysis-Institutional Research wa%

one of these. Key managers from each group met regdlarly to keep one another

informed of the results of their analysis efforts, to coordinate the overall
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review.- and to deelop questions and Issues that Central Staff would pursde in

mere detail with the affected eampus at the Individual budget discussions:

In reviewing the eight schedules for-which we had primary responsibility,.

we looked for internal and' external consiatency among these forms and between

-these forms and the other schedules and proCesses of SUNY. We relied upon.

sepport aystems and etaff to check 01.6 accuracy and *consistency of the figures

supplied in the schedules, Professional staff were Chaiged with identifying

. major issues, concerns, opportunities, and problema.

The statement of the President was a crucial element in the planning and

budgeting docUment. It enunciated future goals, plans and adiivities of-the

campus as-they were to be achieved within the resources requested and planned.

The extent to which the other schedules supported or possibly deviated from

the President's statement was one of the key items reviewed. Throughout all

of this-, we constantly reminded ourselves, of the dynamics of the process and

the needs of the system. We asked whether the proposals contained within the

indiVidual budget schedules were Within the campuS Mission or whether they

will require Master Plan amendment. We needed to eatimate whether any of the

programs and resource requests were duplicative of and/or in competition with

other State University programs (existing or 'proposed),, with the City Univer-',

sity and/or with private institutions in New York State. We were constantly

on the outlook for references to or possibilities for affiliation or trade.

The results of these sessions were summarized in the'form of memoranda,'

schedules and outlines. Consolidated, detailed qpeAtions and issues were then

developed for presentation to the Vice Chancellote and Chancellor for possible

ui4 dUring campus hearings.

After the last campus budget discussion was held, the coordinating groups

. ,

met and prepared a consolidated budget recfuest on behalf of the entire

University. ,These materials were then submitted to University-wide
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Presidential Budget:Review Committee'for their review and recommendations,

This was further reviewed by the Vice Chancellors and by the Chancellor. The

planning/budgeting process as'well as the major elements of the proposed

budget request were presented to the University Board of Trustees in September
,

1981. Based upon their 'guidance, the.1982-83 request Was'developed and then

approved-at the Oetober Board meeting. Their sgptoved request was then

submitted to the Division of the Budget and reflected, with slight modifica-

tion, the material.briefed to the Division of the Budget On October 19, 181-

Our focus has been on major issues required by the system to maintain its

vitality and to go forward in strengthening the quality of academic programs,

maintain access, and effect cost and program efficiencies. A gdod start has

been made on implementing a responsive, consolidated planning process. Among

the next stepikto pursue are the following:

1. An evalUation of.the Multiphase Rolling Plan process.
2. Followup actions on planning and budgeting items. :

3. "Review of campus planning procedures.
4. - A vioritization process for policy and budget reconciliation and

for costs and benefits of coMpeting resource needs.
5. Rill implementation of recommendaeions by the Presidential Meshing

ComMittee,

The Role and Scope of Institutional Research

We have been in the mainstream of the current major development and

budgeting efforts and feel as though we:have been engaged in processes that

really represent ivhat Institutional Research-is all bout. We must be a

articipator and/or initiator in processes and events that use our data.

Simply responding to requests diminishes our effectiveness. A review of the

literature point% to the following eight bonditfons and fluid relationshipb:

I. Institutional Researchers must be a party to the conceptualization and

design of studies and processes that utilize data in order to be

effective.
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2. Institutional Researchers should constantly influence and should be

influenced by the environment.

3. Environment propels Institutional Researchers upward in pyriMic fashion

from conceptualization and design to deVelopment of data bases to

analysiaend generation of information in support of management.

. In supporting the management function, the Institutional ResearCher is

satisfyingan important internal age cy need.

.Acquisition and application of new nalytic technique64 plus the

'rewards' of a job completed and wel1 done, serve- to enhance self-esteem

and fulfill the Arives of personal (personnel) development.

\6. Demands of external agencies may serve to promote the development of

information syst'ems, may demand new typep of data and analyses, or
1

may raise issues that could alter local-regional pperations, the state of
4

the art, and goals for personal development.

:The foregoing relationships are interdependent and complimentary:

8: Feedback and adaptation are constant.

The Role and Scope of Institutional Research
in State University Planning and Rudgeting
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The Central Administration of the State University of New York is an

exciting environment-for Institutional Research: We are glad to be part of

N,
that environment.
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A CROSS-IMPACT MATRIX APPROACH,FOR

THE GENERATION OF ACADEMIC PLANNING MODELS

Edward D. Jordan
Director, InforMation Systems and:Planning Office

The Catholic University of America-
Washington, DC i

Academic institutions increasingly'are being impacted by events

which are for the most part beyond their controL Factors such as the

Ocreasing pool of traditional college-age students, changing societal. .

needs and career interests of students, increasing proprietary-educa-
,

tional offerings, decreas4ng student financial aib frdm government

sourceg, tontinuing inflationary costt, changing tax laws which decrease-

incentives for philanthropic gifts,from traditional sources, termination

and reductibns of gOvernment,grant and loans for special programs and

phytical fatilitles haye and will Continue to have a negative impact on

higher education institutiOns.: To counteract these impacts during-the

next decade', academic institutions need:to initiate serious planning'

efforts which incorporate elements Of strategic planning.

The six basic steps of strategic planning include a description of

the current state of the institution, an assessment of the future environ-

mentimpacting upon the institutiOn over the planning period, a descrip-

tion of the prOjected institutional future.if the institution were to

proceed, into the future without stra.tegit planni.ng, a descriptiOn of the

desired or strategic institutional future, a delineation of the difference

between the projected and desired future's which defines the planning
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gap, and finally,the means of overcoming the planning gap. This study

is directed toward the first four steps ot the strategic planning

process.

As planning studies are undertaken it is often iesirable tO

investigate various models of possible long-term scenarios. The,use

. of models can clarify future possibilities for the institution and

its planning team as well as develop issues and probleMs which need to

be resolved. These various options or models if develoOed in comparison

to some critical variables and their relationships to eath other, can

offer unique insights into the institutional future. Although not All
'

,

institutions 'have the option(or desire) to change directfon, many
, \

Private institutions with progressive boards of trUstees tan entertain
\

the possibility either as a real possibility or avan exerOse in

planning to develop insights into future relationships.

I.

One of the tenets of.the. emerging field of Futuristics is that

given enough time anything is possible. Applying this to the higher

education field and the development pf.-different institutionol models,

an assumed time frame of 20 years. generally would be suffic4nt for the

1 i

emergence of the long-term stenario of Variable institutional\ models.

Hence the various models are percleved as models either in part or in

-whole that are possible by the year 2000. It should'be notesithat if

additional time is required to attain an institutional transf

:

m 'otion,

the time frame can be expanded.from an-analytical viewpoint b cause it

is not generally considered to bea contrainingivariable.

I
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An assumptien ordefinitionof the institution s initial

217

condition

'must be made, The initial condition assumption in,this analysis is a

private comprehensive universiti of moderate size with a Willingpess to

consider variable long-term institutional modes,

Cross-Impact Matrix.
-''

- I,

A t hnique to d6elop relationships among various events,that has

been wid used in future studies is the cross:imOact analysis. These,

analyses(h been used in studies of foreign'policy, issues, communica-
)

..

s

-lions, defense, natur:41 resources, ecology and markrt and product

studies.'

The traditiOnal croSs-impact analySis has b en developed to study

the effects or linkages on the proba011ities of vents and the inter-
.

actions of 'these eventsliiith each other. To ana ze the effects of

" these linkages, three types of relationships are dt ed to specify the

linkages between two,events. First, an,unrelated kage when the

occurrence ofone event does not affect the probability of another

event. Second°, an enhancing linkage when7:the occurrence of one event

incre4iseshe probabilfty of another event either by enabling it to

occur or ey provoking iti occurrence. Third, an inhibiting linkage,

when
,

the occurrenee of the first event decreases the probability of the

second event either by rendering it either infeasible or impractical or

by preventing its occurrence. Enhancing or inhibiting relationships may-
.

also be of.different strengths, so that a Strong enhancing relatienship

might exist between two events and a weak enhancing relationship between

others.
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Although there are various ways to conduct cross-impact analysts

most of the approaches involve four steps. First, the problem needs to

be identified usbally by a team of informed and Concerned individuals.

Second, the major events are identified and defined Nby the team. Third,
t

a crbss-impact square matrix iS developed Aich consists of both initial

and second order impacts of yariods events resulting from the.assumptions

inherent in the events. Fourth, the various alternatives a:re evaluated

and the process repeated.and reviewed. Mathematical probabillty models

may be used in these developments although these have been criticized as

possibly leading to a misleading overextension of the validity of the

. 'results.
2

An example of a four by four cross-impact matrix and the linkage

, among events is presented in Fig. 1. Simple events are listed rather

than immplex scenarios in order to more re ily perceive possible

linkages. To a casual observer the simple events may appear to be

independent of each other but upon analysis some first order linkages or

%pacts can be perceived. For example, if the Fre§hman class decreases

-by 25% from the previous seme§ter the effect on event B, reduction of

Freshman cour.se sections is perceived to have a relative impact of +3

on an arbitrary scale from +5 to -5, i.e., there would be a relatively

strong correlation between a significant decrease in the Freshman class

and fewer freshman,course sections. However, there would be a weaker

ithpact on the introduction of new academic programs and a potential

large impact on a budget deficit. Similar relations exist for the other

assumed events.



IF THI$'EVENT OCCURS:

A. FrestiMan bass Decrease.
of 2S%

B. Freshman-Course Sect ions
Reduced

EFFECT ON THIS EVENT WOULD BE

A

+2 +4

-2

19

Neur Academic Programs
Introduc0

D. Budget Deficit 0 +1

Fig 1. --Linkage Among Events in a Cross Impact Matrix
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As seen from this example,Ahe stated events are simple and not

ambiguous. Also, the perception of the probability of the assumed event

needs to be assessed as well as the ma.nitude of possible linkages.

These characteristics indicate the development of these matrices by a,

knowledgeable and informed group or planning team.

When the assumed events are complex (as e.g., a future state of an

academic institution) and contain within themselves many linking rela-
,

tionships, the relevance of the traditional cronss-impact approach tends

to diminish. To overcome this problem a mo,dified cross-impact approach

was developed and Applied to the generation of academic institutional

models.

Generation of Academic Planning Models

Various higher education programmatic models that an institution-

could evolve toward by the year 2000 were analyzed. In the traditional

cross-impact approach the Rrobability for the/occurence of an event is

analyzed as well as'the probability of the linkages. In this approach

we are assuming that,the probability of each event (an event now defined

as thescenario of an academic model) occurring can be unity. In

addition, we are assuming that the event (or model) occurs in isolation

from other models and'hence, by design, themodels are mutually inde-

pendent of, each other. A group of impacted variables are then selected

and analyzed from the viewpoint of the impact of each model on ttie

variable.
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or-

Eight different models were analyzed. The first is a comprehensive

university model as defined by the Carnegie Commission grouping of.

Research Upiversities II.
3

A tbtal enrollment of about 10,000 students

-IS viSualizedlor this Model with a full range Of undergraduate,

lraduate arid first professional programs buteiclUding a medical school.

The second model, a graduate university (analogy Rockefeller University),

would have a total enrollment of About 2,000 students: The Consortium'

University would be amalgamation of two Research Universities II with a

total enrollment of 15,000 students. The Regional University would

emphasize programs in part-time education, continuing education,

professional and technical studies and\have a strong market orientation

with a total enrollment of 'about 10,000 students. The Traditional

, Denominational University would offer undergraduate, graduate and first

professional programs on a restHcted somewhat regional basis with a

total enrollment of about 8,000 stddents. The Liberal.Arts College with

a Federation of Professional Schools (analogy Oxford, Cambridge) would

'offer an array of undergraduate,'graduate and first professional programs

with an enrollment of 10,000 students. The Upper. Division Liberal Arts

College, Graduate and'First Professional Universtty would be similar to

the Comprehensive University without the lower division structure with a

total enrollment of 7:000. The Liberal Arts College (analogy Wellesley,

Swarthmore, Haverford) would have'a few selective graduate programs and

a total enrollment of about 3,000 students. It should be noted that it

is essential for the planning team or the group performing the impacts

to have a clear perception orthe various academic models in operational

practice as they are definedfor the analysis.
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Ten impacted variables were used in the analysis as seen in Fig. 2:

'three enrollment potential.variables (undergraduate, graduate and first

professional students); two revenue potential variables (private and

goverment sources; two revenue requirements (operational and physical

space needs); one variable for relevance to the sponsoring body; one for

deviation from institutional tradition; and one for the potential for

academic excellence.

Each ofthe ten factors were analyzed individually as they applied

to the eight models. Although it is possible, though debatable, to

assign numerical probabilities to the various impact points a .verbal

scale was developed which by:design related to the definition of the

variables. The assigned scales (High, Moderate, Low) are used on a

relative basis for each impacted variable. Extensive knowledge and

perception of the home institution and of the higher education environ-

ment is required to produce meaningful scale factors.

The impacts developed as a result of,. this process are presented in

Fig. 2 as an 8 by 10 matrix. Note that the matrix is not square as in

a traditional cross-impact analysis. If there is sufficient, confidence

in the impact values the verbal scales can be quantified as for example

giving a high impact a value of three, a,moderate impact a value of two

and a low impact a value of one. In addition, the impact variables can

be weighted (some positively, some negatively). As an example, if the

weights given to the ten impact variables were respectively (5, 5, 5, 10,

10, -10, -5, 10, -5, 10) in the form of a 10 by 1 matrix, the matrices
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MODEL:
/1

.

ENROLLMENT POTENTIAL REVENUE POTENTIAL REVENUE REQUIR SPONSOR TRADITION EXCELLENCE

UG GR PROF PRIV GOVT OPER PLANT RELEVANCE' DEVIATION POTENTIAL

COMPREHENSIVE UNIV High High High High Mod High. High .Mod Low Mod

GRADUATE UNIV J.Iod Low High Mod. Med- Mod High Low High

0.

CONSORTIUM UNIV High 'High 1-1igh High Mod High High mod + Mod High.

REGIONAL. UNIV High Mod High. Mod Mod Mod Mod Mod High Mod:,

TRADIT DENOM UNIV Mod Low Mod Mod Low Mod Mod Mod + Mod MOd

LFBERAL(ARTS COLL &
FED OF PROF SCHOOLS

Mod Low High High High Mod High Mod High High

UPPER DIV L A COLL
GRAD & PROF UNIV

Mod Mod High High Mod Mod Mod High Mod Mod +
.

LIBERAL ARTS COLL Mod Low High , tow Low Low Mod High High-

23.1 Fig 2.--Academic Planning Model Matrix

N.)

(A>
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may be multiplied to provide an overall figuee of comparison for each of

the eight models. Jheir figure of'compaeison-would be consistent with

the assumptlonsi-the judgments of the planning'team and the weighting

factors ofthe analysis. In this'eXample the'resulting figure of

coMparison would be:

Model Figure of Comparison

Comprehenspe University 85

Graduate University, 90

Consortium University 95

Regional University ';r 75

Traditional Denominational University 60

Liberal Arts College & Federation of Professional 90
,Schools

Upper Division Liberal Arts College,.Graduate & 190
Professional University

Liberal Arts College

The need for a knowledgeable and informed planning team is apparent

because the weighting factors are derird,from informed judgment's.

1

In conclusion, the cross-iMpact approach was quite useful devel-

oping a future University model *iich eventually encompassed vat!ilous
1

aspects of the ei,ght independentmodels. The future University/model is

in the process Of betng further defined in terms of operational factors

such as expenditUee and revenue requirements as well as environmental

interaction factors.
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An Enrollment Projection. Model as Part
. of the Brockport Budget Process

Louis M. Spiro
Director of Analytic Studies
State University of New York

College at Brockport
611 Administration Building
Brockport, New York 14420

(7181 395-2E83 It- Nit. 4,

The major part,of this discussion is how modeling.is used within the

budget process, rather than the nuts and bolts details of the model itself.

Some background on the nature of the budget process is,useful because of

the very different circumstances under which a State institution operates.

At one of the State operated campuses of the State University of New

York, Brockport functions under a series of ZonstraintS that do not exist,

for independent institutions. For'example, the tuition rate for'Brockpok,

and for the other State operated campuses-is established'by the S.U.N.Y.

Board of Trustees. There is no consideration of competition and potential

tuition level changes, since no competitive advantage can be obtained within

thL public sectOr. Sipilarly, the impAts of various salary increase levels

for faculty and staff are not considered. Professional and Technical union

conti.acts cover salary issues and are negotiated at the State level and

affect all caMpuses, Staffing patterns and changes are possible, however,

the union contracts also cover situations where personnel are to be retrenched,

again limiting individual campus flexibilitY. The College has "a very small

endowment and this results in minimal institutional aid, other than the

financial aid programs that are available to all students at all colleges,

so this variable can also be excluded from ihe model. Finallx, the S.U.N,Y.

budget process concentrates upon Full Time Equivalent (F.T.E.) Students

226
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generated through instruction, rather than actual revenue. These FrE.

students serve as the budget base, student/faculty ratios are generated

and then P.T.E. faculty positions are allocated to the campus. The Enroll-

ment Projection Model is thus'a short rangeestimate of the anticipated

Fall Semester Student Headcount and F.T.E.s that satigsfies the data require-

ments of the budget process.

The Model was used internally to develop enrollment estimates based

on seven student components: Continuing Students, First Time Freshmen,

Undergraduate Transfers, Returning Students, Non-degree Undergraduates,

Matriculated Graduate Students, and Non-matriculated Graduate Students.

Over the two year period that the Model has been in use, the major emphasis

has been on the estimation of Continuing Students - those students who are

currently registered in,the Spring Semester and who are anticipated to

return in the Fall Semester. All possible outcomes of graduation, attri-

tion, and flow within the institution were considered. Transition proba-

bilities were then calculated from the previous year's experience and

applied to the actual Spring enrollment to obtain a Pall estimate for this.

component. F.T.E.s were estimated using the previous year's registration

4 experience. The estimates in both years were close to the actual results.

Other components were estimated based on several simplifying assump-

tions the first year, with mixed results. First Time Freshmen and Under-

graduate Transfers were considered differently in the second application

of the Model, this time based on histdrical yield patterns of applications

to matriculations. As a result, the second set of estimates was almost

exactly the same as the final enrollment and F.T.E.s.
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This Model has been successful because the ability to provide accurate

estimates of enrollment and F.T.E.s withilm an enrollment driven budget

process has enabled the upper level administratorsjo plan for the upcoming

fiscal year staffing and program requirements and anticip4ted resources.
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AN EVALUATION OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND STUDENT SERVICES

Jtl F. Campbell ,

Analytic 'Studies Assistant

6 Louis M. Spiro
Director of Analytic §tudies
State University of New York

College at Brockport

I. Introduction

In the Spring of 1981, a questionnaire survey was designed and admin-

istered to segments of the graduate student population at the State University

of New York College.at Brockport. The segments were based upon the current

status of each student as matriculated or not matriculated in a graduate

program as well as upon the date of the most recent course registration.

The major purpose in conducting this survey was to obtain information

on graduate student group degrees of satisfaction with locations of courses

and with College services rendered. Heretofore, this particular population

was unstudied. This, coupled with a five-year decline.in §raduate student

enrollment, spurred the initiation of this project. ThiS paper, depicting

the study, is comprised of two main sections. The first is procedural and

attempts to delineate the processe of4questionnaire development, sample

design, pre-testing and questionnaire administration. The second section

is devoted to the analysis, results, and conclusions.

II. Administrative/Procedural Section

Once it was determinedthat i graduate survey was necellpary and

feasible, both time-wise and cost-wise, the task became one af identifying

the target populations and of developing the actual questionnaire.

A. Sampling Process

The population for this research project was defined as'all

229 246
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graduate students enrol ed at Brockport from the spring semester ,of 1978

thru the spring semest off 1981. The frame used to select the sample

was A computer listing of al) students that fell into the category specified

by the poOlatton. Solve Of the-

used.to strAtify the sampl.e, and

ihe student's status.

Seven Status ,grpUpings were

TABLE' 1

Currently Registered

Recently Registered,.

Previously Registered

Graduated

infal'MatiOn,containediti th.is listing was

as secondary data.. The` samOing unit was,

identi fi ed :

- STATUS CATEGORIES

1ATRICULATED

OGMAT

,PECMAT

.PREMAT

GRADMAt

Where-Currently = Spring 1981,

Recently F Spring 1980 thru Fall 1980

Previously = Spring 1978, th'ru Fali 1979

Graduated = Graduated anyttme between Spring 1978 and Spring 1981

NON-MATRICULATED

REGNON:.

.RECNOW,;

pR-E0'

6

The nuiliber of students for each of the seven status groupings were

totalled and a don-probabil,ity, stratified sample was selected:

TABLE 2 - SAMPLE

REGMAT

RECMAT

.pREMAT

GRAD T

REGNON

RECNON

?RENON

Sainpl e_Stze

SIZE AND STRATfFICATION

# of Surveys sent Percentages

110 11.11

150 ;. 15.15

1/5: 17.68

125 . 12.63

11.11

150 15.15

:PO 17:17

9901 1,00'.po
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The sample size was determined by attempting to.obtain at leatt 30

responses from each of the teven:categories: The-assumption was made that

More recently registered Students were-More likely tO reSpond (this

assumption was valid - see Table 3).
;0'

a result, for both matriculated

and non-matriculated students, previously registered students were sent

the'largest percentage of the total surveys mailed, 'followed by recently

registered students and currently registered students respectively (see

Table 2 above).

B. QuestiOnnaire Development

A bTaintorming sessloh provided the direction and the initial

questions for tbesurvey. 'After redefining the survey questions, it was

j

distributed to a number of individuals (i.e. Vice President for Administra-

tive Services, Assistant to the President for Planning and Evaluation,

Director of Graduate Academic.Services, University Systems Analyst, Director

of Data Processing, etc.) for comments and suggestions.' Then, a final

preliminary 'version wat formatted, incorporating many of the suggestions

received. To determine its clarity and time to complete, a pre-test was

administered to.a graduate seminar. It took less than fifteen minutes to

complete and the students experienced little difficulty interpreting the

questions. Subsequently, the survey was finalized and mailed.

A self-addressed, postage paid e6elope was enclosed. A home address,

mailing label was /put on the pottage-paid return envelope in order to

identify respondents without asking them to include their name on the

survey itself. Also enclosed was a cover letter designed to

inform the pftential respondent of the purpose Wf'the survey, to indicate

why they had been selected, and to emphasize the importance of their

participation. 'The time needed to complete the survey was also included.-
,

A positive overtone was added to'tlie letter in an attempt to increase the

response rate..
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C. Questionnafre Design

:The questionnaire itself contained twenty .questions. Questions

one thru fiye Were multiple choice and elicited demographical'information.

ThiS information was used.to determine the existence of demographical pat-

terns among the students. Questions six thru.ten.were a combination of

_multiple choice and open-end type questions inCluded todetermine such

things as educational levels and current graduAte.status. Ouestion eleven

was a combination dichotomous and open-end. The response to this question

may ihdicate that the'respondent's feelina toward Brockport was-influenced.

by his/her previous or current experience with:another institution. Ques-

tions twelye thru sixteen were Likért Rating Scale type questions designed.

to determine the.various reasons for attending (or not attending) Brockport;

for doing graduate work in general, tithes and locations of current:courses,

and future preferenceS for times locations: All of these-questions

were included, to.in some Way meas re the'feelings toward Brockport in general

as an institution. Question sevent ed was a modified form of a Likert-type

question. Its purpose was to measure the levelpof satisfaction provided

by the services at Brockport. -Question.eighteen was an open-end question

used to obtain suggestions for future or additional service5:' Questions

ft N
nineteen and twenty were a combination of multiple, choi2ce, dichotomous,

and open-end used to elicit information about the respondents'. future)

educational plans.

D. Response Rate,

Of the total 990 questionnair'es mailed out, 372 were returned, of

which 353 were usable.' This surprisingly higli 37.58% response rate was

accompllshedn the first w6ve. Fortunately, this initially high response

rate yielded a statistically sound samOle (at least 30 responses in each

of the seven categories) and no"follow-up was necessary,

24j ,
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TABLE 3 - RESPONSE RATES

RESPONSES PERCENTAGE

Total # of Responses 372 37.58

, Total # of Unusable Responses 19 1.92

Total # of Usable Responses 353 35.66

,

Category Usable Responses* Percentage_,

REGMAT 69 19.55

RECMAT 56 15.86

PREMAT 41 11.61

GRADMAT 70 19.83
4

REGNON 39 111 .05

RECNON 45 12.75

PRENON 33 9.35

* NOTE: Wiih the exception of the RECNON group, the original

'assumption that the more recentlY registered students

were more likely to reipond has been verified. For -

example: comparing the REGMAT group,to the PREMAT

-group, we see that 69 out of 110 were returned as com-

-pared to 41 out of 175 (refer back to Table 2).

E. Editing, Coding, and Tabulation

The results from this survey were used as input to an SPSS program.

Therefore, the editing and coding were geared toward this end and were

carried on simultaneously. For each response, the information tontained

in the actual gueittonnaire, together with secondary data obtained from the

coMputer listing Mentioned earlier, was coded according to the specified

ini'tructions. Six secondary data lists were also used in'coding the

responses to the,open-end gueseions. All of this information was coded
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onto.80 column card laYout forms, requiring four cards per respondent.

It was then entered into the computer and stored on magnetic disk pending

..further professing.

III. Analysis. \)/

The analysit phase of this-research was conducted using the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al, 1979) employing three specific
-

techniques. Frequencies of the responses for each gnTduate student group

were obtained to establish group profiles. Crosstabs provided a comparison

of all of the student groups and theirdifferences on selected,variables.

Finally, discriminant analysis was used to see if any particular variables

were most-able to distinguish among the members 'of,each of the' groups.

A., Graduate Student Groun Profiles (Frequencies)
-r

Regisiered Matriculated (REGMAT)

The Registered Matriculated Student group is primarily female,

'between 26 and 40 years old, fairly.evenly split between single and married,

more than half have some graduate work behind them and nearlY half have

Ibreviously completed' a Masters Degree. This group chose Brockport for

graduate study because of .the academic programs, costconsiderations and

location. The academic reputation and faculty contact were not as impor-

tant in the selectjon of the,College.

The most important reasons for graduate work were career advance-

ment, certification or licenses, keeping current in one's field, and self- .

improvement. These students took few courses at Brockport during the day

but did take quite a few during the evening. The other major course location

was at the Rochester site, with few Courses taken during the day but more

in the evening.. The most preferred times and locations were Brockport and

Rochester during the evening.

25i
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In terms of Collegetservices, this student group was basically

pleased with the academic calendar, admissions, the bursar, coui.se content,

departmental advisement, faculty availability, the library,-the quality of

instruction and registration. They were not displeased with any of the

College services, but quite a few were either not used or didnq apply.

These included career counseling, the computer center, financial aid, food

services, graduate academiC services, the health center, open recreation

facilities, the placement afice and the veterans office.

Recently Registered Matriculated (RECMAT)

The Recently Registered.Matriculated Student group is primarily

female, between 26 and 40 years old, prirriarily married, almost all with

graduate work and many with Masters Degrees. Lmportant reasons for not

continuing in school were achievement of objectives and work responsibilities.

Othpr considerations were family responsibilities and financial reasons.

This group selected Brockport based upon academic program?, cost and

location. Their graduate work was based on career advancement, certifica-

tion or licenses, keeping current in one's field and self-improvement.

Students took some courses during the day at Brockporlt and

quite a few during the evenihg. Very few courses were taken' during the

day in Rochester, with more taken during the evening. Preferred times and

locations were evenings in Brockport and Rochester.

This group was pleased with quite a few of the College,services

includirig the academic calendar, admissions, course content, departmental

advisement, facultY availa6'ility:the library and the 4uaiitY of instruction.

They are somewhat displease6 with the bookstoee, the bursar and registra-

tion: ServiCes'optftused or not applicable were career counsel-ing, the

computer center, financial aid, food services, graduate academic services,

the health center, open recreation 4cilities, the placement office and

r

the veteran§ office.

25"
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Previously RegistereciNatriculated (PREMAT)

The Previously Registered Matriculated Student group is primarily

female', between 26 and 40 years old, split between single and married, mosi

with graduate work and half with advanced degrees. Reasoni for not continu-

ing are dissatisfaction with the program, family responsibilities., financial

reasons and work responsibilities. The selettion of Brockport was based on

the academdc programs, cost and location. Graduate study was based on

career advancement, career change, certification or licenses, keeping current

in one's field and self-improvement.

Some courses were taken at Brockport during the day and quite a

few at night. Essentially, none were taken in Rochester during the day and

some courses were taken at night. Evening Brockport and Rochester courses

were the ones most preferred.

The satisfactory College Serxices were the academic calendar,

admissions, course content, departmental advisement, faculty availability,

the library, quality of instruction. They are displeased wi6 public safety

and registration and did not use or need career tounseling, the computer

center, financial aid, food services, graduate academic*services, the health

center, open recreation facilities, the placement office and the veterans

office.

Graduated Matriculated (GRADMAT)

The Graduated Matriculated Student group is basically female,

primarily 31 to 40 years old, married and usually le6th children, and all

had Masters or higher degrees. These students were no longer enrolled

because they had achieved their objectives through graduation. Brockpart

was selected based on academic programs, academic reputation, cost, faculty

contacted location. Graduate work was aimed at career advancement and

01114Mb
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change, certification and licenses, keeping current in one's field and self-

improvement. Few courses were taken during the day and most even-141g courses

were at Brockport. Most courses were preferred at night in Brockport and

Rochester.

This group was pleased with almost all College-services, diOleased

with none and unaWare of, or not requiring, career counseling, the computer

center, financial aid, food services, the health center, open recreation

facilities, the placement office and the veterans office.

Registered Non-Matriculated (REGNON)

The Registered Non-matriculated' Student group is evenly split be,

tdeen male and female, between 22 and 40 years of age, split between married

and single, most have some graduate work but few have Masters degrees.

Brockport was chosen for graduate work because of the academic programs,

cost and location. Graduate courses are for career advancement, certifica-

tion and licenses and self-improvement.

Most courses are taken during the evening with a balance between-,

Brockport and Rochester. Most prefer evening courses, both in Rochester

and Brotkport.

These students are pleased with course content, faculty availability.

quality of instruction and registration. They are not4wenerally displeased

with any area but are unfamiliar with career counseling, the computer.center,

financial aid, food services, graduateacadethic services, the health center,

the library, open recreation facilities, the placement offices, public

A
safety and the veterans office.

Retently Registered Non-Matriculated (RECNON)

The Recently Registered"Non-matriculated Student group is primarily

female,-between 26 and 40 years old, split between married and single and

- most have graduate work and many havesadvanced degrees.



Reasons for not continuing gradUate work include achievement of

objectives, financial reasons and work responsibilIties. Brockport was

chosen for graduate study because of academic programs, cosi and location.

Career advancement, certification or licenses, keeping current in ohe's

field and self-imProvement were important reasons for graduate Work.

Many courses were taken at Brockport, generalVy during the day

with some taken in Rochester at night. Brockport day and night classes

and Rochester night classes were most preferred.

College services seen as satisfactory were admissions, the bursar,

course content and quality of instruction. None were seen as unsatisfac-

tory, but many were not used or didn't apply, including career counseling,

the computer center, departmentdl advisement, financial aid, food services,

graduate academic services, the health center, the library, open recreation

facilities, the lacement office, public safety and the veterans office.

Previous
)
y Registered Non-Matriculated (PRENON)

.Finally, the Previously Registered Non-matriculated Student group

is primarily female, between 26 and 50 years old, generally married with

children, most have some graduate work and half have graduate degrees.

Reasons for not continuing include achievement of objettives and 'no program

available: Brockport was selected primarily for location, but also for

cost. Reasons for graduate study included Career advancement, keeping

current in one's field and self-improvement..

Quite a few courses were taken at night in Brockport and somewhat

fewer in the day. Very few courses were taken' during the day in Rochester

and some in the evening. No consensus exists on preferred times and locations.

These students are pleaed with course content and the quality of

instruction, not displeased with any of the College services and unfamiliar

with most of them.

0
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B. Graduate Student Group Comparisons (CROSS TABS) 1,

While there are a great many similarities among the seven g duate

student groups, unexpected because,of the time period under study, there

are Some areas where Comparisons pointed up differences. The REGNON group

is tomposed of younger students than the other grouPs. The REGMAT and REGNON

groups have more single'students than the other group and also have fewer

people with Masters degrees.

The GRADMAT group has extremely high achievement of objeCtives as a

reason for not'co.ntinuing. Matriculated students are more likely than rain-

matriculated students to cite family responsibilities as the reason for

not continuipg.. Whil , the non-matriculated students mentioned program un-

availability.

.4.
The selection of Brockport-for academic program reasons was greater

for matriculated than non-matriculated students. Graduated students were

the only ones to emphasize academic reputation,. Cost and locatiOn were

somewhat.more important to, rdatriculated than non-matriculated students.

Career change as a reason for graduate study was important for the -

PREMAT and GRADMAT groups. Self-improvement was more important for the

GRADMAT group. Non-matriculated students had more classes at Brockport

during the day than matriculated students, and the reverse was generally

true for the evening classes.

Matriculated students tend to be mOre satisfied with College Services

and aware of or use more of them than non-matriculated students. Graduated

students were the r9bst positive of.all.

C. Araduate Student Group Differentiation (Discriminant Analysis)

The first attempt at group differentiation examined the variables

measuring why Brockport was chosen for graduate study. Cost and academic

program were thptwo most important variables, however, the resulting .

0:-406
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an'alysis and classification served only to separate GRADMAT from the other

six groups and to classify only 46 perceht of the cases successfully.

The next analysis focused en the variables examining why graduate

study was importan't. Career change and career advancement ihre identified,

.but classification was very poor with only 19 percent correct and no parti-

cular groups identified.

The third analysis coniidered College service levels of satisfaction.

Departmental adviseMent., academic calendar and graduate academic services

were identified as the most important variables. The overall level of

classification was low, 30 percerit. jlowever, the classification,into mat-
_

riculated and non-matriculated segments vas very successful with over 60

percent correct placement.

Finally, all of the above variables were used and tile results were

very similar to the third analysis. The analysis resulted in matriculated

and non-matriculated student groups, without any differentiation according

to the time of the last registration that distinguished the original group

membership.

IV. Conclusion

This survey research project has discovered that students' images of

the College have not changed greatly over time and that there are some,

although not dramatic, differences between matriculated and non-matriculated

groups. The basic profile is female, age 26 to 40, married, with some

, graduate work and often a Masters degree. ,Those who are no longer enrolled

have achievedtheir ofi3ectives, although some cite other responsibilities

as also having an impact. Brockportyas chosen because of the academic

6 programs, cost and location, while graduate work was for career change,

certification and licenses, to keep current and for self-improvement.
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Students were satisfied with the academic services of the college, the

library, course content, faculty availability and departmental advisement --

but had mixed reactions to several of the other services such as the bursar,

registration and public safety. Many additional services were not used or

not needed.
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MARKETING FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION NEED

Meliisa G. Daston and Marilynn A. Draxl
Office of Institutional Research

University of Maryland University Collele

Thecombtnation of Institutional Research (IR) and,marketing might

initially appear an untikely partnership. Why. would IR do a market research

study? Traditionally, IR has directed its efforts toward dealing with

institutional data ontfaculty and students for ,internal ute; marketing has

focused on selling products to the public, in an eXternal environment. A

current analysis of these endeavors shows they have expanded tht range and

scope of their services--institutional restarchers are no longer just number,

crunchers just as marketers are no longer sOap peddlers. In the expansion of

their serrices the lines betven the two have become blurred.

Two major tasks of IR are headcounting--HoW many FTEs do we hdiie,

today?..-- and forecasting -- how many FTEs will we have in 10.years? 'In

4t:

marketing terms, IR is sales forecasting; projecting the demand for its

educational product. Enrollment-forecasts have 'generally been based upon an

institution's historical data, with additional variables such as tuition

increases added in. Drastic changes in the external environment, particu,larly

the decrease in the 18-22-year-old population, have rendered historical

forecasting methods.inaccurate. Btcause forecasts are used for budgeting,

staffing, and curriculum decisions,,policy makers are demanding better and

more accurate data about future enrollments. As the market cha , fR is

faced with the tak of developing alternate forecasting methods.

Marketing provides tools and techniques generally not fami iar to

Business forecasting focuses on the external environment -- How do changes in

242'
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the marketplace affect the demand for a product? Using this perspective,

external factors which influence the educational market are identified. A'

partial list includes:

--age shifts
- -geographic shifts in the population away from the

northeast
--demand for courses based on job availability
- -economic profile of a geographic region'
- -competition from other colleges
--competition from training organizations
- -governmental regulations on financial aid,

Fragmentation and shrinkage of the traditional college market are forcing

post-secondary institutions to make changes to maintain enrollments. One

such change is.the growing tendency to include programs for part-time

students. IR, as a planning office, has been asked to supply information

about new directions for the institution. Therefore, it is a logieal step to

involve market research in this process.

What are the benefits of a marketing study? The goal of marketing is

to find 'a need and fill it. To achieve this goal, market research provides

information about market segments, demand for a product, market share and

competition, demographic and economic trends which a'ffect demand,-and

internal resources necessary to meet demands. Planning how to fill identified

needs is the second step in marketing.
4

Market segmentation is the division of the market into subsets based on

demographic, geographic, psychographic, benefit and usage data. For example,

educational markets can be segmented by age, type of degreedesired, benefits

perceived, benefits desired, or current educational level of the general

population (Figure 1). Each segment or subset identified is then studied to

. assess its specific educational needs, demands, and characteristics

(Figure 2).,InclUded in an assessment of a segment are current levels of

II
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,Figure Market segmentation of population 'by age and
....by, education.

Figure 2. Segmentation of 35-44-year-old population by
education.
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'edUCational income; becupation, place oremployment by place of residence-
.

(commuting patterns), whicheducational needs are being met and not met, hoW-

- .and by4hoM are these_met, and others.

a

Information is collected from published or secondary sources and if

necessary through primary research. From,.the data an'assessment of market

share, demand fbr courses, and economic variables which influence a specific

segment are identified. In short, a need has been found. An institution which

has completed suCh a marketing study is then in a position to carve out

Unique niche not served by others.

Under a grant from the Metropolitan tiYe Foundation, University of

Maryland University College's Office"of Institutionat Research conducted'a

market research project assessing the demand for.continuing education by'

industry in the Baltimore-Washington region. Specifically the projectlwas

designed tO,
1

, (1), identify current continuing edUcation .
demand by business and industry;

(2) forecast continuing education deMandi
throUgh 1985;

/Mb.

f3) identify current educational providers;

(4) determine the market share held bY each
educational institution in theiegion.

Using secondary data, an economic profile of the region was drawn to assess

current population and industry demographics, and.to provide a 10-year

forecast.. To assess the specific eduCational needs of businesses, ashort

.
questionnaire

1 was developed and.sent to selected firms:

,Business firms were included in the study if they: (1) had 50 or more

employees; (2) were located 4 the Baltimore-Washington corridor; and

(3) were major emploYers as measured by percent of the labor force employed.

262
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.The industrial classificatiou included construction, manufacturers,

research and development (R&D) firms retail.department stores, commerLial

banks, business services (including data processing firms), and engineering

firms. A computerized demographic data base was-developed and data on 420

firms were entered.

The 24-item questionnaire was mailed to directars. of personnel at 370
e

firma strattfied'random sample-of 50 firms.was selected to participate in

interviews. The Interviews served as a measure af reliability for the

,

questionnaire-and allowed in-depth resporises to it,ems.

,

Resp6nses were received from 36% of the firms. Banks and-business

services had the highest response rates, 44% and 43% respectively. Response

rates for the survey by industry were

Commercial badks'. 44%

Bussiness serilices 41

Reseaech and development
(high technology) firms '31 ,

Construttion firms 29_

Department stores , lac

--Engineeridg services 18.

Manufacturfng_firms 6.

,

\

Number of employees r the respooding firms fell into a biModal

distribution Witk firms employing either less than 150 or more than 300

employees. The mean num6er of employees was'599'; the median was 144'employees.

The 1"argest occupational categories were clerical (N=90), technical (N=64),

and professional (N=72). Resiondents', projections for type of employee needed

in 1986 indicate'a continued concentration of technical and profesional.

employees.

Training programs are offered by 71% of the firms but lesS than half

of the companies require employees to participate in them.Enrollment in

academic'programs is encouraged by si% of the companieSsurveyed but

263
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required by less than 10%.,Firms are more interested in seMinars, credit

111

undergraduate and graduate courses, and conferences. Companies are

particularly interested in data processing cour;es for all staff--clerical,

technical, managerial, and professional. Other content areas of interest

include professional continuing education, engineering, and management,

courses. The emphasis on tedhnical content areas and preference for seminars

and graduate courses reflect the high concentration of high technology and
-

business services firms in the Baltimore-Washington region. Based on

employment and business projections for the next decade, this pattern of

educational demand should continue.

This study idiOtifies a market segment previously unexplored by most

educational institutions. Recognition of new student populations, paired

,with an assessment of their specific needs and an overvtew of the regionals

trends which.affect employment patterns,, provide data on which to,base

internal planning decisions'. The information generated by market surveys can

be used to develop new courses, modify the type and number of courses

offered, modify delivery systems, and suggest appropriate,times foe and

locations of classes.

At University College the partnership.of IR and marketing has

resulted in the establishment of a marketing data base which will be

updated and expanded on a regular basis to include new student populations'

interested in continuing education.,The partnership will continue to

provide data that will be essential for long range planning for growth--cr

for some, survival.



Footnotes

For a copy of the questionnaire and/or additional data:please
write the juntor.author.
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Marilynn A. Draxl
Director, Institutional Research
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University Blvd. at Adelphi Rd.
College Park,, MD 20742
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DEGREE PATTERNS - AN INDICATOR OF INSTITUTIONAL
AND STATE RESPONSIVENESS

Donald G. Hester
PrOgram Research Specialist
State Education Department

University Of the Sstate of New York"

.-

Educat)onal Responsiveness and Environmental Press

Values, attitudes.and Complexities on one side, versus political and

economic considerations on the other are important elements in the fabric'

of educational priorities (Mahan; Zarle ancf.Joyce,.1980:-, and Asti.n, 1977).

There is an unavoidable tension in the duality_of values versus,the pragmatic

in higher education,. This duality is no where more evident than in the

relationship between traditional academic objectives on the one hand and

, occupational, vocational objectives ori? the,Other. For at least the last,

hundred years our colleges have, in addition to/broad educationa'1, goals,

increasingly also been asked to prepare people for the world of work. .

There is no escapi691the reality that higher edUcation is a basic necessity

for many people in Our increasingly complex society. It is no longer a

socially distinguishing garnish for the favotred few. ,

As long ago as 1961, Halsey, Floud, and Anderson recognized^the linkage

between education, the economy and soclety They edited an anthology that ,

was written by authors drawn from bofh sides of the.Atlantic, Jean Floud

-
and A.H: Halsey expressed the conhection of education to the economy and

society (note - society for them had an economic.connotation) very clearly:

Education attains unprecedented eeonolilic,importance
as a source of technological innovation, and the
educational system is beht increasingly in the
service of the labor-ftrce, acting as a vast
appartus of occupational recruitment and training.
Social selection is Added to its traditional
function of social differentiation (pi 2).

.1 "
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higher education because 10Ithe variety of societal eXpectattons

faces therefore a duality in defining its mission. On the one hand,

there is the need for tauton'pased on well established academic ideals:
A

the responsibillty for communicating society's accumulated culture is a'

hevy responsibility. On the other hand, the growing linkage with the

economy and the differentiation of an industrial society calls for

responsiveness. The good health and fortunes of education are now tied,

and will be increasingly tied, to the ability of institutions, individually

4nd collectively, to respond to the changing needs of the economy and

society. The public 'is showing more concern with direct return on their

investment in education and are less willing to accept assumptions promising

only possible and general benefits.

Ben-David (1972) in contrasting European and American higher education,

noted that in the United States there is greater decentralization than in

Europe. He further sUggetted that the American system has been more

responsive to change than its counterparts,in some parts of Europe.

I believe that the decentralized iystem in the U.S. favors rapid adaptation

o changing needs. Should the rate of change continue to accelerate, and

it probably will, there will be a growing need to.understand where and how

response should take place in the educational system. When change is

relatively gradual the innovators can respond first, and the more conser-.

vative can fdilow along behind. There is greater, risk, even danger, for

institutions in a cautious approachin times of rapid change. For example,

it is important to know which disciplines are growing and which ones are

contracting. There is nd use relying on a particular discipline or

department to offset the demographic depression of the next fifteen years,
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if that depa 's programs are likely to face declining demand. Rather
-

an instittution that hopes to offset cOntracting enrollment markets should
. -

Place resources where discipline growth can be expected.

Chiilge is 4 continuous reality for individuals, lnstitutiOns, and

society. Change can involve a gradual evolution process, a discontinuous

.jump, cycles of variation, or something more like a wave effect. Nathaniel

Mass and Peter Sepge(l980) suggested there are long and short waves

the economy. I have hypothestzed there are important wave effects in

higher education. The importance of this suggestion for institutional

planning is that wave effeets in-society will vary the demand for different

college programs. ResponsiVenesS to these variations is important for the

continued viability of an institution. Unfortunately, there are a number

of factors wo*rking agatost responsive adaptatlon in higher education.

Incremeptal budgeting, aging faculty, high proportions of tenured faculty,

and growing centralization are a few of the factors involved in inhibiting
,

responsiveness. Much imagination and vigorous effort will be required to

respond effectively to the challenges that lie ahead. .Figure 1 is an

attempt to clarffy the factors involved in assessing and stimulating
6

responsiveness -in higher+. education.

A Backward Look - AreaS of Past Responsiveness

ft is importantto.keep tn mind that the problems that are likely to

confront higher education in the'nekt two decades areflargely ones born of

past success. Even if the full effects of the demographic depression are

translated into actual enrollment declines, enrollments will have been set

back only to the levels of a decade or so ago. It is perhaps even more

important for'the long,term future of education tp recognize the probability.

G
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that enrollments will climb again.in the early part of next,century. The

climb, if it occurs, will not be caused so mUch by a change in the btrth-

rae but by the larger number of children tha will be born of the student

bulge of the seventies. Demograpnics are therefore the basis for a primary

wave in education.'

It is my contention that American education, whatever its shortcomings .

might be, has been highly responsive in the past to,the.needs of society

and the economy. The success is due in large part, I suggest, to the

structure of higher educ'ation, a structure which allc,,s the system to-

respond quickly ,to environmental change..

'Tosubstantiate this claim, let me describe briefly some of the

important response patterns of-the past. The Americ6n,economy has been'

going through changes or waves for many decades and can be expected to

.continue to do so in the future. The waves may be summarized into three:
,

lc forms: basic Andustry, secondary industry, and the servite edbilomy.

h wave has required a differentcritical mass of skills from th4 workers'

in the w-wave industries, Furthermoreothe requirements become more

complex with gress. We should not therefore be surprised that the task

of institAional pla ing also becomeS more complex in catering'to a more

demanding society. The com xity can be eXpected to continue into the

future, as the service economy dev ops into the information age and then'

beyond. In the early stages of indüstr1äitat1on the task of education

was to equip people with basic ltterary skills othat the new sOcial

structure could function. Higher education has had to cus for a long

time on teacher education, not only b'ecause the industrial er eeded basic

skills from its workers, but because of the dramatic growth in popu ion

7
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which accompanied the tndustrial age. My hyPothesis is,that education has,

matched And followed the needs of tociety, so that illiteracy.has ftpped

dramatically, yeari of schooling have increased, and m6re recently the .

college going proportion of,the Repulation has become themajority of a

high school graduating class 'Wester, 1980 formore detailt). Many signi-

icant changes have been accOmpTished in order to'(theet Oarticular :needs,

all while the size of the general population ,has continued to grow

dramatically.

Planning in the early.stages of the developMent of liighereduCation

was a relatively simple task. Course offerings were fewer and they were,

/

repeated" over extended periods of time. The extenston oftindustry into

wider actiViities inevitably led to-the" widening of. education. The outCOme

for,administrators has been in turn to make education and planning for it

more cothOlex. There 15 a.further aspect to the complexity: the more .

specialized etucation becomes, the less elastic the use for its possessors
A .

becomes.. The system itself also becomes less elastic because the system-

hai to employ4 Whole Series of specialists in order to function. Skills

Ahthis kind of environment become increasingly less transferaOle.

Communicationslbecome verY important.because of the need for coordination

and.need to maintain decision making in an incivasingly centralized system.

If democracY ts to flourish-in 4 complex envirOnmeht,.education must play

a continuing and central role in making people aware of the environment .

outside their ownAlscipline. It, is vital that dur planning recognize,the

tension,between the need for the broadly educated person and the need'fOr

the imparting of skills for parttcular disciplines, .While for-a college

this tension is primarily a curricular issue, it is also.a planning issue,

272
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because the understanding of underlying trends in education is essential

tO effective planning.

Degree Data'

In order to,underitand better trends in higher education, data were

.

compiled on degrees awarded in New York State over a twenty year period'.

Two digit REGIS categories and degree levels were-used to group the data

and analyze for trends. It is not the purpose of this paperto present

detailed analysis of this study but rather to suggest to.institUtional and

4
state planners that degree patterns are a rich resource for understanding

trends. From the state aggregate numbers, broad trends may be detected,

and from individual institution figures,local patterns may be identified.

The same-procedure could of course be pursued for a sub-trend aiialysis, by

using four digit HEGIS areas. At the ihstitutional level, the degree of

deviation from the state trend might be very valuable knowledge tb obtain.

Over the twenty year period the total number of degrees increased by

239 percent. there was a marked growth in the number of degrees,at the

associate and baccalaureate levels. The number of doctoral degrees increased

by 212 percent. In very marked contrast are the individual HEGIS areas, in

which a variety of patterns exist. Figure 2 presents seven major REGIS

areas for New York State; the same areas Are presented for Pennsylvania in

Figure 3. These suggest that patterns have broad as well as local causes.

Three main areas -- education, engineering, and computer silience -- are

broken out4py degree level in figures 4,.5 and.6 to,illustrate the". very

different patterns that have taken place from one programarea'to another.

Engineering is characterized by a series of short waves. ,Computer science

is in a period of considerable growth and is an example of a rising wave.

2 71,1
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Education:has experiencedboth A rapid rise and a SteeO declinqi5.. Each cr(

these Ilatterns is to be found An other,program areas Wich lends support.*

to

! .

thenotion that wave effects operateACeoss an, of higher;e0Ucation.
:

h
In addition to the primary demograPhic wave that is in the process o

developing at the present time, there are other waves which are important
,

for planners to identify and then monitor over time. Some waves, for

exAmpleengineering, appear to pe characterized.by cycles of'short

periodicity. There are others, of which eduCAtion is an eXampielin which

:the Wave pattern reaches over seVeraI AgeadeS..:-SoMe areasfor eXample

,Computer sciencevare in A period of'[cOnsiderable,geowth, jurther research
-

could prOfitably look for dependent variables and assess lag or lead times'

lysis of si.J6'-program areas (four digit AEGIS) woUld,
.\ - -

..for all suth waVes. An

probably reveal whether the e are separate patterns within a broad program

category. It would also e tmportant to identify catalysts of"sudden ,change.
a'

Figure 4 includeS a graph of primary and secondary school enrollments

reduced to the same scale As..used for degreesawarded. The cloSe corres-

pondence ofothe tWo graphs is-probably Significant.; other variables might

Oe'equelly revealing'. The combined graphs suggest that when the schooli

sta;t'tollIgiVe more children again, an upward wave pattern willopccur.'

in teacher education enrollthent at the college level,.assuming that other

JOYsocial factors correspond.

,The stOdy.alseraiscs the question of over-and under-reaction to

changes invjoti Market'demand by students *rid what can be done to smooth

reaction. 4,0ne responte might be to ask (mhether institutions should

anticipate ,chenges ancFopen up or e4and some programs and contract or

close down others? 'There is clearly an important role for state agencies



in prOiding the campuses with statewide data-and also in the area off', .

program review policy. The study clearly,suggesis'that over the paSt

twenty years institutions have responded dcamatically'0.changing demand.
, 5,.

The study raises the further question that as society move's towards the

service econony: Can responsiveness be improved?

Conclusions
I

There can be little doubt that the higher educational syStem has(been

responsive in the past to a changing society. The diverse system has been-

aided in the process of adaptation,in the past, by the availability of

resources and'a rapidly expanding student market. The next fifteen years

will be marked bylimited resources and a smaller student pool. All the

indicators are that responsiveness will be critical to success:in the next

decade and half and should be a central lanning criteridn.

The future will probably require that higher education have a much,

broader planning approach ttz in the past, one that has strategy as a

major"foCus. For strategic planning it,yillbe necessary to develop much

more sophisticated tools for Vie endeaVor; this paper has suggested one Set

of tools,dlased on statistics on degrees awarded to redi4e one element of

-:uncertainty. To successful,however, it will be nesssary for insti-
,

tutionsto apply considerable energy tc:r.theitaskScof planning and adaptin .

Structural 'reforms, new ways of using,resources, and much more rapid

adaptation to the environment will be essential elements for institutions

to consider in order to survive in jood shape. Fifteen years is both a

,long and' a short time depending on the perspective. Good planning could

,make the next period beneficial for the long-run of education, despite

possible short-run difficulties. Growth is likely again in the future and

I.



it is important_Ahat we pass lour institutions on to the, next generation

in the best pOssible,tonditiOn.
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Over the past few years, there have emerged sevqrail areas of common

concern to higher education in general and institutional yeSearchers in

particular. Indeed, it would have.taken.a concerted effort to uncover

a professional conference or departmental meeting that failed to include

in its agenda a reference to: "DemographiCs and the declining 18-year-old

population" or4 "SAT's and the declining' test score." In response to the

prospects of a shrinking pool of quality students, a number of postsecon-

dary tnstitutions have begtin to look at a "back-to-basics" curriculum

in which the "3R's" receive added emphasis. 'However, in response to

-

continuing federal initiatives, schools and colleges must begin to divert

their attention from 'Readin','Ritin', and'Rithmatic" to the "3R's of

thel80's": Reaglinomics, Recruitment and Retention.

Spending cuts being proposed and implemented in Washington threaten

to affect higher education 4Ways for which students, fAilies and

postsecondary institutions themselves may be totally unprepared. If

federal student aid was considered to be a,planning issue in the 70's,

the quesiion would have been: at will we do with all of this..money?"

261
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As federal student aid is addressed as a planning issue for the 80's,

the question will become: "what wilLwe do without all of this money?.."

With federal student aid support approaching $6 billion in 1981, there

are few if,any\institutions unaffected by proposed reductions. Before

speculating on where we might be going, we should first examine how we

got to thiS

While federal involvement in "campus.-based" student aid began with

the passage of the National Defense Education Act in 1958, the major

initiatives were launched in the 1960's. In particular, the Higher

Education Assistance Act of 1965 helped to introduce the concept of

postsecondary educational. "access" as an intent for federal student aid

support. Based upon 'demonstrated financial need," ftnancial aid pro-

grams duthoeized under Title IV of the Higher Education Act were,developed

to ensure that all qualifted deserving applicants were giveh access to

higlier educational opportuntty.

In the 1970'5, the,concept of "choice" was added to that of "access"

in an effort to eliminate educational cost as the determining factor in

a student's enrollment decision. Aid from Basic Educational Opportunity

Grants (now referred to as PELL, Grants), Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL),

4

andfother programs was intended to lower financial barriers for "needy",

students interested in and accepted at high(er) cost educational

institutions.

1-' In October 1978, "access" and "choice" were joined in the higher

education financing'equatton by the concept of "comfort." The Middle
4

Income, Student Assistance Act (MISAA) was designed to address the needs

of students whose familiesWere caught in "the middle income squeeze"

ty-e4anding eltgibility criteria for Basic/Pell Grants and Temov'ing..

260
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Income restrictions for Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) eligibility.

Coupled with the congressional ratification of the Education

Amendments of 1980, REAUTHORIZING Title IV student aid programs through

1984, the decade of the 1980's promised to be the best yet for students,

parents, colleges and universities. However, as "Reaganomics" begin tO

take effect, the promise of ease and equality of educational opportunity

has already begun to fade.

The primd(y target of budget outters is the .Guaronteed Studeht

Loan Program. Since 1978, any graduate or undergraduate ?tudentAias: been

eltgible for G$L assistance.without regard to family income OrAndividUal

need., As a result, federal,expenditures few GSL subsidies Increased-froM

-$2 billion in 1980.. While eligibility wasopened Up to ease the "middle-

intome squeeze," the Program is now under attack by those whO Contend

that federally,subsidized GSL's are_being uted, bY pirents who Can afford

college costs, to play the money markeW In response to'these criticisms

and concerns, GSL eligibility criteria have Open tightened for families

whose income ,exceeds $30,000. f"-N

While, the stated targets of the GSL cuts:are waste and abuse:, middle

class families will feel the impact as "comfort" is eliminated as a Stage

:in the college'decision/financtal aid process. flLs many as one million

current GSL bOrrowers may find themselves ineligible fOr assistance

.another year. The implications of GSL on attrrition/retentiOn would,appear

to be significant. When considered in light of:other goVernment cuts in

eduCational spending the situation becOmes a critical one for many

institutions.

The Administration's neitt round of cuts calls for a 12 "across,the

2S1
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board" reduction *tpending. Jmplenientation of this proposal would

resultjn the lbss of neatly $150 million in mcaMpus-based"funding

the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), SUpplemental Educational

OpportUnttY Gra0..,(SEOG) and C011ege Wotk7Study. Programs, (CWSP).

Coming at a.time when many institutions face a 13% increase'in tuition,

:the cues will.be devastating for some schools and at least WORRISOMt

* for eVen the moit 'well-endowed institutions. Dtviding the shrinking .

student aid dollar among the "truly. needy, "merely needy' and nearly

needy" will present.a challenge to policy makers at all levels. Market-

ing and packaging strategies will become increasingly iMportant as students

and their families begin to look m4ce clbsely at the tSsue of 'choice"

in their educational dec4sion-making. Elimination of GSL eligibility;
'4

cuts in "camput=based" fUnding; and i-eductions in PELL Grant assistance

014 cause institutional strategists to make some hard decisions: should

limited institutional monies be redirected toward merit-based scholarships?

will reduced financial aid funding bp directed,to recruitment or retention

efforts? are there "institutional intangibles" that coUld help offset-
,

the negative impact.of reduCed aid packages?

The,focus of "Reaganomics" has been on'the more affluent,consumers

of education, suggesting that the interests of the 'truly needy" would be

protected.. In fact, however, major cuts have been made in pcogramareas

- affecting needy ttudents. In Auguit, aSoart of budget cuts proposed by

the Reagan.Administration, Congress yoted to phase Out Social. Security

educatio1nal benefits for college students whose .parents are dead, disabled

or retired. Students who matriculate 'after May 1, 1982 will be ineligible

for the'prograk,Students presently reCeiving benefits will have their

payments,reduced by 25%. As many as 625,000 will be affected and, as they

28
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look for ways to meet their increased needs, they will join their middle-

incomexlassmates facing cuts in other financial aid programs. PELL

Grants, established in 1973 as Basic Educational Opportunity Grants
, -

' (BEOG), have,already been cut this year from a legislated maximum award

of $1900 to $167O. Further cuts, coupled with the elimination of Social

Security benefits and the reduction in other programs may well have an

effect on students', "access" to education beyond high school.

Clearly, the issue at hand and its implications, cannot be seen as

being of concern to only the Admissions and Financial Aid Office. Rather,

"Reaganomics" and.its i4act must be Considered as an institutional issue.

Never'before has it beer so important ,for an institution to klow its

applicant pool. Colleges and universities who have not already done so

must,begin to look beyond the ".how many are they" to the "who are they"

in the admissions process.

Steps must be undertaken to ensure that the institution identifies

and understands its primary market. The institution must be-able to

measure and'predict the impact of federal aid cuts on its own applicant

pool and.student,population, If.,,for example, al institUtiOn relies upOn

a lower-income or economically disadvantaged student population, Pell

Grant and Social Security cuts,will have a significant impact. On

the other hand, an institution whose,pri aryjnarket is predoMinantly

middle-class, will be hit hard by eligib lity restrictions, for Guaran-
e

teed Student Loans (GSL).-

If an institution has not already done so, a comprehensive market

study should, be undertaken. While such a study will provide a better

understanding of tcheprimary market, it will.also help to identify al-

ternative/"non-traditional" markets from which the institution might
N,
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draw. If, for example, a program of study would draw students from

within private industry, the institution might find employer-reimbursd

tu-ition to be an unexpected but SIZABLE financial aid source. At the

same time, institutiont shoUld study pricihg politiet and pOsitionig

policies. As important as it is tO know your applicant pooh it is

equally important tO identify and understand your competition..

Studies must be undertaken to ettablish those factors which most

directly affect a student's deCition to attend your institution. With

or without the federal cuts, financial aid will quickly emerge aS.an

important factor. A detailed analysis of the-financial aid factor shOuld

involve a careful study of "packaging" strategies. Again, the question

of "whe must be asked in regard to the allocation Of aid., While need-

, based "packaging".policies can be maintained, the combination of tYpes

1

Of aid within the "package" can.be modified. )Even a lipitdd number of

institutional scholarshfp/grant dollars could haye a major impact if they

are appropriatelvallocated. Beyond financial aid, other factors affecting

enro1164 decisions should be looked at and evaluated. Institutional

image and reputation, on7camput and inthe marketplace;" particular

programs of study; and geographic location, are a 'few "institutional

intangibles" which could be identified as important factors; only careful

study will indicate which if any are of Crucial importance.

As previously suggested, new studies must also be done to determine/

anticipate-the impact of "Reaganomics" on retention :Students pretentlY
\

dependent upon federal financial aid will fate cutbacks for the 1982,83

academic year: IUstudents themselves are not yet aware of the'cots,

Institutions should mike them aware- so that steps can be undertpken liow

to investigate *and develop alternate funding sources. At the same time,

28 4
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institutions .must be able to-evaluate and anticipate the impact of

impending cuts on enrolled students.. Again, depending upon an institution's

student pool/profile, the impact onAprollment andretention could be-

significant. As pressures build to *get a class" and to "keep a class"

difficult institutional policy decisions will have to be thade. If reduced

ffnancial aid is targeted for the applicant pool, or if funding is committed

to offset the increased needs. of continuing students; the institutfon will
,

have tO understand and plan for.the impact of either decision on total

enrollment.

As.federal budget-cutting initiativet continue, the Challenge faci.ng

postsecondary institutions will be to do more with less.. From "access".1

"choice" and "-comfort", tne focus bat shifted to ".innovAtion"'in the

postsecondary educational financing process. To the extent that students

and institutions will persist in the 41\080's, institutional research and

institutional response to-"Reaganomics will be of the utmost importance.
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"Reaganomics"
Impacts

MODEL of "REAGANOMICS" IMPACT/RESEARCH RESPONSE
by COLLEGE DECISION/FINANCIALAID STAGE

z

PRIMARY:

PELL Grant Reduction
Social Security'Cuts

SECONDARY: ,

T'Across-the-Board" Cuts

Jr

1

PRIMARY:

"Across-the-Board" Cuts

SECONDARY:
PELL Grant Reduction

PRIMARY:

GSL "Tightening"

SECONDARY:
"Across-the-Board" Cuts

College Decision/
Financial Aid

Stages

College
Applications

11111 "IMO

College
Choice

College

"ACCESS" ."CHOICE"

>persistence

"COMFORT°

Institutional
Research
Response

2bb

RESEARCH RE:
*Effects of $$'Reductions
on Institution's Primary
Markets

*Identification of New
Markets less/not affected
by $$ cutt

RkSEARCH RE:
*Effect of Financial Aid
Packaging Strategies

*Effect of Non-Financial.
Aid factors ("Institutional
Intangibles")

RESEARCH RE:

*Effect of Financial Aid oti

student retention ,

*Identification of non-
governmental Financial
Aid.sources

Joyce/Joyce/U.6.81

1'
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INSTITUTIONAL RtStARCH-ANO ACCREDITATJON
,AT THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL

Hugo A. Keesing,
Director, Institutional Research & Planning

Defense Intelligence School

The Defense Intelligence School (DIS) is a federal degree-granting

institution that offers unique professional edutation prograinswfor military

and civilian personnel assigned to intelligence functions. It has been in

'existence since 1963 and is currently a Candidate for Accreditation with
11^

the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. One result of, em-

barking on the accreditation process was the identification of the need for,

and ettablishmeht of, n institutional,research (IR) program.

Like approximately 50% of higher educatioh institotions In the

and Maryland area enrolling 1500 or more students, DIS was withoOt an IR

program in 1980 (Marquis Academic Media, 1979). Planning wasAone, of

course, since budget and manpower requests had ta be madd'in accotdatice

with the, federal government's PPBS requirements. ,H0wivere planning was

isolated. It was less a projection of the School's mistion,and goals than

, a once a year effort to stay ahead in the game;to avold.shortfalls'ald get

as large a piece of the pie as possible. Planning mademinimal use,Qf'sys-

tematically accumulated data.
4

At many schools, external.pressures for accountability have been the

major impetus for IR. Whether it be related to (e.g.) use of' resourctcs or

compliance with various statutes, dccountability has been imposed on higher 4'
t

education by governmental agenciesstate boards, tax payers, regents and

others. The acknowledgment of a need for IR at DIS, as mentioned earlier,

can be traced to its decision to seek accreditation.

An initial Middle States requirement for schools wishing to become

A-.
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Candidates is that they submit for review a detailed 15lanning Document. In

the preparation of that document, itluickly became obvious that there were

some major shortcomings in record keeping; reporting and evaluation. for

example, enrollMent statistics kept by the R gistrar:did not always agree

with those listed in the School''s annual re rt. In some reports faculty

loads were reported as "student man years" while in others they were given,

as "hours of platform time." Since diffe eniVindividuals in separate

branches had responsibility for the rep ts,'it was extremely difficult to

arrive at a single meaningful statisti The lack of human resources to

evaluate the impact of School polici led to another set of problems. To

provide military services with a hi h degree of flexibility in when they

can send their personnel to DIV egree pr ram, the School perfflits students:

to enter at the beginning of any of the four ac demic quarters. However,

the cost to staff and faculty i great. Core courses 'nave to be taught

every quarter, sometimes to only three or four students, much,to the dis-
,

pleasure of already overloaded faculty. The admission policy causes.

N,

Scheduling difficulties and hardship' tor the students who miss the oirien-

,tations whicii are only given in September and March. All three problems

reflect a lack of centralized- plannihg.and coordination and might have been

avoided if there had been an IR office.

The lack of an IR office has been detrimental in other ways too. Four

Years ago DIS -went out on contract for three stUdies. The first was to

develop a procedure for selecting new intelligence analysts. The School

hoped to identify learning objectives for, analyst education and training.

'A second contract was to develop selection procedures for military. attaches

and staffs. The third contract was awarded to gather detailed information

on the manner in which military intelligence jobs are performed. The job
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analysis was to determine what _tasks constitute individual jobs and what

performance standards were necessary for job success.

There isno corporate memory,of the first study ever being completed.

If it was there is no record of it. The second study was aborted before it

could get,underway. Only the third, the job analysis, was carried out. It

was ambitious in scope, involving 1451'respondants who each answered 473

questions. More than 260 of the subjects were DIS graduates, so the School

had h' expectations for a return on its investment. As it turned out,

however, data were collected and reported in a way aS to be almost.useless

for curricular refinement or modification. In short, DIS cannot-act on

what it learned so the study has been "filed and,forgotten."

While the lack of in-house IR capability, with its greater account- .

ability, was a contributing factor to the,"failure" of:the studies, another

factor may have inadvertently hindered the job analysis. Current IR nomen-

clature may be part of the problem. The job analysis was regarded as a

"follow-up."' This suggested that it was the end point of a process, n6t

the midpoint of an ongoing endeavor. The conceptual model for the study ,

was linear; the summary of the thousands of pages of computer printout Was

the last. step: There was apparently no plan On how the.data were to be.

used. Not surprisingly, the-wrong questions were asked for the

feed back into a cyclical process of planning and change.

ta to

These examples, and others, prompted DIS to establish the po ition,of

DireCtor, InstitutionaLResearch & Planning with responsibilities that

include:

preparing internal and external statistical reports;

- planning and implementing evaluation and outcome studies;

- organizing and directing accreditation efforts;

- assisting in establishMent of long and short-range institu ional

goals;
- providing input for eddcational policies and procedures.
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In its first six months of existence, IR has not.always been welcomed'

with open'arms. It has had to overcome both suspicion and hostility..-The

reasons for its sometimes cool reCeption are not Surpris'ing. Preparation

of the Planning Document pinpointed weaknesses which were included in that

paper's "Areas for Improvement". section. 'Defects in an organization gen-

erally point the finger at one or more people who have not been doing their

job; whether that be formulating or carrying out policy. To those indivi-

duals IR is a threat: 'It is also a threat to the territoriality of people
.

who previously had exclusive power in areas of School functioning.

On the part of faculty, there is a pervasive feeling that IR makes

extra work; that it perpetually requests data and sends out questionnaires.

part of the resistance is the mentality that reporting is a one-time thing,

- not a regular on-going process. Data flow at the School is linear, some-

thing along the lines of, "You ask me to account for my time--I do so for

nine months-=you now have the information you.asked for--don't bother me

again." The most frequent faculty complaint is, "We've done/answered that

before."

However, there is also another side to the coin. When IR produces,

it runs the risk of becoming a panacea for all a school's problems. For

example, the DIS Plannin9 Document was apparently well-received since

Middle States granted the School Candidate status. That favorable verdict

did much to dispel scepticism. In fact, it helped to establish the IR

director as an instant expert on the School, qualified and able to tell any

number of people what their next course of action should be. The belief.

that IR can solve all problems is, of course, unwarranted. Institutional

research is a tool that can contribute input to planning and decision

making. It is not, and shbuld not be asked to be, a policy making function.

2 9
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04e reason IR runs the risk of becoming a.universal solution'is the

currOlt infatuation with outtoMe studies. An area heglected by academia

forjyears (Kells, 1980), such stddies are now being undertaken in large

numbers. Kells notes that the design and execution of such research has

Abften been poor, and that-it has not led to a "systematic, cyclical, useful

eqolution of...institutiOns' programs" (b. 8). Instead of .being means to
, I

an end, outcome studies have become ends in themselves.

At DIS, student critiques, a type of outcome study, are collected(for

every course. Their use in reshaping curricula and affecting instructor

behavibrs is minimal. Most faculty members Comply with School-policy that

their courses be evaluated. However, very few ever look at the data which

are generated before they teach their courses again. At the risk of be-

laboring a point, the difficulty goes back to linear thinking. Critiques

are regarded as the final requirement of a course, not as part of a

continuous.cycle of teaching, evaluation, change, and teaching.

Neither military ohanizations nor educational institutions have

impressive track reCords when it comes to using sound management practices.

The former frequently substitute "command decisions" for research and plan-
,

ning. The latter, despite their role as society's major agent for change,

are among the worst practitioners of what they teach. Military educational

intitutions, therefore, are particularly unlikely places to exhibit an

effective, systematic approach to self-evaluation and planning. Because

of this, pursuing accreditation is an important and valuable experience for

DIS.

The lessons learne'd so far are many: Two key statements emerged from

the Middle States visitors' assessment report received by the School follow-

ing a site visit-last April. The report stated, "It is extremely important
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that DIS become more involved with long range planning...so that sequential .

action may be consistent and effective." The report went on to say, "The

Middle States requirement of intensive self-analysis and further planning...

should result in a clearer delineation of elements of its (the School's)

complex mission and provide continuity of commitment both within the sup-

portive agencies and the institUtion itself" (Brown, et al, 1981). Both

statements' direct the School away from a linear model of thinking and

managing to a circular one like the "management wheel" (Mackenzie, 1969).

A simplified version of the. wheel (see Figure 1) shows that planning, im-

plementation and evaluation follow one another sequentially. Institutional

Figure 1

Representation of Sequential Action Model

PLANNING

EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION

After Mackenzie, 1969.

research is the key ingredient of the self-analysis process required of

Candidate stitutions. It will dominate the "evaluation" portion of the

sequential kction model and be indispensable to the plannfng process.

,One po nt that may not be immediately obvious from the representation

but should tp from its title is that ZIAIR to be effective it must be
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followed by action. Action can take such forms as new or amended policies

and oceç1ures, reorganizations, or shifts in responsibility/authority. If

the ob it not just to "report" but to "study," outcomes must be .

Sucassful IR requires faculty and staff cooperation and good

will. To receive the backing it needs, IR must be able to demonstrate

what it is accomplishing.. At DIS, such feedback is a major priority. There

was some faculty grumbling when the IR officeAsked each instructor to pro-

ject his/her total workload for the coming year. Anxiety over how the data

would be used was allayed when the Dean reported tha't new faculty positions

woUld be used to distribute instructional time more equitably. Precisely

because IR can have a major impact on various areas of school functioning,

personnel potentially affected should have both input and feedback on 'such

research. 4

In summary, there are a number_of lessons which have been learned in

the past six months. In no particular order these include:

1. Accreditation is an extremely useful process for identifying the

need for IR. Its reporting requirements can provide the.leverage that may

be needed to establish an IR office.

2. IR's contribution to eaucational management will not.be realized

until a sequential action model replaces a linear one as the standard for

operating.

3. Successful IR can bring problems As well as rewards. The results

of objective revarch can bruise egos, suggest unpopular courses of action

or otherwise disturb the status quo. It' can also improve effectiveness

and quality, and dispel fears.

4. To achieve and retain credibility, IR must be followed by action.

When information is gathered or statistics are analyzed, something must

29i
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result. Action can take the form of change, or of affirmation that all is

well or on track.

5. Good publit relations (PR) are an important ingredient_of successful

111,_Np5oviding justification for request for information, and feedback on

research findings, will make the relationship bOween the person directing

IR and other persoRnel at the school one characterized by cooperation and

trust.

6. Finally, IR is best "sold" in the.context of "winimum expectation."

-It f's best to promise less than can probably be delivered. Too often it is

tempting to oi.ferestimate the impact or importance of IR. People unsophis-

ticated about data analyses tend to overvalue statistics. Spelling out

the limits of IR efforts will help insure that it is viewed as a tool, not

a cure-all.
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH WITHOUT A COMPU1ER -
STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS: COLLECTION,

ASSIMILATION, AND APPLICATION

Kathleen A. O'Rielly
Assistant Director, Institutional Research and Planning

Mount Aloysius Junior College

What group is the most essential to a College community? Take.an in-

formal survey on any campus. The faculty will insist that they as conveyors

of knowledge are most,tMportant. Administrators will stress.the importance

of good leadership and direction. 'Support staff would suggest operating

without them only to discover that communication ceases as do order, clean-

tng, .and food services. Students wduld as.sert that without a student body

the'College would have no mission, and correctly so. Students, as a college's

most importaht product, provide a focus for student characteristics, the key-

stone of an institutional tesearch program.

An institutional research study, e.g., student characteristics, involves

three steps: collection, assimilation, and application. The procedure omits

programming, keypunching, encoding and analyzing computer printouts.

Facilities, which at first glance seem limited in the absence of any

computer capability, are in fact limitless. Student characteristics cross"

all'campus boundaries as the prime interest group which affects Academics,

Student Services, Finance and'Physical Plant. Each area impacted may provide

data to the institutional researcher.

Collection, the first phase of institutional research, involves contact-

ing primary campus offices with student information files (e.g., Admissions;

Registrar; Academic.Dean; Student Services; Financial Aid; Campus Mintstry;

and Student Counseling).

296
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Admissions, the first logical area for collection as it serves as the

student's initial contact with the College, gathers applicant data (high

school records: grade point average; rank in high school class; intelli-

gence quotient test scores; 5C'holastic Aptitude Test scores or AMerican

College Testing scores; and other demographics).

The Registrar's office often maintains a data collection for mailings

and government,reports (e.g HEGIS) and generally may supply the researcher

with the age, sex and race ( inority quota) of the students. In addition, .

the Registrar reports each stud-ent's hometown, high school (public or priv-

ate), College score on entrance examinations (e.g., CGP), College quality

point average, and academic program.

Stop at this preliminary stage of collection and review the data.

What are you missing? What else do you need to know to form a complete ,

profile Of the Student BodY?

The Financial Aid office may best provide more student demographics.

Also responsible for government reporting, Financial Aid gathers a multitude

of student information. Request from Financial Aid student family income

in ranges (the number and'percentale of students with family incomes under

$12,000; between T,000 and $20,000; and more than $20,000), the College's ,

student mean family income,.total financial aid recipients, and the amount

(total dollars) of loans and grants by funding source. The Academic Dean's

office may provide (missing) informatlon as to honored (Dean's and Presi-

dent's List) students by academic program.

Follow the student's path to the next most logical area (for collection):

Student Services. At most colleges, the Housin§ Snd'Campus Ministry offices

report to the Dean of Students. Consider the amount of time that students

participate in extracurricular activities, relax in the dormitories, and eat

iri" the cafeteria. Request from the Dean of Students all available student
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information: percentage of comMuting and resident students (the number of

students who live in co-ed; single-sex; married student housing; and the

number ill Off-campus housing); the number Of students involved in activities;

sports team players, and activity-related scholarship informatio,n not sup-

plied by the Financ.ial Aid Office.

Also, meet with Campus Ministry, Housing, Student Activities, and

,Counseling staffs. What student information can they provide? And; more

#

important, what service can you furnish to them as a researcher?

At this stage of data collection, reassess all available information.

What else is necessary in order to present a true and complete profile if

the Student Body, a student prototype? Consider the primary'source: the

students. A student characteristics study coupled with student perceptions

(gleaned through surveying) yields a more complete student portrait.

A few considerations in surveying: request the information lacking in

student characteristics collection: religion (provide an optional one-page

checklist); marital status (if not available from Registrar); and student

perceptions (ask several open-ended questions: College& strengths; weak-

nesses; and "if you had it to do all over again, would you return to ABC

College?").

Through assimilation, the on-campus data gains perspective in light of

national and regional comparative statisticS (gleaned from publications by

'such agencies as The College Board; The National Center for Education Statis-

tics; and The American Council of Education). The College Board prepares

annual reports free of charge summarizing the characteristics Of high school

students, e.g., SAT scores; student finances; high school rank and G.P.A.;

c, minority quota; quotient from public and private high schools , providing

regional and national comparative data. Other resources include the Ameri-

can Council on Education (ACE) Fact Book; National Center for EducatiOn

29,
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Admissions, the first logical area for collection as it serves as the

student's initial contact with the College, gathers applicant data (high

school records: grade point average; rank in high school elass; intelli-

gence quotient test scores; Scholastic Aptitude Test scores or American
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The Registrar's office often maintains a data collection for mailings
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with the age, sex and race (minority quota) of-t e students. In addition,

the Registran reports each student's hometown, high school (purlic or priv-

ate), College score on entrance examinations ( .g., CGP), College quality

point average, and academic program.

Stop at this preliminary stage of collection and review the data.

What are you missing? What else do you need to know to form a complete

profile of the Student Body?

The Financial Aid office may best provide more student demographics.

Also responsible for government reporting, Financial Aid gathers a multitude

of student information. Request from Financial Aid student family incomp

in ranges (the'number and percentage of students with family incomds under

$12,000; between $12,000 and $20,000; and more than $20,000), the College's

student Mean family income, total financial aid recipients; and the amount

(total dollars) of loans and grants by funding source: The Academic Dean's

office may provide (missing) Information as to honored (Dean's and Presi-
,..,

dent's List) students by acaddmic program.

Follow the student's path to the next most logical area (for collection):

Student Services. At most colleges., the Housing and Campus Ministry offfces

report to the Dean of Students. Consider the amount of time that students

participate in extracurricular activities, relax in the dormitories, and eat

in the cafeteria. Request from the Dean of Students all available student
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infOrmation: percentage of commuting and resident students (the number of

students whp live in'co-ed; single-sex;, married student housing; and the

number in off-campus housing); the number of students involved in activities;

sports team players, and activity-related scholarship information not stip-
.

plied by the Financial Aid Office.
4.

Also, meet with Campus Ministry, Housing, Student Activities, and

.Counseling staffs. What student information can they provide? And, more

important, what service cah you furnish to them as a researcher?

At this stage of data collection, reassess all,available informaii'nn.

What else is necessary in order to present a true and complete profile if

the Student Body, a studvit prototype? Consider the primary source4 tMe

students. A student characteristics study coupled with student perceptions

(gleaned through surveying) yields a more complete.student portrait.

A few conSiderations in surveying: request the information lacking in

student characteristics collection: religion (provide an optional one-page

checklist); marital stcatus (if not available from Registrar); and student

perceptions (ask several open-ended questions: College's strengths; Weak-

nesses; and "if you had it to do all over again, would you return to ABC

College?").

Through assimilation, the on-campus data gains perspective in light of'

national and regional comgrative statistics (gleaned from publications by

. such agenciels as The College Board; The.National Center for Education Statis-

tics; ang,The,American Council ef Education4_ The College Board-prepares
wos

annual reports free of charge summarizing thi4characterist1cs of high school

students, e.01, SAT scores; studeq finances; high school rank and G.P,A.;

minority quota; quotient from public and private high schools , provning

regional and national comparative data. Other resources include the Ame6-

can Council on Education .(ACE) Fact Book; National Center for Education
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Statistics (NCES) publications; current issues of Higher Eddcation and

National Affairs (an ACE weekly);,andfssues of The Chronicle of Higher

Education. Maintain cliOpings files froM metropolitan ndwspapers and

magazines fon current comParative statistics.

The College Board library in New'York and The National Center for Edu-
, .

cation Statiftics office in Washingtbn, D.C., and State archives librarians

are most helpful and approachable by mail;or phone call for immediacy.

In successive studies, thaOresearcher may gather marly assimilation

materials diming the collection stage. The offices initiarTy approached

4
'for data will subsequently regularly supply the researcher with updates when

available. Admissions may receive statiitical updates, and will collect

copies of SAT and ACT reports.

In reference to SAf.and ACT scores, the Table of ConcordanCe corre-

Aates ACT scores with SAT averages by,sex. At a small, private college,
,

' in whici less than 10% of the students subm.ttedkACT.scores, the research
,

*1))

office chose to disregard ACT scores and rep rted only SAT averages. For

larger schools, with greater numbdrs of ACT reports, the researcher may

choose to report averages for bothOCT and SAT scores. Also, schools which
.

:

require'specific achievement tests may wish to collect and report,the scores
ir

-

by academic program for annual comparison.
,

Consider making an annual comparison of nonenrollers versus enrollers

by College Board (or ACT) scores, high school rank, and b'y academic program.

Do higher or lower calibre students rdgister at the College, and in Which

academic program(s)?

An associated study may compare persistors and nonpersistors. Collect

-information front the Registrar, Academic-Dean, Dean of Students, and where

appropriate, the Counseling center. Similar data from the Housing Office may

construct a study of resident students, i.e., who remains on campus; moves

0
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off campus;dormitory dismissalss; and academic dismissals which result in

.resident.hall attrition). Many research studies provide national compari-

sons of attrition and (the desired effect) retention rates.

Similar to the final step in collection review comparative data assimi-

lated and discerm other inforpation needed: Contact academic department'chair-
,.

men'for comparative curricular studies, e.g., Annual Reports and student

performance on national testing, and don't neglect program directors, who

by the nature of their roles collect student information.

Application involves the composition and analysis of all research into

publis4ed reports for general campus information and,as the basis for insti-

tutional self-stu0 for accreditation appeals.

One major Student. Characteristics,Study may chart the evolution of a

student body via the changing nature of the incomi.ng freshman class annually

for a decade. Each characteristic comprises one chart'which depicts the

,College'S freshmen (e.g.; by age) versus,counterparts at other-colleges

nationally and within a geographic area, i.e., Cojlege Board statistics for

all United States college students; Northeast region; two and four-year pub-
,

lic and private colleges. Sample charts include demographic information

(e.g., number'and sex; minority student4; marital status; students by Age

Groupings; Religion; Financial Characteris'tics; High School: Public or Priv-

ate; High School 'Rank vs. Two and Four-Year Public and Private Colleges).

Academic data may include such .charts as SAT scores ranked for the decade;

ali'U.S. colleges SAT ranked; all U.S. colleges vs. ABC College;'SAT scores

at two and four-yqar public and private'colleges vs. ABCMI6-9e. Rank Col-

lege Board scores and Quality Point Averages by curriculum and by class (e.g.,

Freshmen 'vs. Sophomores): CrOss-comparisons of high school class rank, SAT

scores, QPA, and enroltment make interesting further studies.
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One hypothesis tested at Mount Aloysius Junior College throughout the

decade of the*70s correlated a fall the SAT aVerage with a rise in enroll-

ment And an associated rise in the SAT aVerage as enrollment decreasesi.e..,

more selectiVe admissionsl.

Other possible studies include annual updates of the student study (with

or without an accompanying survey of studipnt perceptions). A complete study

of the reasons why students withdraw from the College, an Attrition Study,

'compiles information collected from the Registrar, Academic Dean, Dean'of

. Students, and Counseling Center concerning when students withdraw (month/

semester), status (Freshman; Sophomore) academic program (.report program

attrition levels as a Percentage of program enrollment), and reasons for with-*

drawal (personal: financial; change of status, or academic: school-imposed;

student-initiated). Comparable to.nonenrollers, nonpersistors as a group

make an-interesting comparison with persistors (enrolled students).

In conclusion, using the three steps: 'bollection, assimilation, and

application, institutional research may occur without a computer.

The enclosed memorandum, 1980-81 (PA's, BY ACADEMIC PROGRAM exemplifies

a student characteristics study. The collection originated in the Registrar's

office with semester progress reports by academic program for freshmen, soph-

othores and the total college. To assimilate the 1990-81 information, fall,

1979 data served as a base year, taken from the 1970-1979 Student Character-

istics Study. Application resulted in a report, requested by the (funded)

project directors, distributed to all campus leaders to illustrate the shifts

. in performance from the fall to spring semester in a given academic year.



Mount Aloysius Junior College

TO: College Leaders .

FROM: Kathleen O'Rielly( 1 VI
Assistant Planning Director

SUBJECT: 1980-81 Q.P.A.'s BY ACADEMIC PROGRAM

DATE: August 19, 1981
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Crosson, 16630

(814) 886-4131

Requests from severil Project Directors for comparative data on academic

programs from fall to spring semesters using fall, 1979 as a base term, academic

averages are listed by academic program for the college, freshman, and sopho-

more classes for fall, 1980, spring, 1981, and the change over the year.

The Mount Aloysius Junior College quality point average (Q.P.A.) rose .1

from 2.8 in fall, 1980 to 2.9 in spring, 1981 (the fall, 1979 average). During

1980-81, the freshman class average increased .2 from 2.7 in the fall to 2.9 in

the spring, while the sophomore average held constant at 3.0 for the entire 1980-81

academic year (up, .1 from 2.9 in fali, 1979 when the freshman average was 2.8).

One-half. (eight) of the academic programs increased its Q.P.A. from .1 to

%5 (Medical Assistants increased from 2.9 to-3.4 in spring, 1981). The remainder

either remainel-constant (Executive Secretarial students averaged 3.1 in,1979)

JP1980, and.1981) or declined :Igor .2.

Among freshmen the change reflected a pronounced improvement in 11 of the

16 departments, as high as .8 (General Studies 2.0 to 2.8) and .9 (Medical Assist-

ants (.9 from 2.3 to 3.2). Only Freshman Nursing students reported a decline .2

from 3.1 to 2.9, while four curricula maintained their fall averages.
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Sophomores overall did not shift in academic performance from fall to

spring terms, although eight program averages dropped from .1 to .5 (Liberal'

Arts'from 3.2 to 2.7). Five programs raised in averages from .1 to .3 (Business

Administration and Gerontology), while two departments maintained standard

Q.P.A.'s fall and spring semesters (Human Services and Nursing).

The following charts display the fluctuations by department and class.

Further study might consider a department's deviation from the mean in its shift

during an academic year. Comparisons of a department's progress might track a

group (e.g., freshman art students) through its history at the college (i.e.,

how the 1979 freshman art students perform.as 1980 sophomore art students).

In closing, this brief summary does not pretend to offer critiques, solu-

tions, or detaile4 analysis, but merely, reports the available information.
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MOUNT ALOYSIUS JUNIOR COLLEGE 1980-81 ACADEMIC PROGRAM

QUALITY POINT AVERAGES

PROGRAM FALL 1979 CHANGE

ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81

FALL 1980 SPRING 1981
,

ART 2.8 2.7 3.0

BUSINESS ADM. 2.8 2.8 3.0 +.2

CRIMINOFOGY 2.9 2.6 2.5 -.1

DATA PROC. 2.9 3.2 3.3 +.1

EXEC. SEC. 3.1 3.1 3.1

GENERAL STUDIES 2.3 2.3 2.4- +.1

HUMAN SERVICES 2.5 2.3 2.2

GERONTOLOGY 2.7 3.6 3.7 +.1

LEGAL SEC.

v

2.8 . 2.7 2.9 +.2

LIBERAL ARTS 3.2 . 2.8 2.7 -.1

MEDICAL ASST. 2:9 2.9 3.4 +.5

MEDICAL SEC. 3.3 3.4 3.2 -.2

MERCHANDISING 2.9 3.0 2.9 -.1

MUSIC 2.8 2.8 3.0 +.2

_NURSING 2.8 3.2 3.1 -.1

O. T. A. 3.2 3.2 3.0 -.2

COLLEGE AVERAGE 2.9 2.8 2.9 +.1

FRESHMAN QUALITY POINT AVERAGES

ART 2.9 2.7 3.2 +.5

BUSINESS ADM. 3.0' 2.9 3.0

CRWINOLOGY 3.0 2.3 2.5 +.2

DATA PROC. 2.9 3.2 3.3 +.1

EXEC. SEC. 3.3 2.9 +.2
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PROGRAM FALL 1979 FALL 1980 SPRING 1981
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CHANGE
,

GENERAL STUDIES 2.3 2.0 2.8 +.8

HUMAN SERVICES 2.2 1.9 1.9

GERONTOLOGY 2.2 3.8

LEGAL SEC. 2.7 2.3 2.6 +.3

LIBERAL ARTS 3.6 2.4 2.8 +.4

MEDICAL ASST. 2.8 2.3 3.2 +.9

MEDICAL SEC. 3.5 3.3 3.3 ...._

MERCHANDISING 3.0 2.7 3.0 +.3

MUSIC 3.0 2.5. 3.1 +.6

NURSING 2.8. 3.1 2.9 -.2

O. T. A. 3.2 .\.) 3.0 3.0 ....L

FRESHMAN AVERAGE 2.8 2.7 2.9 +.2

SOPHOMORE QUALITY POINT AVERAGE
ART 2.7 2.6 2.8 +.2

BUSINESS ADM. 2.7 , 2.7 3.0 +.3

CRIMINOLOGY 2.8 2.8 2.5 -.3

-

EXEC. SEC. 3.1 3.2 3.1 -.1

GENERAL STUDIES 2.5 2.5 21 -.4

HPMAN SERVICES 2.7 2.6 2.6 =II .00

GERONTOLOGY 2.9 3.4 3.7 +.3

LEGAL SEC, 3.3 3.0 3.2 +.2

LIBERAL ARTST 2.1 3.2 2.7 -.5

MEDICAL ASST. 3.1 3.5 3.6

MEDICAL SEC. 3.2 3.5 3.2 -..3

MERCHANDISING 2.8 3.3 2.9 -.4

MUSIC 2.7 3.0 2.9 -.1

NURSING 3.0 3.3 3.3

O. T. A. 3.3 3.3 3.1 -.2

SOPHOMORE AVG. 2:9 3.0 3.0
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INSTITUTION-BASED INTERINSTITUTIONAL* RESEARCH
1

BOON OR BURDEN

Dwight S. Wolf
Director of Institutional Studies

Union College

Th-e institutional researcher is a newcomer to the field of American

higher education. Thus, while activities that we.pow associaie with insti-

tutional research certainly were taking place in 18th century colleges, it

has only been since about 1960 that institutional research has existed as a

recognized field of endeavor (Dressel, 1972, p.15). Witness the fEict.that

the Association for Institutional Research has existed only since 1965 and

that this is but the eighth annual conference of the North East Association

for Institutional Research.

.LikewiSe, interinstitutional research only recently has emerged as a

recognizable subspecialty within the institutional research field. Marvin

Peterson defines interinstitutional research as:

...studies which focus on the characteristics or dynam-
ics of the whole institution (ar major segments of it)
as the unit of analysis and examine them in relation to
those characteristics or dynamics in other institutions
(or segments of them) (Peterson,'1976, p.viii).

While these activities have come into vogue.only in the past decade or so,

they have many antecedents. For example, the field of comParative organi-

zational research is hardly a new one in the areas of political science,

economics and business, or sociology. Furthermore, long before the term

,"interinstitutional research" was coined to describe the activity, the fed-

eral government was gathering data on institutions of higher education.

In fact, the Office of Education has been doing so sifice 1867.

The Growth of Interinstitutional Research

Now, however, interinstitutional research seems to have come into its

own. Texts on the subject of institutional research generally contain a

ch'apter'on interinstitutional research, even if it is not identified aEs

such.(Dressel and Pratt, 1972). In 1976 Jossey-Bassoublished a volume

solely devoted to interinstitutional research (Peterson, 1976). According

to both Paul Dressel (Dressel and Pratt, 1972, p.292) and Marvin Peterson

e.fPeCerson, 1976, pp.viii-ix) interinstitutional research now is being
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conducted by a host of organizations. Some of these include: federal agen-

cies,like the Department of Education through the National Center for T'duca-
, .

tional Statistics; national associations such as the American Association

of University Professors and the American Council on Education; regional

agencies such as the Southern Regional Education Board, the Western Inter-
-

state Commission for Higher Education, and the many regional accreditation

bodies; state coordinating.boards; research grbups ranging from the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education to the Educational Testing Service; and

finally, numerous individual-researchers (interestingly, neither author men-

tioned such research being conducted by cotlege offices of institutional

research -- the subject of this paper). Over the last few years institution-

al reiearchers have become quite interested in much of this interinstitution-

al research.. y?

The answer to this question involves the same reasons given for why

there is a growing demand for institutional research. Dressel has tried to

explain this trend.by stating that: s/

Higher education has become a very large enterprise, much

I too complicated to be run on improvisation guided by exped-
. iency, opportunism, and competition (Dressel, 1972, p.15).

'ttt
The apTarent acceptance of this opinion by a growing number of decision-

makeNin higher education

...bears out the conviction that choices and decisions based
upon extensive knowledge and evidence are better than those
made without knowledge or evidence (Dfessel, 1972, p.xi).

This, perhaps, explains why the demand for institutional research has in-

creased so dramatically over the past two decaples.

At the same time that increased institutional,complexiiy has led ad-

ministrators to turn to their offices of institutional research for data

and analyses, Peterson has noted the increased pressure to justify clea-

t sions and to show that these decisions are efficient and cost-effective

(Peterson, 19764 p.ix). Accountability has become one of the watchwords

of higher education': As Dressel has pointed out, very often institutional

research has little meaning unless it is compared with similar data

from other institutions (Dressel, 1972, p.28). This seems particularly

true in fiscal areas, hence the great demand for interinstitutional data

with iespect to faculty salaries and tuition levels.

It would seem that college administrators have responded in the affirm-

ative to the thetorical question posed by Peterson:
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Does the comparative study of institutional characteristics
provide better bases for decision making than research that
deals only with internallygenerated data? And is inter-
institutional research likely, then, to make our higher ed-
ucational institutions mdre effective (Peterson, 1976, p.x)?

This rush to ascertain how one compares with other institutions in almost

any area that seems remotely comparable has not occurred without problems ,

and concerns.

Problems

On the theoretical side, some hold that institutions of higher educa-

tion are unique entities and therefore cannot be compared. This view is

related to the concern that the growing tendency to base decisions at least

partially upon interinstitutional comparisons could lead to homogeneity

(Peterson, 1976, p.x). If One accepts that a strength of American higher

education is its diversity, then this concern seems legitimate. In a more

practical vein, there are those who argue that institutions of higher edu-

cation are so complex that they cannot be compared, even using multivariate

comparisons (Peterson, 1976, p.102). Finally, it does appear that the

demand for yet another layer of analysis prior to decision-making may re-

sult in inordinate deiays in these decisions.

For the institutional researcher, the increased demand for interin-
L

stitutional comparative analyses has created two problems. First, the

already burdensome requests from the.various groups thatilressel and Peter-

son have identified seem to have multiplied as comparative analysis has ,

come into vogue and as government agencies seek to obtain more and more

data. Institutional research offices now spend untold hours responding to

these requests;. requests which often are complicated by definitional prob-

lems. This task would seem less burdensome, or at least more worthwhile,

itthese studies and data compilations were of use to institutional research

offices. This, however, generally is not the case.

The second problem that the institutional researcher faces is that of

responding to requests for interinstitutional analyses from wifhin his or

her institution.The solution, seemingly, is.to make use of the research

produCed by the various government and private groups to which one has

been providing data. However, when one has becoMe familiar withmhat is

available (no mean task in itself, given the mounting volume Of such mater-

ial), several shortcomings are noted.
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For o e thing, much of the research carried out.by these various

groups re ly is not interinstitutional research at all. Rather, as

Dressel h s noted, it is the study of the field of higher education

(Dressel, 1972, p.22). This is particularly true of the research carried

out by individuals and by private groups. While valuable in its own right'

and clearly of interest to students of higher education, it is generally of

little'help to the institutional researcher who is trying to provide com-

parative data to decision-makers..

A second shortcoming of this research is its lack of timeliness,. For

instance, the comparative faculty salary data recently released by the AAUP
. .

covered the r980-81 academic year. Data for 1981-82 will not be available. .

until next summer. Yet, right now administrators are beginning to construct

budgets for 198i=83 and they want comparative data on 1981-82 faculty sal-

aries; data that will.not.be available from the AAUP until next summer. In

general, NCES data is even less timely.

There are several additional problems with this kind of interinstitu-

tional research. Because it is generally collected on a state, regional,

or national level, it often is not aggragated in ways that respond to an

institutions particular-needs. Or, the institutions'sampled are inappropri-

ate to provide meaningful coMparisons. Finally, while perhaps dealing with

the topic of concern to an institution, the research often is too general

to provide the specific.analyses'needed. Let me give'an example.

,At Union we had become increasingry concerned about the condition of

our physical facilities and our grounds. Each year the campus seemed to

look a little worse. Lawns seemed more unkempt, buildings seemed in need

of paint, it seemed ages hadfmssed sincethe windows had last been washed,

etc. You all know the story. Increasingly we began to hear the term

"deferred maintenance". Not surprisingly, the College administration be-

gan to experipnce pressure from students, faculty, and Trustees to increase

the budget of our physical plant operation in order to solve these problems.

However, an ad hoc campus .group formed to study the situation questioned

whether finances really Were the problem. How did our physical plant bud-

get compare to that of other similar institutions? A good question. Upon

investigation we discovered that there was a recent publication bya nation-

al association that was devoted solely to comparative physical plant data.

About a month.and $17.50 later we discovered that yhile interesting, that
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particular study neither contained the data we felt we needed, nor had it
-

reported it in ways we felt were useful. Therefore, we decided to design

and carry out our own-interinstitutional study.

Institution-Based Interinstitutional Research

This is just one example of what is happening with increased frenueney

throughout higher education. Pressures.for accountability and a recognition

that decision-making in a complex environment requires sophisticated meth-

ods have resulted in increased requests for comparative data. Instittiiidn-

al researchers have discovered that the.interinstitutional research produced

by government agencies and national organizations often is unsatisfactory to

respond to these requests. The outcome has been the proliferation of insti-

tution-based interinstitutional research.

An interesting development has resulted. Already asked to carry out

institutional research and to respond for their institutions to data requests

from the groups mentioned, institutional research,offices now find thqm-

selves asked to conduct their own interinstitutional research. As research

proves useful the demand for it grows. At times it almost seems that no

decision can be m4p without comparative data. Stich research.is4 a two-'

edged sword. Institutional researchers now find themselves asked to re-

spond to interinstitutional data requests from other institutions. While

this development does not represent an intolerable burden, it is often made

difficult b), the quality of many of these reqaestso To be blunt, toe many

of these requests are based upon weak research designs and utilize poorly

constructed research ents that often are fraught with definitional

problems. Since is generally result's in low return rates and margina4ly

useful data; on must assume that much of thiS research turns out to be of

little real us . Worse still, such research creates unnecessary work for

colleagues who try to cooperate with the information requests and, in gen-

eral, gives all institution-based interinstiiutional research a bad name.

What can be done,to alleviate some of these problems? I would suggest

that there are a number of things, some thai inVolve the decision-making

procbss, others the research process. Certainly, many instituional research-

ers already utilize these suggestions and for them the
/

following comments

will border on the tedious. On the other hand, I trust that there are those

who will benefit from one or more of the suggestions that follow..
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Strategies for Success

The first suggestion is by far the most. difficult to implement. Before

any study is undertaken, a careftil determination should be made as to wheth-
,

er or not suchsa sudy will be helpful to the decision-making Proce,ss and,

concurrently,Afhether or not it-will be used. While akin, these are two_

eparate issues. The latter, of course, issan area over which the institu-
, +49.

tional researcherohas very'little influence.

-Paul Dressel has noted,:

Often there is a reluctance to use the results of insti-
tutional research in decision-making because this does
nOt allow 'seat of the pants' or emotional decisions
(Dressel, 1972, p.20).

At the siMe'time, \however, decision-makers do not appear to be reluctant to

request interinstituinal data. Because they face pressures to make well-
,

informed decisions, as well as to justify these decisions, administrators'

often request interinstitutional data for political reasons. About all that

the institutional researcher can do is point out the costs associated with

such research efforts and then trust that the college's decision-makers will

not make nepdless demands for data they probably will not use.

The institutional researcher can, however,-help ascertain whether or

not the data-that,have been requested will be helpful to the decision-
,

making process ate will be worth the effort ekpended. It must be remembered

that most college administrators have little understanding Of the work that

4pay be required to satisfy their inforliation requests. The need for well-

informed decisions has made requests for interinstitutional analyses almost

rouiine. Often, these administrators assume that the data they have re-

quested can be furnished quickly from publications On hand. Thus, where

this is not the case it is important, as Peterson has pointed out,.to inform

them that
A

...original data collection in multi-institutional settings
can be expensive; and the time required both to manage the

participation in and tb conduct one of these projects ...
[Pah be extensive (Peterson,'1976, p.105).

Administrators; then, should resist the impulse to acquire the data,first

and then afterwards to decide whether or not to use it. Institution-based

interinstitutional research should be far from rOutine. Likewise, insti-

tutional research offices should avoid undertaking this kind,of research
_ _

for its own sake. Research conducted for its own sake may.be more common
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(and more acceptable) within an institution where only one's own person-

nel are affeceed, but it is unacceptable when the personnel of other in-

stitutions are involved.
,

. /
/

.

There is one factor which often is overlooked in determinations of

the usefulness of interinsatutional research. Since most of this research

involves comparisons among institutions, which institutions are included

in the research study takes on great importance. If there is not,general

agreement that the institutions included are the appropriate ones, the

research will probably ga unheeded and will represent a wasted effort.
,

Mhe selection\of peer institutions seems to be one of those activi-

ties that can engender almost endless debate on a campus. MOst/of us are

familiar with the classifications developed by the AAUP or by the Carnegie

^
N

Council (AAUP, 1981 and Carnegie Council, 1976). These "threshold" models,
.."--

::)

as Terenzini has termed them, fall'somewhere in the middle of a continuum

that runs from the selection of peers based upon fOotbalCopponents on the

,

.
.

one hand (faculty salary data and comparisons for the "Big Ten" are avail-
L

able from the AAUP) to those chosen Via a more scientific approach such as

the "cluster analytic" model proposed by Terenzini, et al (Terenzini, 1980).
.t

Whatever the method used in the selection of peer institutions or the insti-
.

tutions selected, the decision will be both political and open to criticism.

'This shodqd,not preclude the selection of peei- institutions, but it should

point out that attemptis to eithe'rselect or change peer institutions will

be fraught with controversy.

Simply because interinstitutional data is judged necessary to support

the decision-making process, a separate interinstitutional study is not

always necessary. There is a great deal of useful research being done;

research for which you probably contributed data. The problem is in being

aware of what is availableA Now more than ever, the institutional research-
,

er needs to keep abreast of developments in the. field. Few things offer

more embarassment than to design a study, send out the research instrument,

and subsequently learn thafthe data you seek already has bemcollected

and is readily available. On the other hand, preexistent data will need to

be examined closely to determine whether or not it meets your needs. Is

it aggragated in such a way as to be useful? Is it compatible,with your.

data? Is it timely enough fotNyour needs? Sometimes a little ingenuity

can saV'e you a separate study. For example; the AAUP's annual salary data
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Provides adequate information for you to determine faculty distribution

by rank at various institutions. Likewise, a.little manipulation allows
.,

you to determ'ne the average salary for senior faculty, a statistic that
. $

may be more re evant if your'distribution among ranks is unusual.

Nonetheless, there Will be those times when an institution-based,
,

interinstitutional studY cannot be avoided. Are there certain strategies

that 'can be followed that wilt result in a successful effort with a min-

imal burden'both to your office and to the offices at institutions whose
,

cooperation you need? Clearly, the anSwer is yes. Actuigly, many of these
,

strategies are so simple that I almost hesitate to mention them for fear

that you will be insulted or bored. Still, the number of research instru-

ments that have crossed My desk that could have benefited from one or more
4,

of these'strategies leads me to risk alienating those of you to whom this
,.,

is "old hat". 4,1"

Peterson has stated that to maxiMize participation in an interinsti-

tutional research project it.is necessarjr to define clearly the purpose

of the re. search both with respect to its focus-and its intended use (Peter-

son, 1976, p.102). I would add that this purpose should be fairly narrow

or specific in nature. Studies whose purposes are unclear-or.that request

a wide range of data because they have attempted to combineseveral pur-

poses within one research kfTrument often.ard given a very loW priority

by those institutions that have been asked to cooperate.

' Concomitantly, the research instrument should reflect this clarity of

purpose. jnstruments which are ambiguous or which attempt to gather data

seemingly unrelated to the stated purpose of the research will languish

on desks or be consigned to waste.baskets Specific purpose research instru-

ments, on the other hand, yill yield an increased return rate, more rapid

responses and will make follow-ups easier beCause'fewer persons will have

been involved in their completion. 'SiMilarly, the instrument should be as

concise as possible. As many institutiOnal researchers know, there is an

inverse relationship between the length of 4 research instrument-and the

rate of return one can anticipate.

I can think of three research instruments of twenty pages plus that

have come to me in the past several years. Aside from the almost unimagfn-

able length, all three suffered from a lack of clarity with respect to the

goals of the research. The research instruments "covered the waterfront"
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in their information requests. After about eight hours of work on,the

first, I consigned it to the bottom of my pending basket.. It stayed there

until I finally threw it out. I never even started the second -- I just

let it sit. I did manage to work my way through the third one, but it

was returned about three months late.. Where at all possible research

instruments should be kept to a page or two. In a well-conceived research

design meant to provide answers to specific questions, a research instru-

ment of two.pages or less should be possible most of the time.

Perhaps the major difficulty with interinstitutional research concerns

definitional problems...Both Peterson (1976, p.104) and,Saupe (1972, pp. 53-

99) address themSelves to this issue. Care should be taken in the construc-

tion of the research instrument so as to minimize such problems. In fact,

the choice of which institutions to include in the study could be affected

by this issue. Credit hour data from an institution on a quarter system'

may present difficulties if the rest of the sample is on the semester

system. Likewise, salaries from institutions with no faculty ranks may be .

useless. Research instruments fraught with definitional problems will have

a poor return rate, will necessitate time-consuming follow-up queries and

may be of marginal'use because of unresolved dicrepancies.

The research we conducted on physical plant operations sought data on

physical plant expenditures and on the size of the staffs. Only after the

majority of the questionnaires had been returned did we discover that at
,

about half of the institutions the:campus security operation was part of the

physical plant operation. This resulted in the need for follow-up calls

to over half of our sample in order to clarify the data. Finally, research

instruments that are designed to foresee and forestall definitional prob-
.

lems will reduce the number of "not usable" responses. This can be of

significant importance to the validity of smajl-sample studies.

Since ilittitutibn-based interinstitutional research will mean extra
1.

work for the institutioms whose coqperation you need, there are several .

common courtesies that should be 4served. Notonly will the observe-
.

tion of these courtesies help tKceputation 6l such research and perhaps

make institutions more willing to cooperate again in the future, but they

almost assuredly will result in a better return rate for your research.

instrument. First, a stamped, self-addressed return envelope should be

provided. It has reached the point where I often discard requests that
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are not accompanied by this courtesy. Even if I do respond to them, I

generally consign them to my pending basket for several weeks out of

pioue. *Perhaps this is indicative of a certain childishness on my part:,

So,be it. Since I am already providing my time and the time of my staff

free of chargé,' I find it inconsiderate at best that I also am exnected

to supply an envelope and postage for, a study that is not,even mine..

Almost as annoying are those requests which utilize 81/2 x 11 inch.paper,

but:have return envelopes that ate only suitable for Sh x 81i inch parier;

While better than no envelope, at all, this practise presents an unOro-

fessional appearance. While some may consider this Whole issue trivial,

I do not: I consider it both common SenSe and common courtesy.

Secondly, if there iS any chance that your research may be of inter-
.

est to the institutions you are satpling, offer to share your results.

Often, as with,most of the other suggestions that have been made, this will

increase the return rate of your research instrument. rf you couple this

offer with i thoughtful 'presentation of the data,then-not only will yoU be.

providing a useful-service to your colleagues, but you will enhance the

reputation'of this type of research. For example, for.some years now we

have conducted a tuition, room and board survey at the'behest of.our

-Trustees who wanted comparative data earlier thani it norMally would be

available from national sources. This survey is conductedin the early

spring just.after the rates for the following year have been set. In re-

turn for their cooperation we provide the participating institutions with

tabulated results; result§ which allow them to know how they will compare

th peer institutions with respect to tqltion and other charges'almost six

mo'.hs before the'Chronicle of Higher Education Publishes their report.

Cohsequently, we have had a 100% return rate for years. Likewise, we shared

the results of the physical plant/maintenance study I have referenced.

Because our own needS were quite specific, because we felt we should try to

prOvide data to respOndents that might meet a number of needs, and because

we had guaranteed anonkmity to cooperating institutions if they wished it

(the offer of anonymity is quite important and should be guaranteed when-

ever the data may be sensitive), we were forced to author two rather dif-

ferent reports. The favorable feedback that we received from many of the

cooperating institutions leads me to believe that the extra effort was worth-

while. In fact, some of the institutions have now suggested that the study
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be updated. They must have found it -useful.

A final nuts-and-bolts.suggestion is that you allow adequate time for

a follcw-up mailing- (it goes without saying that while follow-ups can be

conducted via the telephone if they are uncomplicated, initial research

should never be conducted over the telephone .--.such a procedure incon-

veniences your colleagues and they may not.have the data at hand). This

will increase your overall return rate, especially. if the cover lett_erthat

accompanies the follow-up.requeat can tout the numbers and usefulness of

the responses you already:have received.

What will your research effort yield? Do not expect too much: *First,

it will not solve your problem, neither will if make any-decisions 'for you .

It may.not even provide answers to specific questions that.have been posed.

The results may be ambiguous or your data may be skewed. In effect, your'

study may have found that there is no clear answer. In addition, you should

be prepared to have vesearch results that you feelig useful viewed in a

different light by decision-makers. This relates to the earlier discussion

regarding what data will or will not be helpful and what data will or will

not be used. Political expediency may negate the effects of your study, no

matter how clear the implications of the research to you.

Finally, I would suggest that not only should your data be analyzed

from an objective standpoint, but also from a creative one. We are all
0

aware of the need to resist those pressures that would try to have data gath-

ered to
\
refute Or to support a particular case. To give in to these 'ores-

sures may lead to-challenges to your.objectivity. These pressures are real

and are faced by us all. With'respect to creativity, while you are analy-

zing your data in response to the questions posed by decision-makers, be
\

alert to the possibility of unexpected dividends. Let me explain. As I have

mentioned, the physical plant/maintenance survey that we undertook was.flaw-

ed by our failure to realize that many other institutions have their campus

security operation within their physical plant organization. That was not

the case at Union. In fact, these areas were administered by two different

Vice Presidents. Maybe we were overly parochial or perhaps just not obser-

vant, but we were unaware that other institutions were organized differently.

As a result of the study we decided to.examine our structure. It was then

-decided that a reorganization would yield significant benefits and now both

areas report to the same Vice President and are more closely coordinated
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than before. If the flaw in our study had not pointed out this structural

difference (and the research instrument certainly had not been designed to

examine this area) we might not have reorganized. I would label this result

an unanticipated benefit.

Conclusion

With institutional decision-:makers under pressure to make difficult

decisions at.the very time that decisions themselves are becoming increas-

ingly complex and at a time when accountability is heard frail, all quarters,

institution-based.interinstitutional research is a-growing necessity. As,

long as the need for such research is carefully considered, the research

itself well conceived, and institutions are willing to share data,then such

research will be a boon to decision-makers and an enjoyable challenge to
-

institutional researchers. If, on'the other hand, such research prolifer-

ates unnecessarily, is hastily and poorly constructed, and this produces a

reluctance to cooperate on the part of many institutions, then institution-

based interitstitutional research will have become a burden. To a large

degree, the institutional researcher will dictate which of these develop-

ments occur.
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Aelcome to NEAIR',. Eighth Annual (miltuvunLe.,
This year's theme, Is "plannidg for 1:oality", wnich

precisely what thoseinvolved in the ground-,
wori for the Conference have gone. This program
promises to continue the AssocNtion'; trldition
of presenting two days ot stimulating and prof-.
essionally enriching workshOps, panels, symPOS1i .

papers and addresses, in climate conducive to
networking and generating or renewing acquain-
tances from the: past and tor the -future.

As you look through the schedule, it is guaean-
teed that you will find a presentation or oanel
of Interest in every time slot, Topics range
from finances, planning, modelling, and fore-*
casting to admi-ssions, retention, assevoilent, and
outcomes. You are,also strongly urled to partic,
'ipate in.our protessional development workshop
on "Critical issues in Questionnaire Dusign".with
'Dr. Sid Micek, to be held on Thursday afternoon...
The conference address, to be delivered by Dr.
Thomas Green, will explore the conterence's theme,
and promises to broaden youe perspective on the
burning issue or QUALITY, The address Will follow
a social hour and dinner on Thursday evening..

Between sessions on Friday and Saturday, you are
encouraged to take advantage of the lovely confer-
ence setting. Set un'a t!'att of secluded country-
side, the conference center has ponds, streams, and
walking paths to explore The town of Princeton
is minutes away, and is simultaneously a colonial
village and a center for music, theatre, sporting
events, and museums, New York and Philadelphia
are also closd enough for an evening's Ofltertaitl-
ment.

.

So, then, enjoY the climate whicn NEAIR and the
local arrangements folks have fashioned for your
stay in Princeton. We hope that the program will
meet most if not all Of your needs, and that you
dill find the Association a useful professional
resource both for your work and development. We
look forward to meeting yOu at uur "Let's Gec
Acquainted" social event on -Thursday evening
and throughout the Conference.

Nancy Neville
Program Chair

(?2'3



PPOGRAM
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 19R1

NOON - 6:30 P.M.

REGISTRATION

1:30 4:20 P.M.

CONFERENCE,WORKSHOP
(Registration required: S15.)
(West Wing Meeting Room)

CRITICAL ISSUES IN lUESTIONNAIPE DESIGN

Sid Mfcelc General Session Presenter
Syracuse University

Robert Grose, Small Group Leeder
Amherst College

Robert Lay, Small Group Leader
Roston College

Linda Michaels Suskie, Small Group Leader
SUNY - Oswego

Nancy Neville, Discussant
Pochester Institute of Technology

Patrick Terenzini, Discuslant
SUNY. klbany

4:00 - 5:30 P.M.

CONFERENCE DEMONSTRATIONS
(These demonstrations will be repeated On Saturday
it 10:30. Equipment will be on display in the
demonstration/display room throughout theconf-
erence.)

TRACK I

(DeMonstration/Display Room)

WORD PROCESSING AND IR

Daniel Uodeqrove,
EDUCOM

TRACi. II

(Iest Wing Seminar Poom)

MICROCOMPUTERS

Ronald Orcutt
EDUCOM

5 JO,: 6:30 PA,

T,DCIAL HOUR

(Loun9e)
f4r

.

6:30 7 7:45 P.M.

DINNER ,

(Ticket required)
(Dining Room)

8:00 - 9:00 P.M.

CONFERENCE ADDRESS
(Lounge)

CONCEPTS OF EDUCATIONAL QUALITY

Thomas Green
SyracOse University

9:00 - 11:00 P.M.

SOCIAL EVENT . LET:S GET ACQUAINTED
(Lounge)

Newcomers to NEAIR are Invited 'to meet continuing
members and officers of-the Association. Hosted
by NEAIR Steering Committee, Cash Bar.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER, 6, 1981

7;30 - 8:30 A.M.

BREAKFAST
(Ticket required)
(Diding Room)

8.:30 - 10:00 A.M.

REGISTRATION
(Lobby)

8:30 - 10:00 A.M,

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

TRACK I - PLANNING

(Room A/8)

rI)D6RATOR: Hugh Dempsey
' St. Vincent College

THE USE OF CROSS-IMPACT MATRIX FOR THE GENERATION
OF ACADEMIC PLANNING MODELS
(8:30-9:10)

Edward Jordan
Catholic University



TRACK I (cont'd)

COST STLIDY DATA BASES: THE EVOLUTION OF A
OECISION SUPPORi SYSTEM-TWO CASE STUDIES
(9:15-10:00)

Claire Hanley
University of Rochester

David Rump(
UMass-Amberst

Chet Karbuwicz
UMass-Amherst

TRACK II - ENROLLMENT

(West Wing Meeting Room)

MOOERATOR: Elizabeth Knapp
SUNY - Binghamton

ENROLLMENT PROJeCTIONS: A MOOEL FOR THE
REGIONAL PUBLIC INSTITUTION
(8;30-850)

Robert.Karp
Kean College of New Jersey

Edward Delaney
Kean College of New.Jersey

ESTIMAIING FALL ENROLLMENT ANO FTE's USING
A STMENT FLOW MODEL
(8:55-9-:15)

Louis Spiro
SONY - Brockport

PREOICTING ENROLLMENTS
(9:20-9:40)

Susan Goodwin
University of Lowell

Winship Fuller
University of Lowell

COMPUTERIZEO PROJECTION OF UNOERGRAOUATE
STUDENT ENROLLMENT AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY
(9:40-10:00)

Carolyn Shettle
Boston University

David Bradley
Roston University

Peter Farago
Boston University
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TRACK III 7 ASSESSMENT

(C/O Barn)

MODERATOR: Robert Grose
Amherst College

THE COMP OF ACT
.(8:30-9:15)

Kendy Rudy
Upsala College

Donald Lintvedt
Upsala College

Lois Torrence
University of Connecticut

THE GLOBAL AWARENESS INSTRUMENT OF ETS
(9:20-10:00)

Thomas BarroWs
ETS

10:00 - 10:30 A.M.

BREAK.

10:30 - nooN

CONFERENCE SYMPOSIUM
(West Wing Meeting Room)

MOVING BEYONO PLANNING BASEO ON EXTRAPOLATION
IN AN ERA OF RAOICAL CHANGE

Donald Hester
NY State Education Oepartment

Paul Wing
NY State Education Department

NOON - 1:45 P.M.

LUNCH
(Ticket required)
(Dining Room)

1:45 320 P.M.

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS ANO PANELS

TRACK I PLANNING
,

(A/B Barn)

MODERATOR: Ram Chugh
SUNY - Potsdam
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TRACK I (cOnt'd)

MODELLING IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

Claire Hanley. Coordinator

UniversitysOf Rochester

John Dunn
Tufts -University

Richard_Neck

COlgati-University

Evangeline Rocha
Brown University

Louts Spiro
SUNY - Brockport

Oaniel Updegrove
EDOCOM

TRACK II - OUTCOMES

(West Wing Meeting Room)

OODERATOR: Martin Schwartz
Camden County College

ROLE OF CAREER MATURITY ANO LOCUS OF CONTROL
IN THE INITIAL EMPLOYMENT OF COLLEGE GRAOUATES
(1:45-2:10)

. Kathleen Hulbert
University of Lowell

HOW STUDENTS CHANGE: A LONGITUDINAL STUOY
(2:15-2:40)

Diana Green
SUNY - Plattsburgh

Jean Morlock
SUNY - Plattsburgh

Jodie Ward
SUNY - Plattsburgh

OESIGN ANO CONOUCT OrAh ALUMNI- SURVEY
(2:45-3:10)

Susan Lachman
Kean College of NJ

Edward Oelaney
Kean College of NJ

TRACK III - FACULIY ANO STAFF

(C/O Barn)

NNOERATOR: Helen Wyant
SU1Y - Buffalo
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TRACK III (cont'd)

INFLUENCES ON SALARY: A NATIONAL SALARY
STUOY OF COLLEGE ADMISSIONS OFFICERS
(1:072:10)

David Chapman
.SUNY - Albany

A MOOEL FOR PROJECTING TENURE DENSITY
AT THE INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL

(2:1572:40)

Christos Theophilides
SUNY -'Albany

ACADEMIC BURNOUT AS ORGANIZATIONAL
OYSFUNCTION: WHO IS TO BLAME?
(2:46-3:10)

C. Stuart Dube'
SUNY - Brockport

3:0 - 3:40 P.M.

BREAK

3:40 7 4:45 P.M.

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

TRACK I - PROGRAMS ANO RETENTION

(A/B Barn)

MOOERATOR: Eric Kurtz
Harvard University

u

STUOENT RETENTION

(3:40-4:00)

'Kendy Rudy
Upsala College

DOnald Lintvedt
Upsala College

AN EVALUATION OF GRAOUATE PROGRAMS AND
STUOENT RETENTION
(4.05-4:25)

Louis Spiro
SUNY.- Brodport-

411 Campbell
SUM - Brockport

GRAOUATE PROGRAM SELF-ASSESSMENT SERVICE
(4:30-4:501

Eldon Park
ETS
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TRACK II - THE ENVIRONMENT

(West Wing Meeting Room)

MODERATOR: Gail Hogan
Ithaca College

.

REAGANOMICS AND RESEARCH: INSTITUTIONAL
IMPLICATIONS

(3:40-4:00)

John Joyce
Lesley College

-Beverly Joyce
Boston College

OEGAtE PATTERNS: AN INDICATOR OF INSIIT-:
UTIONAL AND SYSTEM RESPONSIVENESS
(4:05-4:25)

Ounald Hester
to State Education Department

MARKEJ1NG FOR CONTINUING EOUCAT1ON NEEDS
(4.:30-4:50)

Marilynn Draxl
UniversitY of Maryland

Melissa Oaston
University of Maryland,

TRACK 111 - THE FIELO_OF IR

((/O Barn)

MODERATOR: Helen Gradisar

Carlow.College

IR WITHOUT A COMPUTER: COLLECTION ASSIMIL-
ATION ANO APPLICATION OF STUDENT CHARACT-
11115TICS DATA
(3:40-4:00)

Kathleen O'Rielly
Davis ino Elkins- College

SPECIFIC PURPOSE INTER-INSTIT1JT1ONAL
RESEARCH: BOON OR BURDEN?
(405-425)

Dwight Wolf
Union College

IR MO ACCREDITATION AT THE DEFENSE
INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL
(4:30-4:50)

Hugo Keesing

Defense Intelligence School

^

5:00 - 5:45 P.M.

NEA1R ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
(West Wing Meeting Room)

PRESIDING: Patrick T. Terenzini, President
1180(81,

ALL MEMBERS ARE URGED TO ATTEND!

Election of officers, futUre conference cite
selections, other Association concerns are
among the business items which will be
covered. Participate in the future of
your Association!

5:45 - ?

9DC1AL EVENING

Evenis and attractions guides are available
through the Local Arrangements Committee in
the Demonstration/Display Room.

NO MEALS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE CONFERENCE
CENTER

EEPM users will meet with Dan Updegrove

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1981

7:30 8:30 A.M.

BREAKFAST .

(Ticket required)
(Dining Room)

Ttle 1980-31 and 1981-82 Steering ComMittees
will breakfast together

8:30 - 10;00 A.M.

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS AND PANELS

TRACK 1 - ADMISSIONS

(A/B Barn).

MODERATOR: Marjorie Roan-
Nassau Community College

COLLEGE PREFERENCE PATTERyS DE HIGH
,SCHOOL SENIORS
(3:30-1'55)

Glenwood Rowse
NY State Education

DEVELOPMENT OF A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
DATA BANK: ENTERING SIVnENT PROFILES
(9:00-9:25)

Oepartment

Edward Oelaney
Kean College of 4J
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TRACK I (cont'd)

FROM TNOUIRY TO APPLICANT: STUOYES

AT TWO UNIVERSITIES

Robert Lay
Boston College

David Bradley
Boston University

TRACK II - THE. FIELD OF IR

(C/D Barn)

ADDERATORt Judith Dozier Hackman
Yale University

SHORT SLOPE OR LONG-RANGE IR: A DILEMMA
(8:30-10:00)

Marilin Draxl. Coordinator
Uhiversity of Maryland

Hugo Keesing
Defense Intelligence School

Stuart Rich
eorgbtown UniviG rsity-

Jane Faulman
Northern Virginia Community College

Sylvia Stewart
University of Maryland

TRACK III - TWO AND FOUR YEAR-ARTICULATION

(West Wing Meeting Room)

TRANSFER ARTICULATION: RESEARCH DESIGNS
FOR FOLLOW-UP STUDIES
(8:30-10:00)

J. Scott Orak lich, Coordinator
Essex County College ,

Madan Capoor
Middlesex County Collfige

Lewis Oars
MJ Department of Higher Ed

Carl Feigenbaum
Monmouth College

Donald Oppenhein
Rutgers University

10:00 - 10:30 Ail.

BREAK

,

10:30 - NOON
- .

.CONPRIBUTECI PAPERS ATM DEMONSTRATIONS

TRACK I - COMPQTER GRAPUICS'

(E/D Barri)

COMPUTER GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS IN IR

(10:311-lloon)

Ami Meganathan
Carnegie-Mellon University

TRACK - PLANNING .

(West Wing MeetingtRoom)

MMERATOR: Richard Pattenaude
SUNY - Binghamton

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR THE ENHANCEMENT
OF QUALITY IN AN ERA OF SCARCE RESOURCES:
BETTER WITH LESS
(10:3D-11:00)

C. Stuart Dube'
SUNY - Brockport

Albert Brown
SUNY - Brockport

THE ROLE AilD SCOPE OF IR IN STATE
UNIVERSITY PLANNING AND BUDGETING
(11:05-11:35) -

Thomas Freeman
SUNY Central Administration

Kattleen Kopf
SUNY Central Adminsitration

TRACK III - DEMONSTRATIONS

WORD PROCESSING AND IR
(A/8 Barn)

0
Daniel Updegrove
EDUCOM

MICROCOMPUTERS
(Cemonstration/DisOlay Room)

lonald Orcutt
EDUCOM

PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE THE
EVALUATION fORM BEFORE'YOU LEAVE
THE CONFERENCE
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1980 NEA111 STEERING. COMMITTEE

Patrick T. Terenzini
SUNY -; Albany

Diana M. Green
SUNY - 'Plattsburgh

Sister Ann C. LUciano
Western New England College

Roger Anderson (to 3/81)
Allegany Community College

Carl Feigenbaum
MonmoUth college".

PRESTDENT:

SECRETARY AND PUB=
LICATIDNS CHAIR:

TREASURER:

4- MEMBERS- T-LARGE:

PAST PRESIOENT,AND
NOMINATING COMMIT-,
TEE CHAIR:

CONFUENCE PROGRAM
, CHAIR: -

CONFERENCE LOCAL
NRRANGEMENTS COM-
MITTEE'

, .

CONFERENCE WORK-
SHOP CDORD1NATOR

Elizabeth Knapp
SUNY - Binghamton.

,Robert Lay
Boston College

Nancy Neville .

Rochester Inst,-Of-Tech.

David Rumpf
Utiass-Amherst

SiMeon Slovacek (to 9/81)
California State U at LA

Paul Wing
NY State Ed Department e
Robert Grose
Athherst-College

_Nancy Neville
Rochester Inst. of Tech.

,

Edward Delaney Co-Chafr
Kean College' ofNJ

Carl FOgenbaum, CO-Chair
Monmouth CoTlege

Robert Lay
Boston tollege

14.
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The logo ',and symboT,of NEW were conceived
and exeCUted by Sharon Heyenck,,A.S. in Com-
munication'Design, Rochester Institute of
Technology. It symbolizes the affiliation
of NEAIR with the international AssocTa-
tiop for InstitutiOnal Resdarch,-the net-

workinTaiid cooperation-which the AsiocT,
iation supports, and the flow of infor-
mation in and out of an IR office. 'The
north east quadrant is highlighted to
emphasize the q4ose relationships among
IRprofessipnah in that area, and their
forme associat on.


